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Lecture 1 | Macroeconomics: Theory and Policy in a 
Closed Economy 

Overview of lectures 

• IS-PC-MR Model (Lecture 1-3)

- Textbook: Carlin and Soskice (CS)

- Assumptions

• Supply side with imperfect competition

• Explicit loss function for central banks => understanding central bank when monetary 

policy is away from equilibrium

- Explain why they want to come back


- Optimal monetary response to…

• Macroshocks

• Time inconsistency

• Inflation bias (inflation rate higher than socially desirable)


• Sticky prices (Lecture 5-6)

- Slowly adjusting prices

- Protracted disequilibrium after shocks

- Sticky prices + Rational expectation assumptions => NKPC

- Implications of NKPC

• Inflation dynamics

• Optimal policy


• Examples from the last decade (Lectures 7-8)

- Zero lower bound (ZLB)

- Options available for central bank (CB)

- CB Mandates


Deriving the Phillips Curve (PC) 

- Prelims recap: Aggregate supply under perfect competition

• Production Function: 


- Variables

• Y = output

• A = technology

• K = capital

• E = labour (employment)


- Assumptions

• A and K considered fixed over the time horizon considered


- Short horizon considered by CB => 1-2 years

- Less easy to vary than labour input

• Labour can change very easily e.g. increase if firms give overtime work or decrease 

if they fire workers

• So, E (total level of employment) is most important for SR


• Constant returns to scale over K and E => e.g. double K leads to double Y

• Perfect competition


- Marginal Product of Labour (MPL) defines Labour Demand ( )


Y = f (A, K, E )

ED
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- Labour Supply ( ) is positively sloped

• Real wage is the opportunity cost of leisure

• A rise in real wages causes agents to switch from leisure to labour


• Real Wage


-  


• W = Nominal wage

• P = Consumer prices


• Determining the LRAS

- (Panel A) Real wage adjusts to clear the labour market

• This defines the level of employment


- (Panel B) Employment feeds into the production function

• Level of output Y is determined


- (Panel D) Equilibrium output is unique and therefore invariant to the consumer price level P 
giving a vertical LRAS curve

• Equilibrium output is unique since whatever happens to P, W/P will adjust to achieve 

equilibrium of  in Panel A

- The vertical supply curve result is referred to as the CLASSICAL DICHOTOMY => real 

variables (e.g. real employment, real output) are entirely independent from nominal 
variables (e.g. prices, rate of price inflation)





- Labour markets under imperfect competition

• Labour supply under imperfect competition


ES

Real Wage =
W
P

MPL = ED = ES
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- Trade unions have a degree of monopoly power; they use this to target real wages above 
what the competitive labour supply  yields


- There is a Wage Setting (WS) curve above the labour supply curve

•  illustrates the opportunity cost of leisure


- In perfect competition, the opportunity cost of leisure cannot be above real wage 
levels


- With trade union power, the opportunity cost may rise since trade unions can bargain 
for higher wages


• Whether WS is parallel to  is an empirical matter

- Union power may rise with employment (fewer unemployed people that can replace 

workers) so WS diverges from 

- Size of real wage premium (size of gap) reflects bargaining power of unions

• Closed shop industries in the 1960s-1970s = powerful union = big gap

• 1980s reforms limited trade union power so real wage premium ( ) decreased


- Shifts in WS

• Trade union bargaining power e.g. anti-firing laws can shift WS to the left

• Level of employment


- WS is a mark-up on 

- E.g. lots of immigration shifts  to the right so WS will also shift to the right, but not 

necessarily proportionately (immigrant workers may not be perfect substitutes of 
union workers due to skill differences)





• Labour demand under imperfect competition

- Firms have some monopoly power in goods market and set prices above marginal cost to 

generate excess profits

• P > MC


- This means that workers are not receiving the full value of their marginal product

• Real wage offers below MPL by virtue of firms’ price-setting power => expression of 

monopsony power in labour market

- So there is a Price Setting (PS) curve underneath the MPL curve ( )

• PS = residual wage offered to workers by firms


ES

ES

ES

ES

WS − ES

ES

ES

ED
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- The wedge between the PS and the  is the firm’s profit


• The greater the market power for firms, the larger this wedge ( )

- Special Case: Flat PS Curve

• A flat PS curve is possible


- The firm’s target profit decreases when employment gets higher at the exact same 
rate as MPL declines

• The  wedge decreases as employment rises


- Another way to think about it is as employment increases, the market gets bigger, 
indicating a decline of monopsony power for the firm


• This is what the CS textbook assumes

- Shifts in the PS

• Degree of imperfect competition => more imperfect (more monopsony power for firms) 

shifts PS curve to the left yielding a larger gap

• Relative price of other factor inputs


- E.g. in the 1970s OPEC cut supply of oil so oil prices doubled overnight

- Real price of oil increased a lot

- PS shifted left because firms still want to retain profit margin


• PS derived from labour demand so factors that cause a shift in labour demand will also 
cause a shift in PS (but not necessarily proportionally)

- E.g. changes to MPL, perhaps due to technology => firms may claim the technology 

is a result of their R&D investment and so increases their profit share too, offsetting 
the change in MPL





• Voluntary and involuntary unemployment

- L denotes the total amount of people in the labour force in the economy

- The competitive equilibrium level of employment ( ) is where 

- The imperfect competition level of employment ( ) is where WS = PS

- INVOLUNTARY UNEMPLOYMENT is the gap between  and  at the imperfect 

competition real wage level 


ED

ED − PS

ED − PS

ECE ED = ES

EICE

EICE ES

( W
P )

ICE
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- VOLUNTARY UNEMPLOYMENT is the gap between  at the imperfect competition real 

wage level and size of the workforce L


- There is unemployment under perfect competition but all is voluntary employment

• Measures such as UK claimant count (percentage of those who are actively finding a job 

but cannot) measures involuntary employment only

- Under imperfect competition, there is a mix of voluntary and involuntary unemployment

• The existence of involuntary unemployment requires imperfect competition in the labour 

market on the supply side

• Involuntary unemployment depends entirely on the gap between WS and 





- Real Wages


• may be above is trade union power is high


• Ambiguous effect of imperfect competition on the real wages observed


ES

( W
P )

ICE

ES

( W
P )

ICE
( W

P )
CE
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- Welfare

• Total welfare is lower under imperfect competition


- At  the real wage level determined by  (which measures the value of the 
marginal benefit of giving up leisure to work) is larger than the real wage level 
determined by  (which measures the value of the marginal cost of giving up leisure 
to work)


- Marginal social benefit > Marginal social cost up until the equilibrium

- Thus, employment at  <  constitutes a welfare loss





• Determining the Vertical Philips Curve (VPC)

- VPC is the equilibrium version of the PC under imperfect competition in the labour market

- Location of LRAS and VPC determined by unique level of output resultant from the 

intersection between WS and PS curves


EICE ED

ES

EICE ECE
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• Classical Dichotomy means that LRAS and VPC are not affected by purely nominal 
values such as price level and inflation rate; they are only affected by real variables such 
as employment and output





- Relationship between AS and SR and LR Phillips Curves

• Labour markets and the Phillips curve


- The CS textbook uses WS and PS relationships to derive PCs applicable in the SR when 
the labour market may not be in equilibrium


- Assumptions

• (1) Unions act first


- Trade unions set nominal wage W to achieve target real wage on WS at prevailing 
employment


- Since W is set before P, to achieve their real wage target, unions formulate price 
expectations
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• (2) Price expectation = price level last period adjusted for expected inflation from 
the last period to today ( )

- t = time period

- 

- (3) Assume adaptive expectations for inflation: 

- So, 


• (4) Firms accept W set by unions then set P to hit their real wage objectives defined by 
PS at the prevailing level of employment

- Out of equilibrium market will always be on PS because firms have the last mover 

advantage

- They can set prices to deflate whatever nominal W unions set such that the real wage 

is on their desired PS line

• Implications for the PC


- Assume

• (1) 


- So that  measures the percentage output gap

• (2) output and employment are proportional


- So that we can remove the intermediate steps (where output level as determined by 
the level of employment determines the LRAC etc.) and make the diagram simpler





pe
t = pt−1 + πe

t

p = ln(P)
πe

t = πt−1

pe
t = pt−1 + πt−1

y = log(Y )
yt − ye
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- PC intersects the VPC at the actual inflation rate equal to the prevailing expected inflation

• E.g. If  the PC intersects VPC at 

• Rationale behind this


- When PC = VPC, WS = PS

- Firms have the last mover advantage so they set the employment level to be on the 

PS

- When WS = PS, it means that trade unions have correctly anticipated the price level 

( , where ) such that the nominal wage they set results in the 
real wage rate being on the WS curve


- This requires their expected rate of inflation to be exactly correct

• E.g. if  then  and W set would be higher than the equilibrium real 

wage so the economy would be away from equilibrium level of employment => the 
economy would be on the PC (short-run PC) but not the VPC


- Slope of the PC

• The PC is positively sloped


- PC: 


- Rearranged, 


- When  trade unions set nominal wage too low resulting in real wage level that 
is below their target; this means a higher level of employment on the WS-PS diagram


- Since we assumed direct proportionality between employment and output, above 
equilibrium level of employment yields a higher than equilibrium level of output


- This positive output gap is signified by 

- So when  we also get , hence  and the PC is always 

upward sloping

• Under adaptive expectations, Phillips Curve (PC):  

- CS offers an alternative explanation giving the same results: workers set wages in 
light of  to compensate for the wage eroded in the last period rather than because 
of inflation expectations 

• The slope of the PC ( ) is set by WS and PS slopes

- E.g. More positively sloped WS and more negatively sloped PS implies a steeper PC

- Flexible prices: firms and unions determine WS and PS, so they also determine the 

slope of the PC

- Sticky prices (and wages): market stuck out of equilibrium and the PC is flatter (takes 

a longer time to adjust back to equilibrium)

- PC out of equilibrium

• The positively sloped PC is a consequence of a wage-price spiral triggered when 

employment and output increase above the equilibrium level

• Suppose external demand shock raises employment to  and output to 


• In response to this shock, trade unions target real wages to rise by increment 

- To do this, they raise W by increment  


•  is the level of inflation in the previous period => 

- Raise by  to compensate for the expected rate of inflation


πe = π1 π1

pe
t = pt−1 + πe

t p = ln(P)

πe > π pe > p

πt = πe
t + α(yt − ye)

πt − πe
t

yt − ye
= α

πt > πe
t

(yt − ye) > 0
(πt − πe

t ) > 0 (yt − ye) > 0 α > 0

πt = πt−1 + α(yt − ye)

πt−1

α

E1 y1

θ
π1 + θ

π1 π1 = πe

π1
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• Nominal = real + inflation


- 


- Rearranged, 


• So if trade unions want to increase nominal wages to offset inflation, which they 

expect to be , AND to make the real wage , they will have to raise the 

nominal wage by 


• 


- If firms reacted by setting prices to maintain , the economy would be at Point A and 
trade unions would achieve their real wage target


- BUT at  firms aim to be at Point B on the PS curve, where real wage is lower than 
the equilibrium level by increment 

• Since they have the last mover’s advantage, they can ensure this is the case

• To achieve this, firms set prices so that inflation is 


- 


- 


- 


- From the trade union’s logic, we know that their




- From the diagram we know that 


• Rearranged: 


• Which is what we get ^_^

- The firm’s price setting brings the economy to Point B on both diagrams in the current 

period

• At B, the expected inflation is  which is lower than the actual inflation rate  so 

inflation expectation is lagging

• In the next period, inflation expectations become 


- The PC intersects the VPC at the expected inflation rate

- The PC for the next period is PC | 

- Should the positive output gap persist, inflation will be at 


Nominal Wage =
W
P

+ π

W
P

= (Nominal Wage − π)

π1
W
P

+ θ

π1 + θ

( W
P )

Target
= ((Nominal Wage + θ + π1) − π1) = (Nominal Wage + θ )

π1

E1

γ

π2 = π1 + θ + γ

( W
P )

Actual
= ((Nominal Wage) + π1 + θ ) − π2)

( W
P )

Actual
= ((Nominal Wage) + π1 + θ ) − (π1 + θ + γ))

( W
P )

Actual
= (Nominal Wage) − γ

( W
P )

Target
= (Nominal Wage) + θ

( W
P )

Actual
= ( W

P )
Target

− θ − γ

( W
P )

Actual
− ( W

P )
Target

= θ − γ

π1 π2

π2

πe = π2

π3
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• In the period afterwards, the relevant SRPC is PC | 

- Whenever output is above the equilibrium level, the PC will be shifting up and up and 

up, making inflation accelerate up (increasing inflation ด้วยฐานที่สูงขึ้น); this results in 
an upwards WAGE-PRICE SPIRAL

• This is the output-inflation tradeoff governments experience


- Conversely, employment and output below equilibrium level would imply falling 
inflation and lower PC


-  is also known as the Non-Accelerating Inflation Rate of Unemployment (NAIRU) 

πe = π3

Ee
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Lecture 2 | IS-PC-MR Model 

Description of Model (add IS and MR) 

• Deriving the IS Curve

- In a closed economy, output depends on expenditure (C + I + G) which depends on the 

real interest rate

- IS Curve: 


•  = log output in period t


•  = log of equilibrium output


•  = the real interest rate

- This arises from the CB’s nominal rate + inflation

- The CS textbook assumes a one-period lag in r -> y transmission: what CBs do now 

will affect output in the next period

- Assumption is motivated by practical experience; e.g. Bank of England suggests as 

12-18 month lag in the UK

- Without a lag, monetary policy would always be able to stabilise the economy and 

there would be no booms or recessions

•  = the stabilising level of real interest rate


- At this level, there would be enough demand to purchase goods at the equilibrium 
level of output


• Parameter  measures interest sensitivity of expenditure

-  measures the percentage change in output as a result of a 1% increase in real 

interest rates

-  depends on how rapidly expenditure reacts to changes in interest rates


• Rearranging the IS equation we get…


•



yt − ye = − a(rt−1 − rs)
yt

ye

rt−1

rs

a > 0
a

a

yt − ye = − a(rt−1 − rs)
yt − ye = − art−1 + ars

art−1 = ars + ye − yt

rt−1 = (rs +
ye

a ) − ( 1
a ) yt
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• The IS curve can be represented graphically as…

 

- The IS will always pass through  because at the stabilising level of real 

interest rates, the output is at equilibirum

• The role of CBs 


- CB sets the real interest rate in (t-1) to influence the output (via the IS curve) and inflation 
(via PC) in t

• Consumer inflation expectations are backward-looking so they are affected by the rates 

CBs set in (t-1)

• Thus, by setting nominal interest rates in (t-1), CBs are also setting r in that period to 

influence y and π in t

- BUT CBs only set nominal interest rates?

• Assumption is CB is perfect control over nominal rates

• In our model expected inflation is pre-determined so CBs have full control over real rates 

too

• ALSO the rates CB sets is for commercial banks; what affects demand is the rate 

consumers can borrow at (retail interest rates)

- Assume they are directly proportional


• CB Objectives

- CB follows a form of inflation targeting

• Optimal outcome is inflation  and output  which is on the VPC


• CB minimises the weighted sum of deviations from the BLISS POINT 

- Loss function: 

• Loss function embodies convex preferences over deviations => a combination of small 

deviations is preferred to extremes)

•  measures aversion to π deviations versus y deviations


-  : equally averse to inflation and output deviations

-  : inflation averse

-  : averse to output/employment fluctuations

- Whether the loss contours are circular or elliptical depends on CB preference 

parameter 

• Each loss contour is associated with the same level of social loss


(ye , rs)

πT ye

(πT , ye)
L = (yt − ye)2 + β(πt − πT)2

β
β = 1
β > 1
β < 1

β
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• Deriving the MR

• The best response of a policy maker is always the tangency between the PC and a loss 

contour

• Any deviation from that would mean a higher loss

• The locus of tangency points as the PC moves up and down (due to different levels of 

inflation expectations) is the MR (Monetary Rule)

• MR rule can be thought of as the CB's reaction function to the private sector





• The Monetary Rule (MR) solves


•  


- Minimise CB loss function subject to the PC

• We can solve this minimisation problem by substituting PC into the loss function and 

then taking FOC


Min
y

L = (yt − ye)2 + β(πt − πT )2

s . t . πt = πt−1 + α(yt − ye)
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•



•




• MR Equation: 


- Whenever the output gap is 0, inflation is at target

• MR slope


- MR is downward sloping as there is a negative coefficient on the output term

- An increase in  or  will make the MR flatter

- A decrease in  or  will make the MR steeper

-  is the slope of the PC so it is determined by the gradients of the WS and PS curves

• Steeper WS and PS curves imply larger  and therefore a flatter MR


-  is the preference parameter of the loss function


• Larger  emphasises price stability; MR is flatter





- We now have all three components of the IS-PC-MR model


L = (yt − ye)2 + β(πt − πT )2

L = (yt − ye)2 + β((πt−1 + α(yt − ye)) − πT )2

∂L
∂y

= 2(yt − ye) + 2αβ((πt−1 + α(yt − ye)) − πT ) = 0

(yt − ye) + αβ((πt−1 + α(yt − ye)) − πT ) = 0
Substitute PC back in

(yt − ye) + αβ((πt − α(yt − ye) + α(yt − ye)) − πT ) = 0
(yt − ye) + αβ((πt − πT ) = 0

Rearrange to make πt the subject

(yt − ye) + αβπt − αβπT = 0
αβπt = αβπT − (yt − ye)

πt = πT −
(yt − ye)

αβ

πt = πT −
(yt − ye)

αβ

α β
α β

α
α

β
β
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Optimal policy response to demand/cost-push shocks 

• Consider and unexpected and temporary positive demand shock

- E.g. surprise tax cut before election, which disappears after the election


• Period t

- IS shifts from  to  for one period

- Since the shock is unexpected, monetary policy is unchanged in the current period and 

adaptiveness implies inflation expectations do not react to current period shocks

• So  in the current period (since it is the real interest rate set in the previous period 

that matters)

• Output rises to 


• The rise of output to  causes inflation to rise to 

- Point A to Point B on the diagram

- Next period considerations: CB raises interest rate to 


• Period t+1

- Shock subsides and IS returns to 

- PC shifts up since inflation expectations become 

- From the CB’s perspective, the ideal point on the curve is Point C where PC |  

intersects MR

- To be at Point C, the CB has to decrease output level to 


• This is done be raising the interest rate to  in period t

- Next period considerations: CB raises interest rate to 


• Period t+2


IS0 IS1

r = rs

y1

y1 π1

r1

IS0

π1

πe = π1

y2

r1

r2
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- Inflation expectations adjust to a lower level 

- PC moves to intermediate position PC | 

- At this stage, the CB wishes to be on Point D where PC |  intersects MR

- To achieve this, they must make output  which they do by setting the real interest rate to 

 in t+1

• This pattern of adjustment proceeds in subsequent periods and eventually the economy is 

back at A





• Variable adjustments

- Note: the output line after the second dash when the economy returns to A should be flat 

at it’s original level


π2

πe = π2

πe = π2

y3

r2
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• Real interest rate dynamics

- Magnitude of model response by the CB can be calculated mathematically

• IS:  

-
Rearrange  


• MR: 


-

Rearrange 


- Substitute into rearranged IS 


• PC Equation:  

yt − ye = − a(rt−1 − rs)
yt − ye = − a(rt−1 − rs)

a(rt−1 − rs) = − (yt − ye)

rt−1 − rs =
−(yt − ye)

a

πt = πT −
(yt − ye)

αβ

πt = πT −
(yt − ye)

αβ
(yt − ye)

αβ
= πT − πt

(yt − ye) = αβ(πT − πt)
(yt − ye) = − αβ(πt − πT )

rt−1 − rs =
αβ(πt − πT )

a
πt = πt−1 + α(yt − ye)
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-
Substitute in  from PC equation  

- Substitute in the IS curve:   

-




- So the CB’s response is determined by: 


- This is the monetary policy in the period in which the shock occurs

- Moving all terms up one period gives the next point on the r path


- Determinants of optimal monetary policy

• The extent to which the CB raises r in response to disequilibrium depends on


- a: The larger a (interest sensitivity of expenditure aka semi-elasticity of expenditure 
with respect to r) is, the smaller the CB’s interest rate response

• Countries with more powerful monetary transmission will have to raise interest rates 

by less

- The UK has a large a (high fraction of floating rate mortgages, high private sector 

debt etc.)

- This was the argument against entry to the European single currency in the 

1990s

- Same inflation shock would mean a different optimal interest rate change for the 

UK compared to other countries like Germany or France

- : The larger  (CB inflation aversion) is, the larger the CB’s response

• CB needs to get inflation back at target ASAP

• Larger  means flatter MR

• Different inflation tolerance across the northern and southern Eurozone implies a 

single monetary policy is inefficient even if underlying economic conditions are the 
same


πt

rt−1 − rs =
αβ(πt−1 + α(yt − ye) − πT )

a

rt−1 − rs =
α2β

a
(yt − ye) +

αβ
a

(πt−1 − πT )

yt − ye = − a(rt−1 − rs)

rt−1 − rs =
α2β

a
(−a(rt−1 − rs)) +

αβ
a

(πt−1 − πT )

(1 + α2β )(rt−1 − rs) =
αβ
a

(πt−1 − πT )

(rt−1 − rs) =
αβ

a(1 + α2β )
(πt−1 − πT )

(rt−1 − rs) =
αβ

a + aα2β
(πt−1 − πT )

Divide through by αβ

(rt−1 − rs) =
1

a
αβ + aα

(πt−1 − πT )

(rt−1 − rs) =
1

a(α + 1
αβ )

(πt−1 − πT )

(rt−1 − rs) =
1

a(α + 1
αβ

)
(πt−1 − πT)

β β

β
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- : ambiguous effect of the slope of the SRPC ( ) on the interest rate CB sets

• Countervailing impacts


- Larger  steepens PC 

• Inflation more easily controlled by monetary policy so less policy intervention 

is needed

- Larger  makes MR flatter so there is lower output at shock

• There is incentive to exercise strong monetary policy to remove this output 

gap

• Take the partial derivative of the bottom part containing  with respect to 


- 


- If , a rise in  means a rise in  leading to a smaller CB 

reaction as the denominator becomes larger

- This occurs when 


• CB information matters in conditioning the optimal policy response to a shock

- If the demand shock was expected, CB can set r at A’ when the shock occurs and A the 

period after when the shock subsides

• In this case, output and inflation never deviate from target


- In another case, if the shock was unexpected but once it arrives it is known that the shock 
will last for two periods…

• A -> C’ -> D >>> A




• Caveat: Uncertainty also matters


α α

α

α

α α
δ

δα (α +
1

αβ ) = 1 −
1

α2β

1 −
1

α2β
> 0 α (α +

1
αβ )

α2β > 1
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- In practice, CB do receive signals regarding future state of demand so they can act pre-
emptively

• Problem: signals are uncertain


- Acting pre-emptively only to find that no shock occurs generates volatility in output 
and inflation

• Reacting to a false signal can be just as costly as not reacting to a real signal


- Often the CB will make muted (toned-down) moves compared to what the IS-PC-MR 
model suggests


- The greater the uncertainty and the greater the CB’s aversion to making false moves, 
the more gradual their policy intervention


- Brainard Principle: uncertainty over parameters such as  and a limits policy 
interventions compared to basic IS-PC-MR case


• Taylor Rule

- Taylor (1993) made empirical observations showing that during the late 1980s and early 

1990s the following relationship provided a good description of observed changes in US 
monetary policy

• 


- In a very particular case of our IS-PC-MR model, if  the optimal CB 

response  becomes , 

which is the first part of the Taylor rule

- We cannot arrive at the second part of the Taylor rule in our framework because in our 

model reacting to changes in inflation alone is sufficient

• Output gap does not convey any extra information beyond what inflation level tells us so 

it does not appear in the formula for optimal policy response

- Introducing a lag in the PC breaks this result

• Output gap today only produces inflation in t+1


- E.g. slowly adjusting prices

• If it takes one period for the current output gap to impact inflation then current output 

gap will reveal there has been an IS shock even though inflation gap is zero and it then 
makes sense to react to the output gap directly


• A version of the IS-PC-MR model incorporating this second lag can generate the Taylor 
rule


Phillips Curve Shocks and Recent UK Experience 

• PC can be augmented with random shock term

•  where 


- E.g. For a given , inflation may be raised due to cost-push shocks such 
as higher import prices


• Consider a one-period unexpected cost-push shock that shifts PC up

- To offset the higher PC, the CB should have raised the interest rate to 

- Instead, the Bank of England, upon facing the cost-push shock, lowered their interest rate 

to 

- This was because they simultaneously faced a demand shock due to the 2008 financial 

crisis that caused the IS curve to shift inwards


α

rt−1 − rs = 0.5(πt−1 − πT ) + 0.5(yt−1 − ye)
α = β = a = 1

(rt−1 − rs) =
1

a(α + 1
αβ )

(πt−1 − πT ) (rt−1 − rs) = 0.5(πt−1 − πT )

πt = πt−1 + α(yt − ye) + ut E[ut] = 0
πt−1 + α(yt − ye)

r1

r2
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*The rest of the notes for Lecture 2 Chis Bowdler actually goes over in Lecture 3* 

Accounting for the great inflation in the 1970s 

• CB was unaware of the fall in MPL until years later

• Because they were unaware of the persistent fall in MPL that meant the equilibrium level of 

output is lower, they raised the interest rates by too little

• The inadequate monetary policy response actually meant that interest rates rose


- “short term escalation in interest rates”

• The great inflation happened because policy makers enacted policies that would have suited 

the old supply-side structure of the economy because they were unaware of the fundamental 
changes
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- Adjustment to negative supply-side shock with CB having perfect information (Figure 16) 
- Period t (shock occurs)

• PS0 shifts inwards to PS1


- In the 1970s production shifted to emerging economies in Asia

- Workers previously in the manufacturing industries shifted to jobs in the service industry, 

but their skills are not fully transferrable so MPL dropped (persistently)

- PS derived from MPL (under MPL) so a fall in MPL leads to an inward shift of the PS curve

- PS intersects WS at a lower level of output

- Thus, a negative supply shock occurs


• VPC1 shifts inwards to VPC2

- The VPC shifts to where WS and PS intersect


• PC|  shifts up to PC1

- Since inflation expectation is backward-looking and inflation in the last period was at 

target, even when the shock has occurred, inflation continues to be at the target 


πe = πT

πT
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- PC always has to intersect VPC where expected inflation is so PC|  shifts up to PC1 

which intersects VPC2 (the new VPC) at 

- PC1 is the PC on which the economy in the period when the shock occurs


• Overall, the economy moves from operating at A to B

- Although output has fallen, demand stays the same because demand depends on the real 

interest rate of the last period  which maps demand onto the old equilibrium level 

- Same demand but less supply so there is a price rise (i.e. inflation)

- This is represented by the intersection between the new  and  at the old 

equilibrium level 


• CB changes relevant MR from  to  (shift inwards)

- CB realises A is no longer feasible and shifts MR to intersect the new VPC ( ) at the 

the target level of inflation

- They aim for point C in the next period (see next period for details)

- They raise interest rates in this period to achieve C in the next period

- Inflation at C is lower than at B


- Period t+1

•  shifts up to 


- In the previous period, inflation is at  (above target) so  is the expected rate of inflation 
in this period


- PC always has to intersect VPC where expected inflation is so there is a new PC ( ) that 
intersects  at 


-  intersects  at point C; The CB in the previous period anticipate this movement so 
they set their target position in this period as point C


• Overall, the economy moves from operating at B to C

- Subsequent periods

• As per usual, the economy gradually converges to the new equilibrium at  where  

intersects 

- New PC located by prevailing inflation rate in the previous period e.g. in t+2 this is at 

- CB lowers interest rate to achieve point where new PC intersects 

- Inflation is lowered by a bit and the process repeats


- Adjustment to negative supply-side shock with CB unaware of fall in MPL (Figure 16) – 
building on from prior analysis in the case of perfect information 

- Period t

• VPC shifts left from  to 


- Fall in MPL (as before) causes equilibrium output to decrease

- CB is unaware of this shift in VPC


• PC shifts up from  to 

- Since demand determined by the real interest rate  set in the previous period, demand 

remains high despite the negative supply shock

- Inflation rises above target


πe = πT

πT

rs Ye

PC1 VPC1

Ye

MR1 MR2

VPC2

PC1 PC2

πB πB

PC2

VPC2 πB

PC2 MR2

πT VPC2

MR2

πC

MR2

VPC1 VPC2

PC |πe = πT PC1

rs
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- PC intersects VPC where the prevailing rate of inflation is so PC moves from  
to 


• Overall, the economy moves from operating at A to B

• MR stays the same at 


- The CB, unaware of the inward shift of the VPC interprets the move from A to B as a cost-
push shock


- Thus, the CB aims for point D in the next period where  intersects 

- At point D, inflation would be lower than at B

- They raise interest rates by the amount they believe would bring the economy to point D in 

the next period but this is a smaller raise than they should have made to put the economy 
in point C (the point they would be aiming for had they knew) => i.e. they tightened 
monetary policy by too little


- Period t+1

•  shifts up to 


-  intersects the actual VPC, , at the  which is the new expected rate of inflation

- The economy operates at  in this period


• Overall, the economy moves from operating at B to E instead of from B to D as the CB would 
have hoped

- The rise in real interest rates in the previous period leads to a contraction in output to 

where D is, but now the economy is at , contrary to the CB’s beliefs that it would be at 



- Inflation rises to  which is more than 

- This process can repeat insofar as the CB continues to have false beliefs about the VPC


PC |πe = πT

PC1

MR1

PC1 MR1

PC1 PC2

PC2 VPC2 πB

PC2

PC2

PC1

πE πB
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Lecture 3 | IS-PC-MR Extensions 
Forward-looking CB (CB cares about future loss) 

- The baseline model assumes a static loss function for the central bank i.e. the loss function only 
considers outcomes in period t


- However, the CB as an institution will likely continue to exist even beyond this period so it 
makes sense to have the CB minimise loss across a longer horizon


- Simplest inter-temporal loss function

• Inter-temporal Loss Function: 




-  is the discount rate i.e. a decimal representing rate at which next period outcomes are 
discounted relative to current outcomes when making decisions today

• E.g.  implies next period is 1% less important than today

• The more myopic (impatient) the policy maker is, the higher  is

• Infinitely high discount rate  would yield that static loss function


- Loss depends on outcomes today (period t) and in the next period (period t+1)





- Standard case of positive IS curve shock with static loss function (Figure 17) 
• Period t


- IS curve shifts right for one period

- Demand rises above equilibrium output level (demand > supply)


L = (yt − ye)2 + β(πt − πT)2 +
1

1 + δ
((yt+1 − ye)2 + β(πt+1 − πT)2)

δ

δ = 0.01
δ

δ
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- Inflation increases from  to 

- Economy moves from A to B

- Targeting point C (as CB anticipates shift in PC), the CB raises the interest rate


• Period t+1

- New PC drawn to intersect VPC at 

- The interest rate CB raised in the previous period takes effect

- Economy moves from B to C


• Subsequent periods

- Gradual shift from C to A


- Positive IS curve shock with inter-temporal loss function (Figure 17) 
• Builds on from previous analysis on positive IS curve shock with static loss function

• Consider the deviation from C to C’


- Since C is the static optimum, at C, the marginal benefit of raising r (which would mean 
lower ) equals the marginal cost (higher absolute ) i.e. 


- Moving from C to C’ entails a gain (lower ) such that the economy would be closer 
to the bliss point in the next period than it would have been if the deviation did not occur 
(i.e. it will be on D’ rather than D)

• In period t+1, 


- But the deviation from C to C’ also entails a loss (higher absolute )

- But since we know C is the optimal point and C’≠C, we know that at C’, 

• So this deviation would be irrational under static loss


• With an inter-temporal loss function, the optimal policy is a result of weighing out the 
marginal costs and benefits in each period, taking into account the discount rate

- Optimal policy with an inter-temporal loss function: 




• The net marginal losses in this period must be equal to the net marginal gains in the next 
with the discount rate accounted for


- Since the RHS of this equation is strictly positive for finite , we know the optimal point 
must have  i.e. some deviation from C is justified


- The CB only stays on MR if  and CB only cares about current outcomes in period t

• The smaller  is, the more it values the future, hence the more willing the CB will be to raise 

interest rates in t to result in a lower level of inflation in t+1 to have smaller losses later 
periods


- Generalising the argument 

• General inter-temporal loss function: 


-  is the loss function for period t+i

- Future periods t+1, t+2, … matter but t+1 matters more than t+2 which matters more than 

t+3 and so on

• CB would want to have lower inflation in period t+1 than what would be achieved at C to 

have lower loss in future periods

• Stronger incentive for tighter monetary policy response to current inflations (i.e. stronger 

incentive to raise interest rates by even more in period t)


πT π1

π1

πt − πT yt − ye MCt = MBt

πt − πT

MBt+1 > MCt+1

yt − ye

MCt > MBt

(MCt − MBt) =
1

1 + δ
(MBt+1 − MCt+1)

δ
MCt − MBt > 0

δ → ∞
δ

∞

∑
i=0

( 1
1 + δ )

i

Lt+i

Lt+i
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• Observation: monetary response have been more aggressive since the 1970s, probably 
because CB independence from elected governments implies smaller  (CB less myopic)


Rational expectations in price/wage setting 

- The baseline model assumes adaptive expectations where expectations are formed based on 
what happened in the previous period

•  because agents make systematic mistakes


• In the standard model, which sets , the CB responds by raising the interest rates, 
which causes inflation to fall below the expected level; thus, having the such expectations is 
irrational


- Alternatively, we can assume agents have rational expectations (RE)

• Agents make predictions by solving the model given all the information that is available on 

what the shocks are

• Model-consistent, full information expectations

• BUT this hypothesis can’t literally be true since even economists don’t really know 

themselves

• We can instead think of the agents knowing the direction of the curve shifts but not the 

magnitude of the shifts

- The adaptive expectations PC equation is  


• We modify the adaptive term to  (the rational prediction made in the previous 
period of what inflation would be in this period using all information available, including 
knowledge of economic models) for the rational expectations model


• Rational Expectations PC Equation: 


- We can also rewrite this in terms of the output gap as 


• Output gap only driven by random private expectational errors (any systematic non-
random errors would be accounted for by rational agents)


- Limitations to RE results

• Many agents lack the information or cognitive ability to form RE


- Having some non-rational agents disproportionately affects the macroeconomic 
equilibrium


- Suppose 50% of agents are rational and the other 50% having non-rational adaptive 
expectations


- Rational agents, knowing there are some non-rational agents who will set their 
expectations above target, sets expectations slightly above the target in an attempt to 
account for those people


- The final expected level of inflation will be closer to the adaptive level than the rational level 
of inflation even though the rational-adaptive split is 50-50


• RE is based on beliefs about what others will do (just like the Nash Equilibrium)

- If CB loses credibility then RE could quickly fall apart

- Doubts can be very damaging

- Complete CB credibility is essential


• ‘Painless disinflation’ needs further assumption of prices being completely flexible

- Sticky prices can be an obstacle to actually adjusting to the new equilibrium despite the 

theoretical expectations saying the economy will be at the new equilibrium in the next 
period


δ

πe ≠ πT

πe = πt−1

πt = πt−1 + α(yt − ye)
πt−1 Et−1πt

πt = Et−1πt + α(yt − ye)

(yt − ye) =
1
α

(πt − Et−1πt)
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- Why we should believe RE happens in practice

• There are some inflation blips e.g. following a rise in VAT

• Push towards greater transparency; the fact that CB release information then it means they 

believe that the private sector is rational, and thus receptive to their material, to some extent 

- The Great Moderation: reduced volatility of macro variables between 1984-2007 as more 

information was released (before global financial crisis)


- Unexpected positive IS curve shock with Rational Expectations (Figure 18) 
• Builds on from the standard IS curve shock model

• Assume static loss function





• Period t

- The economy moves from A to B

• Positive IS shock raises demand

• Since supply is the same, demand > supply and inflation occurs

• Shock is unexpected so neither the CB nor any rational agent could have do anything to 

stop the economy from going out of equilibrium from A to B

- Why expecting inflation to be  in the next period is irrational


• Expecting inflation to be  in the next period is irrational because it drives the CB to 
raise interest rates, driving inflation to be below ; so, knowing the model, expecting  
in the next period is irrational


- Why expecting inflation to be  in the next period is irrational


• If we expect inflation to be , the PC in the next period will be drawn to intersect the 
VPC at 


π1

π1

π1 π1

π2

π2

π2
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• This new PC intersects MR at a level of inflation lower than ; it is this point of 
intersection that the CB targets and makes interest rate adjustments with reference to


• But the targeted point will always be below the expected level of inflation

• Thus, having such expectations would be irrational and incompatible with having 

knowledge of the economic model

- The unique rational expected level of inflation is 

•  is on MR so the CB will validate it


• Period t+1

- The economy moves from B to A

• The RE level of inflation is  so the economy operates on the same PC


• RE model implications

- Quick adjustment straight back to equilibrium

• Higher overall level of welfare (more efficient stabilisation) because the economy only 

spends 1 period away from the bliss point

• Disinflation (lowering ) can be painless, as supposed to requiring a sacrifice of output 

in the adaptive expectations model

- The swift return to the bliss point in period t+1 occurs without the CB having to do 

anything

• No need to change interest rates because the economy will adjust back to equilibrium in 

the next period anyway

• However, the adjustment depends on the agents believing that the CB would intervene if 

inflation were to rise above target such that they expect a lower rate of inflation, but also 
knowing the model means that even the lower rate of inflation they expected is still 
above what would have been achieved (see above: Why expecting inflation to be  in 
the next period is irrational) and so even that level is irrational; eventually their inflation 
expectations converge on to 


• Monetary policy is still critical even though it doesn’t change

• Thus, the credibility of the CB in dealing with inflation is crucial for the private sector to 

adjust themselves back to equilibrium without the CB having to act

- Caveat: under RE, the CB should actually change real interest rates if the CB had private 

information that the private sector does not know about

• The private sector cannot rationally expect something they have no information about

• CB should change real interest rates to achieve best macroeconomic outcome

• RE theorist would say that CB should release the private/inside information to the 

private sector; this is evident in recent CB actions being more transparent (e.g. 
publishing their forecasts) 

π2

πT

πT

πT

πT

π2

πT
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Lecture 4 | Inflation Bias and Monetary Policy 
Why might there be an inflation bias? 

- Inflation bias = excess inflation at the equilibrium in the IS-PC-MR model

- An inflation bias can be illustrated using the IS-PC-MR model with the loss function amended to  

 where 


• In the amended loss function, the bliss level of output  is above the feasible level  
determined by the VPC


• Why might the government set a target level of output  above the equilibrium level  ?

- Welfare improvement

•  is determined by the intersection of the WS and PS curves (WS=PS) which is below 

the competitive equilibrium level (MPL = opportunity cost of leisure; )


• Hence,  is sub-optimal

• A welfare improvement if the economy can move to a higher level of output closer to 

where   (the marginal cost to society i.e. leisure is equal to the marginal benefit 
to society i.e. MPL)


• Thus, setting  could be seen as a policy seeking the efficient employment level 
amidst distortions form imperfect competition


- Politically motivated

• Think of pre-1970s UK where the CB under the elected government

•  could be from a political cycle because raising GDP (output) is seen as a signal 

of economic competence and is a pre-election vote winner

• Inflation target  remains at the welfare-maximising level

• MR is displaced to the right


- MR has to pass through the intersection between target output and target inflation (the 
bliss point) but target output is now more towards the right


- If we looks at the loss function, the bliss point is now defined at  which is more 
towards the right


- However, since  and  have not changed, the MR retains the same slope


What are the determinants of the size of the inflation bias? 

- Expectations: Adaptive VS Rational

- Loss Function: Static VS Dynamic

- Cases to consider


L = (yt − yT )2 + β(πt − πT )2 yT > ye

yT ye

yT ye

ye

ES = ED

ye

ES = ED

yT > ye

yT > ye

πT

(yT , πT )

α β

Adaptive Expectations Rational Expectations

Static Loss Function Model 1 Model 3

Dynamic Loss Function Model 2 Model 4
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- Model 1: Equilibrium with Adaptive Expectations and Static Loss (Figure 20) 
• Point Z is the equilibrium


- Point A is the best feasible point but it is not a best policy response

• Point A is the best feasible point because it is on the VPC, and of all the points on the 

VPC, it is the best because inflation is also on target at 

• However, point A is not a policy best-response because it is not on the MR


- Point B is a best policy response but it is unstable

• Point B is the best policy response because it is where MR intersects the PC associated 

with 


• But, point B is unstable because it generates inflation expectations  which makes the 
PC shift up in the next period to  and the economy moves to C


• This process of upward PC adjustment happens until the PC intersects the VPC at 
inflation level 


- Point Z is both feasible and the best response of the policy make because it is on the VPC 
and the MR


- At Z, any potential gains that could be achieved by raising interest rates to lower inflation is 
completely offset by the further deviation from 


• Inflation bias = 

-  is the equilibrium level of inflation

- ‘Bias’ in the sense that inflation is in excess of the target

- Measures inefficiency in monetary policy


πT

πT

πB

PC |πe = πB

πZ

yT

πZ − πT

πZ
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• Bigger inflation bias as  increases

- Bliss point shifts further towards the right

- MR, which always passes through the bliss point, intersects VPC at a higher level of 

inflation

• Bigger inflation bias if MR is steeper


- Steeper MR as  and  get smaller (smaller  and  makes MR rotate clockwise about the 
bliss point)


-  = slope of SRPC

• Smaller  means raising output by the same amount increases inflation by a smaller 

amount

-  = inflation aversion of the policy maker


• Smaller  means policy maker is more accepting of inflation


• We can see why if we examine the loss function 


- Model 2: Equilibrium with Adaptive Expectations and Dynamic Loss (Figure 20) 

• Suppose  and aim to minimise the dynamic loss function  where 



• Consider a deviation from A to B


- This entails we can have a loss that is smaller by  where  is the value of the 
loss function on the contour through A


- But by deviating to B, the PC for the next period shifts up and the economy moves to C

- The problem is that  so it would have actually been better had the economy 

remained at A

- The deviation from A to B triggers a series of PC shifts until the economy reaches Z

- At Z, the per period loss relative to no deviation hits its peak at 

- Thus, we see that the deviation from A to B implies a one-off gain for an infinite sequence 

of losses

• Point A is the equilibrium if 


- Infinite losses ahead are never worth it

- Inflation bias = 0


• Point Z is the equilibrium if 

- This is basically the case of static loss (see analysis in Model 1)

- Inflation bias = 


• The equilibrium point will be somewhere along the VPC above A and below Z for other values 
of 

- There will be partial deviation from A to B

- Inflation bias is less than  but more than 0


• Smaller  (policy maker more patient) reduces inflation bias

- Equilibrium point closer to A than to Z

- There will be no inflation bias if policy makers are perfectly patient ( )


yT − ye

α β α β

α
α

β
β

L = (yt − yT )2 + β(πt − πT )2

yT > ye

∞

∑
i=0

( 1
1 + δ )

i

Lt+i

Lt+i = (yt+i − yT )2 + β(πt+i − πT )2

(LA − LB) LA

LC > LA

(LZ − LA)

δ = 0

δ → ∞

πZ − πT

δ

(πZ − πT )
δ

δ = 0
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- Model 3: Equilibrium with Rational Expectations and Static Loss (Figure 20) 
• Point Z is the equilibrium


- Any expected level of inflation below  is not rational because the model says that point Z 
is the equilibrium (see Model 1 for details)


-  is the unique rational expectation

• Full inflation bias is observed immediately under RE because the CB, knowing that the 

private sector expects , just aims for point Z

- Inflation bias = 


• Just like in Model 1, the inflation bias increases as  increases and as MR gets steeper


- Model 4: Equilibrium with Rational Expectations and Dynamic Loss (Figure 20) 
• Point Z is the equilibrium


- In Model 2 with adaptive expectations and dynamic loss, policy makers want to stick to A 
because it will lower inflation deviation from target, caused by the PC adaptive 
expectations adjustment mechanism, in future periods


- There is no such mechanism that promises lower loss in the future once we have RE 
instead of adaptive expectations


- A deviation from A to B would not be rational because agents can expect it to cause a rise 
in inflation to  which causes an upward shift in the PC such that inflation would be at  
and so on until the economy reaches 


-  is the unique rational expectation

• Full inflation bias is observed immediately under RE because the CB, knowing that the 

private sector expects , just aims for point Z

- Inflation bias = 


• Just like in Model 1, the inflation bias increases as  increases and as MR gets steeper


• Unlike in Model 2, the adaptive expectations with dynamic loss model,  is irrelevant to the 
size of the inflation bias because there would just be an immediate adjustment to Z


• Some economists only regard inflation bias that arises in the RE scenario as an inflation bias 
because it is a bias that arises in any case

- High inflation in adaptive expectations case arises because the policy maker is not 

forward-looking enough but there is nothing intrinsic in it occurring

- E.g. if  then there is no inflation bias


- Time inconsistency

• A low inflation policy (e.g trying to keep the economy at point A where inflation is ) is time 

inconsistent because when the policies that aim for that comes into effect in the next period, 
the optimal point changes to point B


• The time-consistent policy is to ultimately aim for inflation at 

- How applicable is this discussion on inflation bias to the real world?

• Excess output is not usually a good description of actual CB conduct


- In recent years we see the CB in many countries across the world working to make the 
target level of inflation 


πZ

πZ

πZ

(πZ − πT )
yT − ye

πB πC

πZ

πZ

πZ

(πZ − πT )
yT − ye

δ
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- Carlin and Soskice point out that interviews with CB committee members stress that they 
did not intentionally try to increase output


• Inflation bias models allow us to study economic events in the time before CB independence

- Helps us understand high inflation outcomes in the 1970s and 1980s

- Models provide a counterfactual of what would happen if we returned to having politicians 

run the CB

- Politicians around the world have continued to except pressure on CB despite not having 

control of CB

• E.g. In France, Sarkozy put pressure on CB to have systematically looser monetary 

policy which would allow for output boost that would help him secure votes

• Inflation bias models help us understand important contemporary macroeconomic outcomes


- It was suggested that the congress should have more oversight on the Fed

- Bernanke opposed this because if it happened the financial sector and the private market 

would immediately adjust their inflation expectations upward because they detect more 
politician interference in CB decisions


- Politicians motives can cause inflation bias

- Bernanke used inflation bias model to defend CB independence, showing that the theory 

is still relevant even in contemporary times

- It provides a rationale for the kinds of institutional design we would want to uphold


How can we eliminate the inflation bias? 

• The inflation bias can be eliminated completely in using some solutions but not others

• Solution 1: CB independence


- CB can reset policy to make 

- Problem 1: CB will be pressured by politicians, the media, the public etc. especially in 

times of crisis

• CB may not be completely immune to those pressures even though they are 

independent

- Problem 2:  could be overestimated


• Setting the target at an overestimated equilibrium level of output  may still result in an 
inflation bias


• E.g. in the 1970s great inflation,  was overestimated because CB did not realise there 
was a fall in MPL (hence an inward shift of the PS curve)


• Solution 2: Delegation to conservative (inflation averse) central banker (Rogoff’s solution) 
(Figure 21)

- Keep the same  but employ a central banker with larger 


•  = inflation aversion of the policy maker


• Larger  makes MR flatter

• Flatter MR makes the inflation bias smaller


- A conservative CB is inflation averse so they are less likely to respond to political 
pressures


- Problem 1: Inflation bias will not be completely eradicated

• Inflation bias will only be completely eliminated if  (and MR is horizontal)

• However, this also implies the CB is willing to sacrifice an infinite amount of output to 

keep inflation on target, thereby leading to massive welfare losses

• Rogoff concluded that the optimal level of  has to be positive but finite


yT = ye

ye

ye

ye

yT > ye β
β

β

β → ∞

β
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• But a finite  means there will still be some inflation bias present

- Problem 2: Appointing a Rogoff central banker could lead to short term losses

• Under adaptive expectations, the MR may be adjusted but agents would still be on the 

same PC as they were in the previous period

- In the static loss case, this PC will intersect the VPC at 

- In the dynamic loss case, this PC will intersect the VPC between  and 


• The new and flatter MR of the conservative central banker intersects the PC at a lower 
level of output leading to greater loss in the SR


• Whether or not adjustment to  is worth it depends on the discount factor (if short 
term losses are tolerated then adjustment is favoured)


• However, this is not an issue for the rational expectations case because inflation 
expectations would immediately adjust to 




• Solution 3: Introduce penalties to the CB (Walsh 1995)


- Keep the same  and 

- Introduce a penalty to the CB for each unit increase in inflation over 

• Penalties e.g. central banker dismissal, cut in CB resources


- This method can theoretically completely eradicate despite having  if appropriate 
disincentives to deviation from  are introduced


• If the cost of the penalty of deviating from  to the MR is equal to the potential 
gains from loss function reductions, then the CB could stick with 


- Problem 1: We do not observe Walsh-type mechanisms in practice

• We do not observe the government taxing the CB etc.

• Not regarded as realistic

• PP adds: if the government has the power to penalise the CB, then it would damage CB 

independence

• Solution 4: Change the CB mandate to have a lower target level of inflation (Svensson)


- Keep the same  and 

- Instead, set a target rate of inflation below ; let us call this 


β

πZ

πT πZ

π Rogof f

π Rogof f

yT > ye β
πT

yT > ye

(ye, πT )
(ye, πT )

(ye, πT )

yT > ye β
πT πT*
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- The inflation bias is  depending on where the equilibrium is


• E.g. In the static loss, adaptive expectation model, inflation bias is 

- If we set  below  such that  (i.e. set  such the gap 

between the CB target and the actual 2% target is equal to the size of the inflation bias), 
we can have the inflation exactly at  when the bias occurs


- The inflation bias will be completely eliminated

- Problem: we do not observe this happening in reality


Cross-country comparisons to find reasons for different inflation bias across countries 

- Alesina and Summers: Countries with more CB independence have lower average inflation

• If CB independence lowers inflation bias then countries with more CB independence should 

observe lower rates of inflation

• They produced CBI index (Central Bank Independence index) from information obtained from 

responses to a survey sent out to CBs on who appoints CB governor, what terms, how long 
has the CB governor been in position for etc.


• They found a strong negative relationship between CBI and inflation

• Countries with more CB independence have lower average inflation (possibly through 

delegation mechanisms)

- International differences in macro parameters ,  and  predict differences in inflation 

outcomes

• Assume adaptive expectations and static loss


• MR is the solution to 


- FOC: 


- Rearrange to get MR equation: 


• Since at the equilibrium inflation is  we can substitute in  for 


- 


• Recall that the inflation bias is 


- 


• Hence, international differences in inflation bias result from differences in macro parameter , 
 and 


• High  leads to lower inflation bias

-  = slope of PC

- Romer (1993): countries with higher openness to international trade have higher  and 

therefore lower equilibrium inflation

• Greater trade openness measured by import share in domestic consumption

• Import price = world price x nominal exchange rate


- The nominal exchange rate is the amount of domestic currency needed to purchase 
foreign currency
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• Loosened monetary policy (lower real interest rate) causes the currency to be demanded 
less so the currency depreciates (nominal exchange rate rises)


• Thus, import prices rise immediately (faster adjustment than the prices of domestic 
goods)


• Hence, a greater share of imports in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) leads to a larger  
in the PC (inflation changes by more) 

α
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Lecture 5 | Macroeconomics With Sticky Prices 

Keynesian Economics 

- Basic IS-PC-MR model has some Keynesian features but these features only arise in the 
adaptive expectations model

• Slow adjustment back to equilibrium (protracted disequilibrium)


- Under RE, there is immediate adjustment back to equilibrium in the next period

• Clear role for monetary policy in contributing to the adjustment back to equilibrium (CB had 

to raise interest rates)

- Under RE, what matters for the economy to return to equilibrium was the belief that the CB 

would raise interest rates in response to the shock, not the CB actually making any 
changes


- Neo-classical models (RE instead of backward-looking adaptive expectations assumption)

• Neo-classical economic models combine rational choices and fully flexible prices

• Neo classical models are a challenge to Keynesians because the RE assumption, in which 

agents maximise, is a persuasive thought

- BUT the product of the model undermine traditional Keynesian policy prescriptions

- Keynesian retaliate by developing New Keynesian economics


New Keynesian Economics 

- New Keynesian Economics

• A Keynesian comeback to the neo-classical model

• RE but with frictions to price adjustment, thereby resulting in Keynesian outcomes


- Agents are aware that prices are supposed to readjust towards equilibrium, but they are 
also aware that there are limits to how fast adjustment back to equilibrium can be


• Prices are sticky in the SR so markets do not clear; output, and hence employment, fluctuate 
instead


- Why are prices sticky?

• Menu costs: there are costs involved in adjusting prices (e.g. having to spend time and 

money to reprint the menu)

• BUT


- Online economy means menu costs reduced

- Menu cost avoidance seems small compared to welfare loss in recession

- New Keynesians have to explain why small menu costs matter in causing price inertia


Are sticky price assumptions plausible? 

- Ball, Mankiw and Romer (1988): small menu costs generate price stickiness (BMR) 
• Set up


- Imperfect competition among firms

• If there were perfect competition then all firms are price takers i.e. they have no say in 

whether they can change the price

- Rational expectations

- Firms plan to reset prices at fixed intervals (time contingent pricing) e.g. change prices 

every Jan 1st

• These price reviews can be thought of as ‘costless’ since they have been planned
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• The distribution of the planned price reset dates is uniform (  firms plan to adjust the 

price in each month)

- There is an incremental menu cost to be paid for unscheduled price changes


• Standard diagram for firm under perfect competition (Figure 22)

- AR = Average Revenue (can be thought of as demand curve for Firm i’s goods)

• Under perfect competition firms can sell as much as they supply given that they sell at 

the market price but in imperfect competition, firms have to lower their price to sell extra 
units of the good in order to sell more


• The AR curve is, therefore, downward sloping

- MR = Marginal Revenue

• MR is downward sloping and beneath AR because firms have to lower the price in order 

to sell an extra unit in imperfect competition

- MC = Marginal Cost (real terms)

-  = output of a repreentatitve firm (Firm i)


-  = Firm i’s price relative to other prices in the economy


-  is the equilibrium output; when every firm is producing at , the economy is on the VPC


• When we are on  in this diagram, we can think of it as being the same as being on the 
VPC in the IS-PC-MR diagram


•  is determined by MR=MC


 

• Negative demand shock when there are no menu costs (Figure 23) 
- Total demand falls so IS shifts left

• Lower level of real interest rates need to stimulate same level of output


- AR shifts left to AR’


1
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P
q1 q1
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• Demand for the goods that Firm i produces is derived from the overall demand in the 
economy


• When overall demand falls, the AR curve falls too

- MR shifts left to MR’

• MR is always under AR so AR shifting left means MR also shifts left


- The equilibrium changes from D to C

• C is where MR and MC intersect

• D is where MR’ and MC’ intersect


• The relative price in the new equilibrium falls from  to 


- The economy moves back to equilibrium at D

• Mechanism 1: downward price adjustments lead to increased consumer welfare which 

stimulates demand (BMR used this mechanism)

- Every firm tries to cut their price to reflect the lower equilibrium price

- BUT since every firm cuts their price, the general price in the economy, P, also falls 

such that the relative price remains the same at 


-  is not achieved


- Although the relative price is the same, the fall in P reflects increased consumer 
welfare (since they would have to pay less, on average, for the same amount of 
goods)


- This increased welfare causes a positive shift in demand so MR’ and AR’ will shift up 
until they reach the original MR and AR curves (any point below means the consumer 
has better welfare so demand would still shift out)


- The economy returns to equilibrium

• Mechanism 2: CB lowers interest rates


- The CB sees that output drops below , which happens at , so they lower interest 
rates, thereby stimulating demand


- AR’ shifts back to AR

- MR’ shifts back to MR

- Original equilibrium becomes the equilibrium again


- Thus, absent menu costs, neo-classical results apply
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• Negative demand shock with BMR menu costs (Figure 23) 

- Demand falls (see case without menu costs for details)

• IS shifts left

• AR shifts left to AR’

• MR shifts left to MR’


- Initially equilibrium is at D but the new equilibrium is at C

• 1/12 of firms planned to change their prices anyway so they will proceed to do that 

since it does not incur a menu cost

• 11/12 firms planned to change their price at a different time; whether or not these firms 

actually changes the price depends on the amount of profit they make at each point

- Profits firms gain at point D: Area of  

• This is the integral of MR subtract the integral of MC up to that point


- Profit after shock without price adjustment = Area GABO

- Profit lost as a result of the shock and the firm not responding to the shock= Area HDBAG

•  subtract Area GABO

• Critics of menu cost theory claim that menu costs can never be as big as Area HDBAG 

(the cost of a recession)

- BMR shows that even a menu cost that does not exceed Area HDBAG could lead to 

price stickiness

• BMR splits HDBAG into two areas


- Direct profit firms gain by lowering their price = 

• Firms can sell more units up until where MC=MR’

• Firm i only considers this area


- Profit firms gain because other firms lower their prices too = HDCG

• This benefit is conferred on Firm i not by their own decisions but by every other firm 

in the economy choosing to cut their prices

• If every firm cuts prices then inflation falls; the CB then cuts the interest rate which 

stimulates demand


△ HDO

△ HDO

△ ABC
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• The is the ‘Aggregate Demand externality’

• Since the realisation of this area is beyond the control of Firm i, they do not 

consider this gain in making decisions on whether to adjust the price

- Sticky prices occur if  < menu costs

• If menu costs are larger than the private profits to be gained by adjusting the price

, firms will choose to stick with their price until the next planned price 
adjustment


• Prices are sticky (and it is in line with RE to expect prices to be sticky)

- Sticky prices can be viewed as a market failure due to a lack of coordination

• A social planner, acknowledging the potential gain of HDBAG would order firms to lower 

their prices

• However, in practice, economies are decentralised and firms will act in isolation, looking 

at private benefits only

- Sticky prices more likely if MC flat

• A flatter MC curve reduces the area of 

• Flat MC can be the result of ‘real rigidities’ (profits less sensitive to being away from 

equilibrium such that menu costs are more likely to exceed potential profits from 
adjustment)

- E.g. A real rigidity such as a flat WS curve (trade unions less powerful); a rise in output 

results in not very much wage increase so MC only mildly pro-cyclical as a result

- There is an output-inflation trade-off as the PC suggests

• At the aggregate level, there will be some decline in output and some decline in inflation


- Output falls for those who don’t lower their prices because they can sell less

- Inflation falls because some firms lower their prices


• BMR note that PC will be steeper if firms plan to review their prices more frequently

- Steeper PC implies less output loss needed to lower inflation by the same amount

- A larger proportion of firms will be willing to adjust their price because a larger 

proportion of them planned to do so anyway

- Frequent price reviews result in greater aggregate price flexibility

- Frequent price reviews more likely in countries with a history of higher inflation

- In support of this suggestion, BMR provide empirical evidence that countries with 

higher historic inflation rates face a steeper PC

- Extensions of BMR: disequilibrium can be even more protracted because only partial 

adjustments occur


• Even firms that have planned price adjustments do not lower the price fully to  

because they anticipate some other firms keeping their higher prices so they adjust 
prices down by less


• These firms fear that large price changes risk a price war with competitor firms

• Thus, even after everybody has had the chance to change their prices as planned (e.g. 

after 12 months), the economy still does not return to 


• Aggregate price adjustment are more gradual

- Problem 1: real rigidities not empirically supported in data

• Keynesian result of sticky prices arise from a combination of (1) menu costs, (2) 

aggregate price adjustments, and (3) real rigidities

• The argument works best when there are real rigidities


△ ABC

△ ABC

△ ABC
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• However, empirical evidence suggests that WS is steep (real rigidities don’t really apply) 
such that potential gains from lowering prices tend to be smaller than menu costs


- Problem 2: BMR model cannot explain deep recessions

• Menu costs can be thought of as fixed costs (changing the price by a lot costs as much 

as changing the price by a little)

• In large economic shocks,  will exceed menu costs, suggesting that all firms 

will find it profitable to lower their prices

• Prices are not that sticky because given a large enough negative shock in MR

• So the BMR model cannot explain price stickiness in deep recessions that involve large 

negative demand shocks


Calvo Pricing 

- Calvo (1983): In each period, there is a fixed probability  that a firm is a flexible price firm and a 
fixed probability  that a firm is a fixed price firm

• Flexible price firms are willing to change their prices in a given period

• Fixed price firms are unwilling to change their prices in a given period

• This idea is sometimes referred to as the ‘Calvo lottery’

• Link to BMR: We can think of  as the probability the firms is one that had planned price 

reviews in the period


Deriving the New Keynesian Phillips Curve (NKPC) (not important for the course) 

- The Phillips curve shows the relationship between inflation and output gap in an economy

- Let inflation rate among price flexible firms be 

- The aggregate inflation rate in period t is 

- However, if inflation amongst other firms is not zero, the prices price-flex firms set also depend 

on the output gap

• E.g. If the output gap is positive and prices are rising (inflation is already positive amongst 

other firms), then price-flex firms will have to increase their prices by more than the other 
firms in order to achieve a higher relative price


• So the price the price-flex firm set in period t will be a function of 

- Price-flex firms realise that in the next period they may not win the ‘Calvo lottery’ and get to be 

a price-flex firm again

• Given that their price in the next period may be fixed with probability , firms take into 

account , namely their rational expectation of what the general 
inflation and output gap would be in the next period


• Similarly, there is a  chance that they still have to keep the same prices they set in 
this period for the next two periods; this implies they should also take into account 



• Using this same logic for future periods ad infinitum and assuming concerns for the future are 

discounted at a rate  per period, we have 




△ ABC

λ
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- Higher  means that the future matters less


• Multiply both sides of the equation by  to get  (aggregate inflation)


- 


• Iterate the aggregate inflation equation forward by one period


- 


• We already know that we are a price-flex firm today so the probability that we become 
price-fixed firm for the rest of the periods is 


• Clean the equation up by multiplying through by  and take expectations at 

time t


- 


• Subtract the equation above from 




- 


- The RHS term is the same just summing from i=0 vs i=1 so after subtracting, only the first 
term remains


• Rearrange to make t the subject


- NKPC: 


- Assume no discounting  and let 


- NKPC: 

• An equivalent statement of the NKPC


- NKPC: 


•  since the best estimate of inflation infinitely far into the future is that 
inflation has returned to equilibrium (the Target) since effects of shocks would have 
subsided by then, and future shocks are random (so our best guess is future shocks = 0)


• Inflation today is the target level plus the sum of output gap today and all expected 
future output gaps
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NKPC Properties 

- NKPC looks similar to PC under RE

• PC under RE: 


- Fully flexible prices so only unknown where expectations need to be formed is current 
prices


• NKPC: 

- There is a need to respond to shocks today as well as shocks in the future because firms 

may not have an opportunity to change prices in the future

- So expectations should be set in light of inflation tomorrow 


- Calvo pricing not essential to deriving NKPC

• Same results obtained assuming prices apply for 2 periods 

πt = Et−1πt + α(yt − ye)

πt = Etπt+1 + k (yt − ye)

(Etπt+1)
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Lecture 6 | NKPC, Inflation Dynamics and Optimal 
Monetary Policy 

Anticipated VS Unexpected two-period demand shock 

- The shock (Figure 24)

• Suppose the economy is at equilibrium 

• In period t, information arrives such that 


-  (there will be a positive shock in the next two periods)

-  and for the periods thereafter


• This temporary boost in demand and output may be the result of temporary pre-election tax 
cuts when consumers are non-Ricardian (i.e. they do not smooth their income)


• Assume the CB cannot do anything about this shock

- Lag in real interest rate extended such that  only takes effect in t+3

- We make this amendment because otherwise the CB can just raise interest rates to 

mitigate the shock, as the IS-PC-MR model suggests





- Anticipated two-period positive demand shock under Adaptive Expectations (Figure 25) 
• Period t


- There are no shocks to output and inflation are still at equilibrium

• Period t+1


- Positive demand shock makes inflation increase by  so inflation is at 

• Period t+2


- Expected inflation is  because this is the prevailing rate of inflation in the previous 
period


- Positive demand shock makes inflation increase by  so inflation is at 

• Period t+3


- The higher level of inflation  is expected but there is no further increase in 
inflation since there are no more shocks (output reverted to )


(ye, πT )

Et yt+1 − ye = Et yt+2 − ye = 1
Et yt+3 − ye = 0

rt

α (πT + α)

(πT + α)

α (πT + 2α)

(πT + 2α)
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- This will be the expected level of inflation until the CB does something to try to reduce it 
(e.g. raise interest rates)


- Inflation is a persistent process (gradual adjustment)

- Positive correlation between output gat and inflation





- Anticipated two-period positive demand shock under NKPC (Figure 25) 

• NKPC: 


• Period t


- 


- So 

• Period t+1


- 


- So 

• Period t+2


- 
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- So 

• Period t+3


- All output gaps have subsided


- 


- So 

- This is where the economy expects to be


• Comparison with adaptive expectations PC

- Unlike in the AEPC case, inflation under the NKPC is a jump variable (affecting inflation 

immediately in period t)

• Consequence of RE and forward-looking behaviour


- Correlation with output gap inverted compared to AEPC case

• There is a downward trajectory of inflation in t+1 and t+2 when the positive output gap 

actually occurs

• The actual adjustment to shock is immediate and the rest is just the equilibrating 

process whereas under AEPC the adjustment is gradual


- Unexpected two-period positive demand shock under Adaptive Expectations (Figure 25) 
• There is no signal in period t or in t+1 that a shock would occur in the following period

• Under AE, inflation expectation is backward looking so there would not be a difference 

between the adjustment in the case where the shock is expected versus when it is not 
expected


- Unexpected two-period positive demand shock under NKPC (Figure 26) 
• The form of inflation will exactly replicate the form of the output gap


• NKPC: 


• Period t


- 


- So 

• Period t+1


- 


- So 

• Period t+2


- 


- So 

• Period t+3


- All output gaps have subsided
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- 


- So  and this continues





NKPC Assessment 

- The inflation dynamics that result from the NKPC seems at odds with the data, which suggests 
inflation persistence and a trade-off between positive output and inflation


- NKPC matches with data more when shocks are unexpected, but it is hard to interpret all 
movements in data that result from unexpected shock


Hybrid Phillips Curve 

- This is a generalisation of the NKPC to include both forward-looking and backward-looking 
components


- There is a fraction  of firms that hold adaptive expectations and a fraction  of firms that 
hold rational expectations


- Hybrid PC: 

- Roberts (1995):  is close to 0.5

• About half of firms are backward-looking and about half are forward-looking

• This suggests that NKPC has some relevance in explaining inflation adjustment


NKPC and Optimal Monetary Policy 

- Set up

• Augmented NKPC


- The normal NKPC is 

- It is augmented to include a random cost-push shock  where  (  can be 

positive or negative)

• In the cases we will be considering,  is a one-period unexpected cost-push shock so 
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- Augmented NKPC: 


• For simplicity, assume there is no lag in the IS curve such that the interest rate in period t ( ) 
will influence output in period t ( )

- This does not affect our conclusion


- Cost-push shock adjustment under Adaptive Expectations (Figure 27) 
• Period t


- The economy begins in equilibrium at A

- A cost-push shock shifts the PC up to  and the economy moves to b

- Overall, the economy moves from A to B


• Period t+1

- In response to the unanticipated shock in period t, the CB raises interest rates to cut 

output and therefore lower inflation

- Since our assumptions have removed the lag, the lower  takes effect immediately

- Overall, the economy moves from B to C


• Period t+2

- The prevailing rate of inflation in the previous period (of which the expected inflation in this 

period is based on) is the rate at C so the PC shifts down accordingly

- The CB raises interests rate to achieve D, where the new PC intersects MR

- The new interest rate takes effect immediately and output rises

- Overall, the economy moves from C to D

- Adjustment back to the equilibrium A proceeds in this manner for future periods





- Cost-push shock adjustment under Rational Expectations (Figure 27) 
• Period t


- The economy begins in equilibrium at A


πt = Etπt+1 + k (yt − ye) + ut

rt

yt

PC |πT , ut > 0
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- A cost-push shock shifts the PC up to  and the economy moves to b

- Overall, the economy moves from A to B


• Period t+1

- In response to the unanticipated shock in period t, the CB raises interest rates to cut 

output and therefore lower inflation

- Since our assumptions have removed the lag, the lower  takes effect immediately

- Overall, the economy moves from B to C


• Period t+2

- It would be irrational for agents to believe that the economy should have an inflation rate 

above equilibrium so the PC shifts to its original position

- Overall, the economy moves from C to A

- Equilibrium is restored


- Cost-push shock adjustment under NKPC (Figure 27) 
• Augmented NKPC: 

• Period t


- The economy begins in equilibrium at A

- A cost-push shock shifts the PC up to  and the economy moves to b

- Overall, the economy moves from A to B


• Period t+1

- In response to the unanticipated shock in period t, the CB raises interest rates to cut 

output and therefore lower inflation

- Since our assumptions have removed the lag, the lower  takes effect immediately

- However, unlike in the AE and RE models, the CB can announce a forward guidance policy 

where they commit to raising interest rates above equilibrium for this period and the next

- Interest rates above equilibrium, albeit lower than the rate that would have achieved C, 

result in a negative output gap and lower inflation

- The forward guidance lowers the expectation of interest rates in the next period so the 

relevant PC is lower than the one through B

- Overall, the economy moves from B to D


• Period t+2

- Since the CB has announced that interests rates will continue to remain above equilibrium, 

the negative output gap persists

- The original PC is the relevant PC since it is expected that in the next period the interest 

rates will return to target

- Overall, the economy moves from D to E

- Inflation falls below target


• Period t+3

- CB adjusts the interest rate to achieve A

- Overall, the economy moves from E to A


• Policy Paths

- Without forward guidance (using  only): C-A-A

- With forward guidance (using  and ): D-E-A

• No policy dominates in all periods but in general the forward guidance policy is preferred 

because it involves a sum of smaller deviations than a single big deviation (we know this 
is preferred because the loss function is quadratic)
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rt

πt = Etπt+1 + k (yt − ye) + ut

PC |πT , ut > 0
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• Discounting the future confirms the idea that forward guidance should be preferred even 
more because D is a smaller deviation than C


• A policy of raising future interest rates allows more efficient stabilisation than a policy of 
raising current interest rates alone, since future monetary policy signals influence current 
output and inflation via NKPC


- Exact optimal policy (Figure 28)

• Exact optimal policy needs calculation but the idea is to promise interest rates above 

equilibrium in t+1 and t+2 (i.e. keep the interest rate above equilibrium for even longer)

•  iterated forward one period is 



• The inflation rate in period t+1 is a function of expected inflation in t+2 so announcing 

that interest rates would be above equilibrium (hence lower inflation) in t+2 also acts to 
decrease inflation in t+1

- Thus, the economy can move even closer to the bliss point in t+1


• A problem is if we continue to announce this for the subsequent periods, we do not get 
adjustment back to A but to points closer and closer to A


• But, the quadratic loss function means we should prefer these smaller deviations





• Problem: the optimal policy is time inconsistent

- It is the most preferable policy at the time of its announcement but the CB loses 

incentive to stick with it for future periods 


πt = Etπt+1 + k (yt − ye) + ut

πt+1 = Et+1πt+2 + k (yt+1 − ye) + ut+1
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• E.g. inflation falls below target at E; CB has incentive to lower  to stabilising level 
instead of keeping it high; the announcement that they would keep rates high was 
to move the economy to D instead of C


- The optimal policy delivers benefits in the present and a series of costs in the future

- Because the private sector acknowledges this time-inconsistency so they don’t 

expect that the CB will follow through, hence the economy is stuck at C (CB lacks 
credibility)


- The optimal policy with superior stabilisation is theoretically feasible but is not realised 
in practice


- Stabilisation bias: welfare lost because the CB is forced to over-stabilise the economy 
using  beyond what the optimal policy suggests because of time-inconsistency


• Solution: Modify CB objectives such that points such as E in future periods are preferred 
to A

- Use a price path target (Figure 29 and 30)

• Straight line with gradient 0.2

• Line represents path prices would follow if inflation was always on target at 2%

• Inflation targeting is content with the price trajectory being parallel to the line but 

PP targeting requires the price to adjust back to the price path

- Sometimes adjustment under PP targeting requires an undershoot of inflation 

below target

• Differentiating the price path gives the inflation behaviour over time (Figure 31)


- The inflation behaviour under PP targeting delivers the same shape as what 
inflation should be like under optimal monetary policy under NKPC (Figure 28)
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Lecture 7 | Macroeconomics at the Zero Lower Bound 

The Great Recession (2008-2009) 

- What happened

• Sharp decrease in output post-2008 but output stagnated between 2009-2012 instead of 

returning to pre-recession levels

• Undershoot in economic performance against historical growth rates observed (and worsens 

overtime) (Figure 32)





- Origins of the great recession episode

• Keynesian explanation


- 2007 Sub-prime mortgages (borrower’s debt is much larger than their income): US housing 
market has significant wave of mortgage defaults


- 2008 Assets fire-sale: Banks sold houses where people defaulted on their loans but 
because there were many defaults, there was an increase in the number of houses in the 
market so house prices fell so banks made significant losses

• A lot of US banks became insolvent (e.g. Lehman’s collapsed in 2008)

• Many overseas banks that invested in US mortgages also made huge losses (e.g. Royal 

Bank of Scotland was a large investor so they were greatly affected, and being a big 
bank in the UK meant UK businesses were also affected since if they collapsed the UK 
private sector that had deposited with them would also have lost money)


- Since role of bank is to recycle savings into investment and people were pulling their 
money out of the bank, they could not perform their function well

• This led to a reduction in demand (since lower investment)

• IS shifts in


• Non-Keynesian view
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- Financial crisis led to lower equilibrium level of output

- This is due to decline in supply from impaired capital stock, resource mismatch, tech-

regress in sectors like financial services, workers skill loss (hysteresis)

- Policy response

• CB followed the IS-PC-MR framework and cut interest rates in hope to stimulate output


- In November 2008, the Bank of England reduced its policy rates by 150 points, which is 
significant compared to the typical 25 points standard policy change; by 2009 the rates 
were historically low at 0.5% (normally at 5%)


- 0-0.25% in US

- 1% in Euro area (ECB rose interest rates in 2011 but then reversed their policy; in 2014 

rates were as low as 0.05%)

- Japan stuck at a low rate of 0.1% for over a decade


The Zero Lower Bound (ZLB) 

- There is a lower bound on nominal interest rates at zero or close to zero

- Why is there a lower bound?

• If CB policy rates are lending rates at which CBs lend to commercial banks (as most CB 

policy rates are) then they cannot set a negative lending rate because they will be making a 
loss

- CB cannot make a loss because then they would have to ask the government to bail them 

out but then they would lose legitimacy (and arguably control of the economy)

• If CB policy rates are deposit rates at which commercial banks can invest funds overnight, 

then if the policy rate drops below zero to the extent that keeping cash + purchasing 
insurance is more worth it for commercial banks

- The CB can only drop their policy rates just below zero (i.e. even if commercial banks are 

making some losses overnight it is still less than cost of storage) otherwise their policy will 
not have an effect


- Also if CB policy rate is zero then keeping their money out of the CB will not cause a 
decline in the nominal rate so banks will just hold vault-cash


- IS curve at the ZLB (Figure 33)

• Equilibrium cannot be reached using monetary policy


- Real interest rate = nominal interest rate - inflation

• CB controls the real interest rate via the nominal interest rate


- If the economy starts in equilibrium  then the minimum real interest rate 



•  is the negative of expected inflation

- In times such as the great recession, the stabilising interest rate  needed for output to 

reach  is below 

- As such, equilibrium cannot be reached using monetary policy


• Deflationary trap (Krugman)

- Point A is unstable because there is a negative output gap

• Negative output gap lowers inflation

• But since the CB is already exercising , they cannot lower the interest rate any 

further

• So the negative output gap lowers inflation which lowers expected inflation (gradually 

under AE and instantly under RE) which raises  which lowers output


(ye, πT )
rmin = − πT
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• This results in a deflationary spiral

- Krugman: economies subject to curse of flexibility

• In an economy with more flexible prices, the slope of PC is steeper

• Minimum real interest rates easily reached with a smaller output gap

• So the more price flexible and economy is, the more susceptible they are to the 

deflationary trap

• Flexible expectations (RE) also means  is raised faster as the deflationary spiral 

starts

• The curse of flexibility is a paradox because in normal times price flexibility means faster 

adjustment to equilibrium but here it means equilibrium is harder to achieve

• Liquidity trap (Keynes)


- Lower interest rate leads to lower inflation if output is below equilibrium BUT if inflation is 
low then people would prefer to hold cash than to borrow to invest even if the interest rate 
is low; the interest rate loses its power as a mechanism to increase output


- Pigou argued that this is not the case because falling prices (negative inflation) would have 
a positive wealth effect for consumers, which shifts IS to the right faster than  
spiralling upwards

• Real = nominal - inflation


- However, Pigou’s mechanism is fragile because it relies on sufficiently large stocks of 
private assets

• If people are in debt, falling prices (negative inflation) raises the real value of the debt 

causing IS to shift left while  spirals upwards in the North West direction

• Hysteresis


- i.e. when the LR equilibrium follows the SR economy

- As a result of inability to reach equilibrium output, the VPC shifts in such that even when 

the economy has recovered from deflation, output never reaches the same equilibrium 
level again


- Why hysteresis might happen

• VPC determined by intersection of WS and PS curves


- In a recession, firms stop investing in equipment and allow depreciation to take effect 
so MPL decreases and PS shifts left


- Unemployed workers in a recession may just stop trying to find a job so the WS shifts 
left to a lower equilibrium rate of output (less people in the labour force)


rmin
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Optimal CB policy at the Zero Lower Bound (ZLB) 

- Forward guidance (Figure 34)

• Empirical examples


- In 2012, the Fed announced that it will keep policy rates at ZLB until 2014

- Later both the Fed and the Bank of England gave a state-dependent guidance (i.e. saying 

they will keep rates at ZLB until specific unemployment objectives are achieved)

• Why forward guidance works


- Expectations Hypothesis: 


•  = long term interest rate for n periods set in period t (e.g. government bond yield)


•  = government policy rate in period t


•  = risk premium required by n-period lender


•  = average short term interest rates


- The expectation hypothesis has to hold

• Suppose long term rates were higher than the RHS formed by expected short term 

policy rates, then the private sector would flock on government bonds (higher demand 
so higher bond prices so lower nominal yield)


• This happens until the nominal yield  decreases to match the expected average yield 
of short term loans plus the risk premium


- Forward guidance reduces long term rates because it sets  and expectations of future 
short term rates to zero for the amount of periods is announced forward guidance for, 
thereby lowering the average short term interest rates (due to no arbitrage condition)

• Long term interest rates can be forced down even though short term rates are already at 

the ZLB and cannot be forced down further

- Lower average short term rates mean more people switch to invest in long term 

government bonds

• The government has more money to invest on things that would correct the output gap
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• Higher government spending pushes the IS curve out

• Lowering long term rates is good if the government is looking for fiscal expansion


- Funding commercial banks

• Investors decide whether to fund a bank based on the long term rate (since the 

government is very unlikely to default and so is minimal risk) plus the risk premium of 
funding commercial banks


• If the long term rates decrease then the sum of the long term rate and the risk premium 
of funding commercial banks decreases so investors decide to fund commercial banks 
at friendlier terms


• This lowers the cost for the commercial banks so they pass on lower interest rates onto 
private sector borrowers (e.g. corporate and mortgage loans rates), thereby supporting 
overall recovery


- Even if the real interest rate remains unchanged, the IS curve shifts to the right as a result 
of forward guidance

• The shift may be significant enough such that equilibrium output can be reached using 

the interest rate offered at the ZLB

• Rational expectations required but RE also most likely to hold in financial markets





• Why forward guidance might not work

- Forward guidance merely relocates the problem

• A deep enough recession can still trigger the deflationary spiral

• The maximum action the CB can take is to commit to interest rates at the ZLB for n 

periods

• So the lower bound of CB action is  (they cannot make long term rates lower than )


- To solve this problem, forward guidance must “commit to irresponsibility”

• CB pledge to keep policy rates low not until they reach  but until a level greater than 

 (hence the CB is being irresponsible)


• This commitment raises inflation expectations between periods t and t+n ( )


• Real long term interest rate = 


θn
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• Raising  makes the real long term interest rate decrease, thus providing incentives 
for higher expenditure and economic recovery


• Since the policy of committing to irresponsibility affects consumption via real interest 
rates rather than nominal rates, it does not face the ZLB problem


- Commitment to irresponsibility in practice

• Fed vowed to keep rates at ZLB for extended period after full employment is reached


- This pushes output above equilibrium so inflation increases above target

• In 2020, the Fed also announced they would keep inflation above 2% to balance out the 

years where inflation was below 2%

• Bank of England linked forward guidance to inflation forecasts two year out, targeting 

2.5% instead of 2% inflation

• Bank of Japan explicitly committed to inflation above 2% target in November 2016


- Commitment to irresponsibility is represented as IS shift

• Vertical axis is real rates, which is set over a number of years rather than lowering real 

interest rates now to achieve B on Figure 33


Time Inconsistency of Optimal CB policy at the Zero Lower Bound (ZLB) 

- Suppose CB announces interest rates will remain low past into 5% before raising 
policy rates to bring the economy back to equilibrium


- Knowing that there will be high inflation in the future, consumers take out more loans since the 
real value of their loans decreases as a result of the announcement


- Increase in consumption causes IS to shift right an equilibrium is restored

- BUT The private sector can anticipate the CB abandoning this act once inflation increases to 



• Commitment to irresponsibility is non-credible

• Rational private agents will not respond according to such announcements

• ZLB problem cannot be overcome


- Pressures to falter on commitment

• Interest group pressure


- Accusations of currency manipulation

- Pensioners claiming that their savings are taxed away (low interest rates and high inflation 

reduces the value of the money they have)

• Right-wing economists warn of low rates keeping “zombie firms” alive or inducing asset price 

bubbles

- Historical examples

• Early exit from accommodating monetary policy led to prolonged Great Depression in the US 

during the 1930s

• Early 2000s premature exit in Japan led to “lost decade” (i.e. decade of poor performance)


πe
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Lecture 8 | Macroeconomics at the Zero Lower Bound 

Overcoming Time Inconsistency of Optimal CB policy at the Zero Lower Bound (ZLB) 

- Price Path Targeting (Figure 35)

• Without PP targeting, the CB would not have an incentive to keep inflation low after point O; 

the private sector realises this and if they have rational expectations, they will not respond to 
the lower interest rate because they anticipate the CB backing out at O


• Using PP targeting, it is now in the CB’s interest to try to achieve B where inflation is above 
the target rate , hence the CB’s optimal policy of forward guidance policy is rendered time 
consistent and therefore credible

- Long term inflation expectations at A will rise and since the real long term interest rate is 

given by , a rise in  will decrease real long term rates and incentivise 
investments, thereby supporting economic recovery


 

• Switching to PP helps reduce the probability of hitting ZLB

- Empirical observation point to slow implementation of inflation-targeting policy e.g. internal 

tensions over how to respond to Eurozone crisis led to delated ECB response

- This delay is problematic because adverse demand multipliers set in

• For example, firms slow down on their investment decisions or firms that would have 

survived if interest rates were swiftly cut go out of business because they cannot 
withstand an extra period of debt


• So demand contracts even more and the cut discussed would be insufficient
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• Further cuts are needed (and may have to cut to the point that the economy reaches 
ZLB)


- PP targeting is better because it is an automatic stabiliser

• A fall in inflation today due to negative demand shock will increase future inflation 

expectations , since PP targeting means that the CB will aim for inflation that is on 

average at 


• This causes the real interest rate in the current period  to fall


• The lower  stimulates private sector spending and helps move the economy out of 
shock rather than to further stagnate the economy


• The fall in real interest rates happen in the current period as an automatic stabiliser to 
the shock so problems of delay are overcome


• PP can help ward off demand deficiency

- Demand deficiency = permanent negative bias to demand in the economy

- CB has asymmetric preferences about 

• Studies e.g. study of Bank of England after the 1970s show that CB is quick to raise 

interest rates when inflation is above target ( ) but are more relaxed when 
inflation is below target ( ), for which they tend to allow inflation to equilibrate 
gradually


- Actual inflation average is below 2% because episodes where inflation is above target is 
more short-lived


- However, debt contracts are written assuming inflation is at 2%

• Since inflation is on average below 2%, it means that the interest level set is too high

• E.g. Suppose the intended real interest rate (y-axis of IS diagram) is 3%


- Given , if inflation were to actually be on target at 2%, the debt 
package should offer nominal interest rate 5%


- However, actual average inflation is below 2%

- Suppose actual average inflation is at 1%, the nominal package with 5% interest rate 

would yield an interest rate of 4% which is above the intended real interest rate level

- There is an upward bias of real interest rates leading to a demand deficit


- The bank benefits from the real interest rate being higher whereas consumers lose out 
from facing higher actual rates

• There is a transfer of resources from borrowers to savers

• Savers have lower marginal propensity to spend than borrowers (they tend to save 

more)

• This means total expenditure will drop even more

• Therefore the economy is at a higher risk of hitting the ZLB in the fact of shocks


- PP targeting solves this by ensuring inflation always averages at 2%

• CB is forced to behave symmetrically


• Why PP targeting might not work

- Two channels of influence for PP targeting

• (1) Expectations over low future nominal policy rates (due to credible forward guidance 

commitment) force down current long term rates

- Depends on RE of financial sector

• Forward guidance under PP targeting is time-consistent

• Financial sector needs to recognise they will have lower costs for some future 

periods (without RE they may not recognise)

• Financial sector needs to pass on lower costs to consumers
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• Real world data is convincing that the financial sector has rational expectations

• (2) Rise in expected future inflation (CB will tolerate some amount of inflation above 

target) reduces current real long term interest rates (even if inflation exceeds target CB 
will not raise interest rates in the future)

- Current long term rates determined by expectations of interest rates in future periods


• 


• Forward guidance pushes expectations of interest rates in future periods down so 
 falls


- The hope is that lower long term interest rates will make people borrow and spend 
more (or save less and spend more) and the negative demand shock will be fixed


- However, this hinges upon consumers and corporates having rational expectations

• Borrowers must be able to infer that existing loan offers are more attractive in real 

terms


• Real long term interest rate = 


-  falls so the real long term interest rate also falls

• Evidence suggests that consumption is more heavily influenced by nominal rates 

than real rates in the short term (they make investment decisions based on )

• So lower level of RE in the consumer sector in practice than theory requires


• Non-linearities compromise the effectiveness of PP targeting (Figure 36)

- SRPC may be convex

• In particular, the SRPC is steeper in the positive direction than in the negative direction

• This convexity is suggested by data


- The non-linear SRPC suggests that a negative output gap only affects inflation mildly but a 
positive output gap increases inflation significantly

• Workers and trade unions tend to oppose nominal wage cuts so inflation tends not to go 

negative even in large scale recessions

• Despite a large fall in output, inflation falls by only a little bit

• PP targeting only aims for small positive output gap to compensate for this fall in 

inflation below target

• There is a weaker incentive to set interest rates to eliminate disinflation today so the 

negative output gap may not be readily fixed

- Weaker stimulus as a result of the non-linear SRPC


• Weaker reactions result in prolonged recession (more periods with negative output gap)

- More undershoot in total from prolonged recession so private sector expects more 

overshoot in the future

- This stimulates expenditure and brings the recession to an end

- Economy will stay in a recession until the summed losses is large enough to trigger 

enough stimulus to counter the previously negative values

- PP targeting can still deliver the argued advantages but in a longer period of time


• BUT it needs an even higher degree of rationality on the consumer’s side (they need to 
understand the non-convex SRPC mechanics), which is unlikely to obtain
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• PP targeting may be inappropriate when confronted with stagflation shocks


- Stagflation = increase in inflation but stagnated economic output

• E.g. Negative IS shock that occur concurrently with cost-push shocks


- In the UK, inflation did not drop below 2% during the 2008 recession

• Rising energy, food and import prices drove inflation up to 5%

• But there was a negative output gap

• The PP targeting (for CPI) response would be to target an inflation level below 2% to 

counter the prevailing 5% inflation rate

- This implies a higher interest rate is needed to hammer down inflation

- Real long term rates today increase as a result of the rise in light of the higher 

expected interest rates in future periods

- BUT the higher interest rate would worsen the recession


- PP targeting only works if there is the standard relationship between rising inflation and 
rising output gap


- A possible remedy: to redefine the PP target in terms of domestically generated inflation

• This was the strategy the Bank of England took

• Although inflation was above 2% overall, domestically generated inflation was below 

2%, in line with the standard theory

• Stagflation was caused by import prices rather than domestic factors

• So, the Bank of England lowered the interest rate

• BUT this solution will not always work


- This solves the import-led stagflation issue but stagflation may occur as a result of a 
variety of causes, such as higher VAT (leading to rising prices and higher inflation) or a 
decline in productivity (inward shift of VPC such that the prevailing output level is too 
high and if CB is not aware of the shift they may try to target the original equilibrium 
and in doing so lead to higher inflation deviation from target – see earlier analysis on 
the great inflation)


- In the varied circumstances, the PP target would have to be redefined since 
stagnation is caused by domestic factors


- This solution is only specific to there case where stagflation happens due to rise in 
import prices


- Another possible remedy: use Nominal GDP targeting instead

• Nominal GDP = PY


- P is the price level
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- Y is the output

- Use  as the y-axis rather than  in the PP targeting case


• 

• If the equilibrium level of GDP growth and inflation are both 2% then we would 

target nominal GDP growth of 4%

• Nominal GDP targeting is able to retain the policy positions of PP targeting in normal 

circumstances but is able to avoid the pitfalls of PP targeting

- In a normal demand shock both inflation and output fall (decrease in both P and Y) so 

 falls

• This triggers the CB into setting lower interest rates to correct the output gap 

(loosen monetary policy)

- When stagflation occurs, the price level P increases but the level of output Y falls (P 

and Y move in opposite directions leaving PY relatively stable)

• Nominal GDP targeting will not call for unnecessary tightening of monetary policy 

as PP targeting does

• Disadvantages of nominal GDP targets


- Less frequent observations

• Nominal GDP is observed quarterly whereas CPI used in PP targeting is observed 

monthly

• Less flexible and more delayed response as a result


- Frequent revisions of the definition of nominal GDP lead to risks of false signals

• The definition of nominal GDP was frequently revised for several years after the 

2008 recession due to measurement challenges

- As more data becomes available it gets added so the measure is unstable and 

subject to large and meaningful measurement errors over time

• False signals may arise from tracking nominal GDP 

• In contrast, the definition of CPI remained mostly stable


- The price level P that appears in the nominal GDP target is a worse measure of 
welfare than the CPI which supplies P for PP targeting


• Nominal GDP targets stabilised P given by 


- This P is known as the GDP deflator price

• Nominal GDP excludes imports consumed by UK households but includes exports 

not consumed by UK households

- CPI, on the other hand, includes imports consumed by UK residents but 

excludes exports not consumed by households

- Therefore, nominal GDP is not as good a measure of the consumer’s cost of 

living, and hence their welfare, than CPI

• Had we follow the nominal GDP target, we may be following a path that is worse for 

consumers from a welfare point of view

• PP targeting has the looming problem of control errors (Figure 37)


- Inflation is not perfectly controlled by CB under PP targeting

• This leads to uncertainty over the precise policy effects and risks of cost-push shocks 

distorting inflation

- PP targeting has a complex non-monotonic adjustment path

• Negative inflation shock: A to B via  before coming back to 

• Positive inflation shock: C to D via  at E before coming back to 
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- Since the slope of the IS curve (dependent on parameter ) is not known for sure but is 
estimated, the more complex the adjustment path, the greater the risks of policy error


- As a result, CBs have been wary in adopting PP targeting despite its argued theoretical 
benefits




• PP targeting may not be accepted by interest groups or the public (Figure 37)


- In the case of the positive inflation shock, the PP targeting adjustment path requires 
continuous monetary policy tightening through E to bring the economy to D


- However, businesses and interest groups will want to keep the economy at E and demand 
the CB to loosen monetary policy


- This generates frictions with lobby groups and since those groups determine the WS 
curve, the CB do not want to upset them because they are key players that can influence 
the CB’s success in achieving macroeconomic objectives, such as low unemployment


• PP targeting unsuitable for dealing with supply shocks

- If low levels of output is a product of weakness in supply rather than in expenditure, a 

policy committing to lower future interest rates (forward guidance) would generate too 
much demand in a climate of low supply, thereby leading to an inflation overshoot


- Supply-side shocks require supply-side solutions e.g. supply side reformations to increase 
productivity


- The great recession (2008-2009) may reflect lack of supply rather than lack of demand due 
to credit crunch; Supply may decline after an economic shock for several reasons 
including:

• Weakness in bank lending results in lower investment hence a lower capital stock


- Savers shunned the bank so the bank did not have much money in its circulation

- This is the view popularised by Ben Broadbent


• Decline in output of the financial sector in the crisis

- Increased regulation of the financial sector means that its output will never return to 

the pre-shock level

• Output falls below maximum output because UK firms that used to sell to Eurozone 

markets have seen the European market shrink (lower demand due to credit crunch) but 
accessing a new market takes time so they could not produce to their maximum output 
level in the period of the recession


α
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- Short-term effect but could be long term if those firms go bust before being able to 
access new markets


- Industry may never return to original level of output


Other options aside from forward guidance 

- Quantitative Easing (QE)

• Can provide monetary stimulus at ZLB

• CB as monopoly issuer of money creates new electronic money balances


- They use the money to invest in assets, which then gets dispersed to the private sector 
through private institutions seeking higher rates of return on their investments


- This increases the money supply

• How QE works


- Economic shock brings the economy to the ZLB

- The government exercises QE and use the newly generated electronic balance to purchase 

government bonds

• This drives the bond yield down


- 


- Government purchase of bonds drives bond prices up (sudden spike in demand for 
bonds) so the yield decreases


- The private sector struggle to make their rate-of-return targets

• Private sector now has a lot of cash with very low yield since the economy is at the ZLB 

but they are short on government bonds which give higher yield

- Private institutions look to invest in something similar to government bonds

• They typically find that corporate bonds issued by large multinational firms such as BP 

are a good alternative with higher yield (these companies have deep pockets so the risk 
is relatively low)


• By purchasing these corporate bonds, the private institutions are essentially injecting 
cash into the economy


• The companies issuing the bonds have extra cash to increase investment and 
employment


• QE allows CB to commit to irresponsibility without having to have a PP target (Figure 35)

- When the economy is at A, the CB can exercise large scale QE

- This injects money into the private sector, which then spends it

• PP adds:


- MV=PT

- Increase in money supply (M) causes prices (P) to increase


- If the QE package is large enough, it can bring the economy not just to where inflation is 
 but to B


- QE can be seen as a signal that inflation will rise above target in the future

• This raises inflation expectations


• Since the real long term interest rate is given by , a rise in  will decrease 
real long term interest r; corporates will find the real long term rate attractive and invest 
more (with the extra money injected)


• “actions speak louder than words” logic means QE is a more credible signal than the CB 
announcing that inflation will overshoot the target in the next period
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• Problems with QE (Figure 35)

- Lack of supportive empirical evidence

• Unable to raise inflation above 2% for the US, UK or Japan in 2015

• PP adds: recent QE in the US during COVID-19 crisis is ineffective in raising inflation 

over and above 2%

- High uncertainty means private sector prefers to hold cash even though the rate of 

return is excruciatingly low

• Over $1.98 trillion increase in savings in the US commercial bank system

• People prefer to keep their money liquid


- Highest unemployment rate since the great depression, peaking at 14.7%

• Consumers have low purchasing power

• Even if they return to their jobs, high uncertainty means they will back out on 

unnecessary purchases

• Low demand


- Led to asset price bubble

• Instead of hiring more people, businesses preferred to invest them in financial 

products to maintain liquidity

- QE through asset purchases is reversible so it is not aggressive enough

• At A the CB exercises QE by creating electronic money to purchase bonds

• However, once the economy reaches O, the CB can just sell those bonds

• There may be an overshoot of inflation but to a level milder than at B


- PP adds:

• The mechanism of passing money to private corporates in hope that they invest it 

and use it to employ people still works
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• The mechanism of raising inflation expectations does not work (QE is time-
inconsistent)


• To credibly commit to QE, CBs must permanently give away the cash but this creates a 
permanent increase in liquidity and long run inflation expectations so CBs are reluctant 
to use it

- Friedman suggested the “helicopter drop” model where the CB writes a cheque to 

everyone

- Use the money to purchase assets but then cancelling that money afterwards

• This triggered hyperinflation in the early 20th Century in Europe


- QE executed via bond yield can be ineffective

• 

• At the ZLB, normal exercise of QE may attempt to reduce government bond yield to 

push down commercial rates and increase bank lending

• This does not always work because a recession often comes with high uncertainty 

which raises the risk premium

- Risk premium depends on perceived risk of lending, lender risk appetite and collateral 

that borrowers can offer on loans

• Perceived risk of lending rises in a recession as the probability of the borrower 

going out of businesses and defaulting on loans increase

• Lenders tend to have a lower appetite for risk in a recession because they want to 

keep cash to cover for the uncertainties

• Collateral that borrowers can offer on loans unlikely to change significantly but if 

there is any change, the likelihood is that there is less collateral available (a larger 
amount of borrowing is needed to keep the business alive than in normal times so 
the collateral may not be sufficient)


- If the risk premium rises more than the government bond yield has declined, the 
commercial interest rate will rise instead of fall

• QE executed via bond yield is ineffective


• Solution: CB can bypass banking system by creating money and using that money 
directly in the private sector e.g. to purchase corporate bonds in addition to government 
bonds


Macroeconomic Outlook (What the future has in hold) 

- IS-PC-MR would have worked consistently in the past decade but not today

- Krugman and Summers expect modern economies to frequently visit the ZLB (ZLB is the new 

normal in economics)

• PP targeting and QE has a larger role

• Laubach and Williams (2003) – Figure 14 – tracked the level of natural real rate of interest ( ) 

from 1960Q1 to 2010Q1, finding a downward trend over the period 

- Declining ammunition for CBs

- A small shock can lead the CB to hit the ZLB


• Fall in natural real rate of interest due to inward shift of IS curve

- Secular stagnation = long term drag in demand

• Secular stagnation pulls down 


- Rising inequality means more money is in the hands of the wealthy

• BUT savers have lower marginal propensity to consume


- So there is a downward bias on consumer expenditure


Commercial Rates = Gover nment Bond Yield + Risk Premium

rs

rs
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- Decline in government spending led to lower total demand

• Lowe government after the Cold War in 1991

• Decline in population in European economies means less demand for infrastructure 

projects
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Lecture 9 | The Open Economy 

Modelling the Foreign Exchange Market (3 arbitrage conditions) 

- The open economy

• Foreign exchange market introduced (FX market)


- FX market is where currencies are traded

- The FX market clears at a price  (log of the exchange rate E)

- Currency trading is instrumental to trading other goods and services internationally


• The dynamics of the REAL EXCHANGE RATE  is super important in the medium run but the 
real interest rates is still of monumental importance in the short run

- Permanent shocks to AD and AS cause real exchange rate to vary in the medium run

- However, in the short run, the real interest rate plays a key role

- In particular, the CB chooses the deviation of the domestic real interest rate  from the 

world interest rate  in the dynamic adjustment of the economy to shocks

• Output depends on both changes in the real interest rate  relative to the world rate  and 

also to changes in the real exchange rate 

-  affects the volume of exports and imports, hence affects output since 



- FX helps CB regulate the economy (works in complementary directions)


- Stabilisation channels in the open economy

• Two complementary stabilisation channels


- Suppose there was a positive inflation shock that raises  above target

- (1) Interest rate channel

• CB raises interest rate

• Negative output gap generated

• Inflation falls


- (2) Exchange rate channel

• FX market expects the CB to increase interest rates in response to the shock

• This means that home bond yields increase


- 


- Interest is higher

• There is an arbitrage opportunity so people purchase more home currency so they can 

purchase those bonds

• Higher demand for home currency so it appreciates

• Currency appreciation means it is more expensive for other countries to buy the home 

economy’s good (if they are priced based on the domestic currency) so exports fall

• The fall in export results in a negative output gap

• The negative output gap causes inflation to fall


• Key assumption: CB and FX market has rational expectations

- Empirical evidence suggests that FX markets are extremely volatile and there are fads that 

are difficult to reconcile

- This assumption is probably too strong


e

q

r
r*

r r*
q = log(Q)

q
Y = C + G + I + (X − M )

πt

Current Yield =
Interest f rom bond

Bond pr ice
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The AD Side (IS-PC-MR model in the economy) 

- The open economy 3-equation model

• FX market used to be trade-driven before high international capital mobility


- Nowadays the FX market is dominated by international financial markets

- Buying and selling currencies to trade government bonds of different countries is a key 

determinant of interest rate fluctuations

- International financial markets simplifying assumptions

• (1) Perfect international capital mobility


- E.g. nothing stopping one from buying a foreign country’s bonds

• (2) Small home country


- Cannot affect world interest rates

• (3) Households can hold two assets – bonds (home and foreign) and money


- Bonds issued in home country are denominated in home currency

- Bonds issued in foreign economy are denominated in foreign currency


• (4) Perfect substitutability between home and foreign bonds

- They have the same default risk, differing only on expected returns


- Modelling the FX market

• The nominal exchange rate (E) 

- 


- An increase in E corresponds to a depreciation of home currency (home currency 
becomes less valuable)


-  typically used in calculations

• The real exchange rate (Q) 

- Nominal exchange rates tell us about the price of the currency but does not give 
insight into purchasing power for goods


- The real exchange rate is a measure of relative purchasing power


- 


• The real exchange rate is equal to the price of the good in the foreign economy 
evaluated in terms of the domestic currency (P*E) divided by the price of the good 
in the domestic economy


- The real exchange rate can also be written in log form: 

- The real exchange rate is also a determinant of the relative price competitiveness 

between countries


• Terms of trade = 


- Higher terms of trade means price of domestic good is higher than prices of 
foreign goods


- A high TOT means the Q is low

- Low Q means low E, which means that the currency has appreciated

- The appreciation means exports are expensive but imports are cheap i.e. that the 

price of domestic goods are higher than prices of foreign goods

- So higher terms of trade means lower competitiveness


• Competitiveness and pricing rules


E ≡
no . of units of home currency
one unit of foreign currency

e = ln(E )

Q =
P*E

P

q = p* + e − p

TOT ≡
1
Q
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- Home-cost pricing: exporters set prices base on domestic costs in home currency 
terms

• E.g. BMW sets prices based on costs in Germany

• A rise in domestic costs will cause domestic prices (P) to rise


-  so a rise in domestic prices (P) will cause the real exchange rate (Q) 

to fall


-  so a fall in Q will result in higher TOT hence lower competitiveness


- World-pricing: exporters set prices to match competitors’ prices abroad (in foreign 
currency)

• E.g. Chinese apparel exporters set prices based on competitors’ prices abroad 

independently of their domestic economic conditions

• A rise in domestic costs will not change prices (no change to competitiveness)


- BUT will squeeze exporting firms’ profit margins

- So we might prefer to measure firms’ competitiveness across the world using  

relative unit labour costs instead

- Real Unit Labour Cost (RULC) 

• 


• Countries have differing patterns of RULC so it is quite an insightful measure

- E.g. in the period between March 2000 and September 2013, Germany saw a 

10% increase in real unit labour costs whereas Italy and France both saw a 
30-35% increase


• Three parity conditions

- Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) 
• Consequence of arbitrage in international market for goods and services


- Traded goods = goods that are traded in international markets; they tend to be 
high value-to-transportation goods (e.g. cars, crude oil, PP adds: collectible art 
piece)


- Non-traded goods = goods with low value-to-transportation and so are not 
traded internationally (e.g. water, haircut)


• Law of One Price (LOP): Traded goods should have the same price irrespective of 
location

- 

- The law of one price implies absolute Purchasing Power Parity (i.e. that Q=1 

exactly) if it (1) applies to all goods and if (2) baskets of goods are the same 
across countries


- E.g. buying a BMW in the UK should cost exactly the same as buying a BMW in 
Germany when currency conversions have been made


• Absolute VS Relative

- Absolute PPP never holds

• As aforementioned, the assumptions needed for absolute PPP to hold – (1) 

that the law of one price applies to all goods and (2) that baskets of goods are 
the same across countries – are very strong


- Relative PPP

• The real exchange rate may not change


Q =
P*E

P

TOT ≡
1
Q

RULC ≡
foreign ULC in home currency

home unit labour cost
=

ULC* × E
ULC

P = P*E
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• The nominal exchange rate accounts for differences in inflation across 
countries


•



• Relative PPP allows for differences in prices due to barriers such as tariffs

- Consistent with a constant Q≠1

- Only requires mean-reverting adjustment of the nominal rate E


• Big Mac index

- The Economist converted the price of a Big Mac offered by McDonald’s 

across the world into USD terms

- They found that in 2017 the burger costs 5.06 USD in the US but 6.20 CHF 

in Switzerland

- At the prevailing nominal exchange rate of  E(USD/CHF) = 1.024, the Swiss 

big mac costs (1.024 X 6.20) = 6.35 USD


- We know the real exchange rate  so the true purchasing power 

adjusted real exchange rate is 

 to 3 significant figures


- Compared to the theoretical Q=1 according to the law of one price, we find 

that the Swiss Franc (CHF) is  overvalued


- The Big Mac is not an internationally traded good, which is why there are 
price differences across countries BUT this means it is not very informative 
about PPP, which is supposed to give us information about traded goods


• Even relative PPP struggles to hold in the data

- Data suggests that the real exchange rate fluctuates (not )

- Moreover, the real exchange rate fluctuations maps almost one-to-one onto 

nominal exchange rate fluctuations

- Covered Interest Parity (CIP) 
• Based on the FX market

• Any interest rate differential must be compensated by the forward premium (or 

discount)

- Agents trading in the FX market can cover themselves against future fluctuations 

in the nominal exchange rate by buying forward currencies (enter a contract to 
exchange currencies in the future at an exchange rate known today, but not 
necessarily equal to the prevailing exchange rate)


• 


- This is known as the forward premium

-  = forward exchange rate (the price we set today of the exchange that will 

happen in the future)

-  = spot rate


△ % Q = 0
△ % E = △ % P − △ % P*
△ % E = π − π*

Q =
P*E

P

Q =
P*E

P
=

6.20 × 1.024
5.06

=
6.35
5.06

= 1.25

1.25 − 1
100

× 100 = 0.25 = 25 %

△ % Q = 0

it − i*t =
Ft+1 − Et

Et

Ft+1

Et
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- Difference of interest rates on bonds, denominated in the home and foreign 
currencies respectively, is equal to the differential between the forward and spot 
exchange rates


• Holds almost exactly in the data

- In 2015, the annualised interest rate in the UK is higher than the US interest rate 


• ; let this be 


• ; let this be 


• 

- It would be profitable to borrow money from the US and save it in the UK, but 

this means that people would trade USD for GBP to save in the UK in order to 
exploit that arbitrage opportunity up until the point where the arbitrage 
opportunity disappears

• Trading currencies affects the exchange rate

• Suppose we have more GBP because the interest rate is higher but GBPs are 

worth less in USD terms then it would be less attractive to borrow from the US 
and save in the UK, even if the interest rate stays put


- Data suggests the USD is at forward premium such that it is cheaper to buy GBP 
for delivery in one year than today

• If it was cheaper to buy GBP today then people would just buy GBP and save 

at a higher interest rate and get even more money but then so many people 
would be attracted to that idea such that the GBP appreciates relative to USD 
and USD depreciates relative to GBP


• Difference between forward exchange rate and current exchange rate between 

GBP to USD =  = -0.32% (falls meaning GPB appreciates relative to 

USD)

• PP adds: Forward rates are set in accordance with the no-arbitrage condition 

otherwise people would not agree to it

- Uncovered Interest Parity (UIP) 
• Relates interest rate differences between economies to exchange rate fluctuations 

just like CIP but does not use negotiated today in the futures market; it instead 
uses expectations of interest rates

- Not “covered” by forward contract


• 


-  ; what we would expect the exchange rate to be in the next 
period under rational expectations


- In log form: 

- The UIP Condition: Interest gain from holding home rather than foreign bonds is 

equal to the loss from expected home currency depreciation against foreign 
currencies


• UIP holds in virtue of speculation

• Can be expressed graphically as the UIP curve (which is actually just a 45 degree 

downward sloping straight line)

- Same magnitude of difference in interest rates and exchange rates

- E.g. a rise in home interest rates


iUK = 0.95963 % i*t
iUS = 0.6224 % it
it − i*t = iUS − iUK = − 0.33723 %

Ft+1 − Et

Et

it − i*t =
Ee

t+1 − Et

Et

Ee
t+1 = E[Et+1]

it − i*t = ee
t+1 − et
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• Given same foreign interest rate  and expected exchange rate , a rise in 
the home interest rates will cause the exchange rate to fall (corresponding to a 
currency appreciating





- UIP implications

• UK bond interest rate increases by 2.5% for one period

• The UIP Condition: Interest gain from holding home (UK) rather than foreign 

(US) bonds is equal to the loss from expected GBP depreciation against USD

• Rise in UK interest rate relative to US interest rate causes increase in demand 

for GBP so GBP appreciates (nominal exchange rate of GDP per USD falls)

- This appreciation happens immediately

- Nominal exchange rate falls by exactly 2.5% (same as magnitude of interest 

rate adjustment)

- PP adds: the interest rate is given in annualised terms so as time passes the 

return to be realised before the interest rate adjusts back down again 
decreases so there is less and less demand for GBP; the exchange rate 
adjustment is gradual


i*t ee
t+1
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- E.g. a rise in foreign interest rates


•  rises so the UIP shifts up


• At the prevailing domestic interest rates , the nominal exchange rate 
rises to e’


• The rise in nominal interest rate corresponds to a depreciation in the currency

• This makes sense because people will want to hold deposits in foreign 

currency and gain a higher interest rate than in the home currency at a lower 
interest rate





- E.g. an expected depreciation of home currency


i*t
i0 < i*t
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• An expected depreciation of the home currency corresponds to a rise of the 
nominal exchange rate


• Either the home interest rate increases or the nominal exchange rate at time t 
increases




• Short Run (SR) VS Medium Run (Med-run)


- In the SR, prices and wages are fixed

• The CB uses the real interest rate (r) as an instrument to stabilise output


- In the Med-run, prices of factors of production and output are allowed to adjust 
to the demand and supply in their respective markets

• Wages adjust to the demand and supply of labour

• Real output and income are determined by the economy’s productive capacity 

(i.e. endowment of factors of production) rather than by monetary policy

- Monetary policy does not affect equilibrium output in the medium run

- VPC determined by intersection of WS and PS curves
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• Further assumptions for the open economy

- Small open economy

• Small open economy means that the real interest rate (r) is ultimately fixed by 

the world interest rate (r*) rather than by domestic markets

• Domestic markets are too small to impact the world rates

• However, deviations from  are allowed in the SR


- Two main possible exchange rate regime

• Fixed: e pegged to a foreign currency


- No autonomy of monetary policy

• Floating: e determined by UIP


- Inflation targeting can only happen in a floating exchange rate regime

- Assume that the home’s inflation target is equal to the world inflation rate, which 

is constant

• 

• Otherwise, the exchange rate would not be stable; e.g. if  then the 

currency would constantly be appreciating since it inflates (loses value) at a 
rate slower than the rest of the world


• IS

- Adjusted to include imports and exports on the output axis

- Lower multiplier on expenditure as some of the increase in income leaks abroad

• Some of the additional goods purchased when interest rates are low are goods sold by 

foreigners

• Steeper IS since a larger drop in interest rate is needed to generate the same positive 

output gap

- Open economy IS Curve:  

• Closed economy IS curve:  

r*

πT = π*
πT < π*

yt+1 = A − art + bqt

yt − ye = − a(rt−1 − rs)
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• We see that there is an extra element which depends on the real exchange rate

•  is a measure of competitiveness (high  means more competitive) 

• Net Exports = X-M (and so output) increases with 

- Marshall-Lerner Condition: a currency devaluation will only lead to an increase in net 

exports if the sum of demand elasticity for imports and exports is greater than one

• PC


- Domestic inflation expectations ( ) is used to set W

- Open economy PC = Closed economy PC = 

- Same PC as closed economy because we assume WLOG 

• “without loss of generality” (WLOG)

• New assumptions of open economy do not introduce new restrictions to the PC


• MR

- It may target CPI inflation (growth of the prices of goods consumed domestically) or 

domestic inflation (growth of the prices of domestically produced products)

- Assume CB targets domestic inflation as it does in the closed economy model


- Open economy MR = Closed economy MR =  

• 

- Monetary rule is also unchanged from the closed economy case because the CB cares 

primarily about controlling inflation and output in the domestic economy

• Real UIP equation: 


- To derive the real UIP equation, start with the UIP in log form and simplify the notation


• 


• 


- Subtract  from both sides


• 


- Add  to both sides


• 

- By linearity of expectations


• 


• 


• 


• 


- PP adds: We can think of the UIP as 


• 

• Location of UIP depends on exchange rate expectations


• E.g. expectations of depreciation means high  so UIP shifts out

• Aggregate Demand


- 

• AD curve characterises all the equilibria involving goods, money and FX markets


- BUT Labour market is not necessarily in equilibrium


qt qt

qt

πE

πt = πt−1 + α(yt − ye)

πt = πT −
(yt − ye)

αβ
(yt+1 − ye) = − αβ(πt+1 − πT )

r − r* = E[Δq]

it − i*t = ee
t+1 − et = E[Δe]

it − i*t = E[Δe]
E[π − π*]

it − i*t − E[π − π*] = E[Δe] − E[π − π*]
i*t

it − E[π − π*] = i*t + E[Δe] − E[π − π*]

it − E[π] + E[π*] = i*t + E[Δe] − E[π − π*]
(it − E[π]) = (i*t − (E[π*]) + (E[Δe] − E[π − π*])
rt = r*t + E[Δq]
rt − r*t = E[Δq]

rt − r*t = qe
t+1 − qt

rt = (r*t − qt) + qe
t+1

qe
t+1

AD cur ve ≡ SR equilibr ia
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• Monetary policy affects movements along the AD

• Fiscal policy or other demand shocks result in shifts of AD


- Initially the economy starts out in the SR equilibrium 

- Suppose the CB cuts interest rate to 

• Less profitable to save in home currency so it depreciates (real exchange rate increases 

from  to )

• Since prices are fixed in the SR, the real depreciation means that net exports increase 

and output is at a higher level

- Domestic aggregate demand increases from  to 


• The increased foreign demand for the home economy’s exports pushes the IS curve to 
the right

- On the new IS curve, the level of output at the new interest rate level  is 


• Joining  with , we see that the relevant IS curve is actually flatter

- The economy does not just move along the curve because the curve also shifts





(r0, q0, y0)
r1

q0 q1

y0 y1

r1 y1

(y0, r0) (y1, r1)
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Lecture 10 | Monetary Policy in a Small Open Economy 

Policy Reactions in the Economy 

- Inflation shock

• Inflation jumps above target e.g. due to increase in price of oil

• Closed economy case


- The CB works out the optimal course of output ( ) needed to stabilise the shock

- To achieve this course of output, the CB sets the interest rate in the period prior to the 

period they want the targeted output level to be implemented


- In period 0, CB sets 


• Closed economy IS: 


- More generally, in period t, the CB sets  until the adjustment is complete


• Open economy stabilisation to inflation shock

- Qualitatively the adjustment process is similar but quantitatively there are added dynamics 

generated by the FX market

- Suppose the economy is at the medium-run equilibrium and inflation is on target but then 

there is news of an inflation shock

• The CB and the FX market foresee a lengthy period of higher interest rates to bring 

down inflation

• CB actually raises interest rates and the currency appreciates (exchange rate falls 

immediately)

• Output and inflation fall

• CB gradually reduces the interest rate and the exchange rate gradually increases 

(currency depreciates)

• Output rises to equilibrium and inflation falls to target; medium-run equilibrium is 

restored

- Effects to AD

• Suppose inflation jumps above target

• The economy moves from A to A’ because there is no real effect so output stays the 

same

- The currency appreciates (real interest rate falls from the equilibrium rate  to )


• CB fights inflation above target by raising interest rates

- However, since the open economy IS curve  also  depends on 

the real exchange rate, the amount the CB has to raise interest rates by is less than in 
the closed economy case (higher interest rates will cause q to decrease and so its 
moves complements each other in the diagram)


- This generates an output gap 

- The economy moves from A’ to B

- UIP shifts left

• An increase in the domestic interest rate r increases above r* for the same real 

exchange rate q means that investors will flock in to buy home bonds since there is 
an opportunity for arbitrage


y1, y2, y3…

r0 =
A − y1

a
yt+1 = A − art

rt =
A − yt+1

a

q̄ q′ 

yt+1 = A − art + bqt

y1 < ȳ
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• The UIP condition holds that  so any increase of r above r* must 
be matched by an expectation that the real interest rate will increase (i.e. that the 
currency will depreciate)


• However, for this expected depreciation to occur, there must first be an initial 
appreciation 

- The initial appreciation needs to be consistent to the expected depreciations 

over the adjustment, and each period the expected depreciation equals the 
interest differential


• Thus, the increase in interest rate (r increases above r*) initially means the currency 
will appreciate (q decreases)


• As this occurs, the UIP shifts left

- Increase in interest rate will cause appreciation

- They anticipate that the relevant exchange rate in the future will be  

which is less than the original expected rate  (because the rise in interest 
rates means the currency becomes more popular and appreciates so q falls)


- Since , the UIP shifts left

- The line passing through  and  is called the QQ curve, which is 

flatter than the UIP

• The QQ curve summarises the relationship between the real interest rate and 

the real exchange rate

• IS curve also shifts left


- New IS curve is determined by new real exchange rate 

- At , the currency has appreciated so exports become more expensive so 

output decreases

- The fall in output is represented as a leftward shift of the IS curve

- The line passing through  and  is called the RX curve (Real 

Exchange rate curve)

• RX curve summarises demand in economy since it takes into account both the 

shift of the IS curve and the movement along it

• RX is flatter than the IS curve


• CB gradually decreases the interest rate

- Economy moves from B back to A

- There is real depreciation (real exchange rate increases)

- Output increases

- However, as this adjustment occurs, the FX market is also affected

• As CB fights the inflationary shock, the FX market expects the interest rate to fall


- UIP shifts right as agents expect the currency to depreciate (expectations of q 
increase)


- They expect this process will be gradual, consistent with CB’s gradual decrease 
of the interest rate back to the medium run equilibrium (in contrast, when CB 
increased the interest rates, expectations of q adjusted immediately i.e. it 
’jumped’)


• In each period, the expected exchange rate loss from holding home bonds is 
exactly equal to the interest rate gains during the adjustment equilibrium


• Gain from holding high return bond exactly compensates the loss of holding a 
depreciating currency


rt − r*t = E[Δq]

qe′ = q1

qe = q0

q1 < q0

(q0, r0) (q1, r1)

q1

q1 < q0

(y0, r0) (y1, r1)
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• Comparing the closed economy case to the open economy adjustment
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- Increase in real interest rate needed in closed economy is higher than in the closed 
economy

• This is shown to hold in simulated data on the Carlin and Soskice webpage


- In the open economy, the higher inflation comes with currency appreciation which means 
lower output and the IS shifts in


- The open economy moves along the flatter RX curve rather than the IS curve, which is 
what occurs in the closed economy case


Closed Economy Open Economy

The CB and the FX market work out the real 
exchange rate q in the new equilibrium (r=r*)

The CB and the FX market work out the path over 
time of the CB’s desired output gaps along the MR 
curve to get the new equilibrium

The above steps are repeated for subsequent 
periods and their respective target outputs in the 
adjustment plan back to equilibrium

The above steps are repeated and the economy 
moves along the MR, RX and QQ curves back to 
the new equilibrium 

CB uses the IS curve to set  to achieve r0 y1

 choseny1

CB uses the RX curve to set  to achieve 


The QQ curve shows the initial jump in real 
exchange rate to  associated with 

r0 y1

q0 r0

 choseny1

CB works out the stabilising real interest rate in the 
new equilibrium rs
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- Permanent demand shock

• E.g. change in world demand for domestic exports
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• Simplifying assumption: vertical AS (same medium-run equilibrium output )

• AD shifts in so there is a fall in output and IS shifts in

• New medium-run equilibrium: same output ( ) but a depreciated currency ( )

• This framework can be extended to analyse a temporary AD shock





Overshooting of Exchange Rates 

- Dornbusch (1976): “overshooting”

• The real exchange rate q varied initially more than it had to in order to achieve the new 

medium-run equilibrium, as represented on the QQ curve

- Inflation shock: all of the initial appreciation was subsequently reversed

- AD shock: parts of the initial appreciation was subsequently reversed


• This explains why exchange rates are so volatile – more volatile than prices

- Substantial exchange rate volatility supported in empirical data

- Price stickiness

- E.g. Tightening of the UK monetary policy in 1979 did not result in an immediate fall of 

inflation but instead a sharp and appreciating of the GBP, which lasted until the late 1980s; 
manufacturing sector greatly affected


• Assumptions needed for overshooting

- Uncovered interest parity

- SR rigidity of the prices and wage level

- Rational expectations about inflation and exchange rates ( )

- Expectations about inflation adjust quickly but prices adjust only in the medium run


• Hence, real interest rate must overshoot initially (in real terms) in order to clear the FX market

- Nominal exchange rate overshoot also implies real exchange rate overshoot


ȳ

ȳ q̄′ > q̄

qe
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HOW TO FIGURE OUT UIP DYNAMICS (not included in lectures) 

- Note: everything is put in log terms here (% changes)

- We can replace the column headers to have the real values too: 

- Treat it like a Sudoku puzzle; you know some values and you need to fill in the gaps

• Sometimes the question will ask for the change between periods so you will have to subtract 

the values on the table from one another


- At the steady state, all the values will be equal to 0; here, the economy is back at the steady 
state at t+2


- The UIP condition means that (A-B) will always be equal to (C-D)

- Unless an unexpected shock occurs  will be equal to  of the previous period since agents 

have rational expectations


I have reproduced an empty version of the table here for your convenience:


Period

t-1 A B A-B C D C-D

t E C

t+1 F E

t+2 0 0 0 0 0 0

it i* et ee
t+1 − etit − i* ee

t+1

r − r* = E[Δq]

et ee
t+1

Period ee
t+1 etit ee

t+1 − eti* it − i*
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Lecture 11 | Medium-Run Equilibrium and Current 
Account Sustainability 

The AS Side 

- The previous assumptions of the AS curve being vertical is implausible because it requires that 
the labour market is indifferent to changes in the exchange rate

• Changes in the exchange rate affects the price of imports and hence real consumption wage

• Changes in the exchange rate affects firms’ imported inputs


- Labour market in an open economy

• Assuming imperfect competition (firm has some market power), prices of goods are 

determined by 


-  = mark up

- W = nominal wage

-  = MPL


- W and  determine the cost of production (  represents productivity)


• Consumer Price Index ( ) is determined by both imports and exports

- 


•  = share of imported goods


•  ensures the price of the imported good is denominated in local currency

• Derivation of the Price-Setting (PS) real wage equation


- 


- 


- The PS curve shifts up if the real exchange rate decreases (i.e. the currency appreciates)

• This makes sense because an appreciation fo the currency means workers can buy 

more goods with nominal wages because the cost of imports have dropped

• Equilibrium Rate of Unemployment (ERU)


- There is a negative relationship between the real exchange rate (q) and the PS curve

- Real exchange rate appreciation (fall in q) is associated with an increase in equilibrium 

output

- At C, output is above equilibrium which pushes inflation up hence the currency will 

depreciate corresponding to an increase in q

- A supply side reform (e.g. structural reform) shifts the whole curve

• C can be accommodated in the medium-run equilibrium if there are supply-side reforms


P = (1 + μ)
W
λ

μ

λ

λ
W
λ

PC

PC = (1 − ϕ)P + ϕP*E
ϕ
P*E

PC = (1 − ϕ)(1 + μ)
W
λ

+ ϕP*E

W
PC

≡ wPS =
λ(1 − μ)

1 + ϕ(Q − 1)
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• Medium run equilibrium

- Equilibria

• The medium run equilibrium is at A where the AD and the ERU intersect


- There is a continuum of medium-run equilibria with stable price and wage inflation 
along the ERU curve


• In the SR, there are more than one possible equilibrium

- E.g. B1 and B2 are both short run equilibria as they are on the AD curve

- The goods, money and FX market clear at these points but since they are not on the 

ERU, the labour market does not clear

- AD is upward sloping because a rise in the real exchange rate q means the currency has 

depreciated, which improves the current account (more exports)

- Underlying assumptions

• The country can finance any deficit of its current account (CA) or invest any surplus 

abroad

• Stable exchange rate expectations in the medium run
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• National Income Accounting

- National Expenditure: 

- Current Account balance: 

• We can ignore net factor payments from abroad (payment residents receive from assets 

held abroad) and simplify the equation as being equal to the balance of trade 



• Rearrange: 

- Savings

• Private sector savings: 

• Government savings: 

• 


- Current Account = Private Balance + Public Balance

- Balance of Payments

• 

• FA = Financial Account = the outflow of net financial assets (net sale of domestic assets 

to foreign entities and net increase in foreign borrowing)

- Global imbalances of the current account

• Persistent CA surplus between 1999-2017 for Middle East, China and Japan

• Europe ran a balanced CA until the 2008 financial crisis, after which it ran a surplus 

because people invested less overseas (FA decreases so CA increases)

• US always had a large CA deficit but contracted since 2008 but still remains negative


• Long run equilibrium with balanced trade

- The BT curve represents the combinations of output and real exchange rates where 



• It has a positive slope because an increase in the real exchange rate, corresponding to 

the currency depreciating, would mean exports become more competitive so output 

Y = C + G + I + (X − M )
CA = X − M + (net factor payments f rom abroad )

CA = X − M = BT
CA = BT = Y − (C + I + G )

S = Y − T − C
T − G

CA = (S − I ) + (T − G )

CA + FA = 0

CA ≈ BT
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increases (given that the sum of demand elasticity for imports and exports is greater 
than one; Marshall Lerner condition)

- The slope is flatter than the AD curve slope because part of the increase in income 

due to higher output will be taxed so not all of the increase will be put into buying 
imports or exports


• Points above the BT line indicate a CA surplus

• Points below the BT line indicate a CA deficit

• The SR and the medium-run equilibrium need not coincide with the BT line but the long-

run equilibrium will always be on the BT (otherwise the economy is running unsutainable 
CA surpluses or deficits)

- SR equilibrium: on the AD

- Medium run equilibrium: on the AD and ERU

- LR equilibrium: on the AD, ERU and BT





Current Account Deviations from the Equilibrium 

• Current Account adjustment

- Wealth effects

• CA deficit may be due to front-loading of consumption (borrow to spend now) so there 

is debt to be repaid in the future with interest

• If national wealth falls, eventually households cut consumption and the CA deficit falls


- Market pressure

• We have assumed that a small open economy can borrow at the world interest rate 

• In reality, some countries might borrow so much they are seen as very risky so the cost 

of borrowing for them increases above  such that they are rationed out of the capital 
market


• They then reduce their external debt (e.g. through austerity measures) and eventually run 
CA surplus


r*

r*
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• Spain, Italy, Portugal, Greece and Ireland have experienced high levels of debt but then 
later ran a surplus on their CA


- Political pressure

• Eurozone and US tried to pressure China to reduce their CA surplus (accrued through 

exchange rate manipulation) >> they demand China to change their exchange rate 
policy


• Manifestations include trade war and negotiations in trade instruments

- Unstable exchange rate expectations

• We have been assuming that the  is constant in UIP


• However, if there is a CA deficit (CA<0) that expects to depreciate its currency (  will 
increase) to resolve the deficit, then the rang of equilibria with stable output and inflation 
will be more limited


• CA dynamics affects real exchange rate dynamics and so affects output dynamics 

• Suppose we are at the SR equilibrium


- SR equilibrium is above the BT line so the economy is in surplus

- Since we are in a surplus, we expect the real exchange rate to fall (currency to 

appreciate) in the future

- If this happens, the economy will move along the AD curve to the LR equilibrium


• Suppose we are at MR and there is a CA deficit

- Labour market puts pressure to move back to ERU

- Deficit means currency will depreciate (q will increase)


• The only stable equilibrium is the LR equilibrium




- Applied case: UK economy 1990-2008

• Trends


- Low unemployment; low and stable inflation

- Low nominal and real exchange rates (strong currency)

- Growth in both real wage and productivity, although growth in real wages was larges than 

growth in productivity


qe

qe
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- Strong upward trend in real retail sales

• Reconciling the data with the supply side hypothesis


- Supply side reforms cause ERU to shift out

- Output increases

- BUT in the UK we saw an appreciation not a depreciation as the supply side argument 

suggests (see diagram)

• Reconciling the data with the demand side hypothesis


- Output increases

- Currency appreciates, consistent with the data

- BUT does not account for supply side reforms that happened




• Combined hypothesis


- Includes shifts in AD and BT (demand-side factors) as well as shift in ERU (supply-side)

- Accounts for supply side reform, increased output and also appreciated currency
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- Goods market equilibrium (GME)

• GME different between closed economy and open economy

• GME in a closed economy


- For there to be a goods market equilibrium, produced output must be equal to output 
demanded: 


• Assume consumption is given by an autonomous component  and current income (  
is the fraction of income consumed = marginal propensity to consume)

- 

- Disposable income =  = income net of taxation


• Substituting the expression for consumption into the first equation and rearranging, we 

get 


- Just like the usual IS relationship, output depends on consumption, on government 

expenditure and the investment times the multiplier ( )


• GME in an open economy

- 

- Substitute the following

• 


•  (assume exports are constant)


•  (assume imports proportional to income; the richer people get, the more they 
consume and a fraction of their consumption is imports)


• As one gets richer, one spends more and more on imports but the same amount on 
exports


y = yD = (C + I(r) + G )
c0 c1

C = c0 + c1(1 − t)y
(1 − t)y

y =
1

1 − c1(1 − t)
(c0 + I(r) + G )

1
1 − c1(1 − t)

y = yD = (C + I(r) + G ) + (X − M ) = (C + I(r) + G ) + BT

C = c0 + c1(1 − t)y
X = X̄
M = my
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- Rearrange to get  where  

is the multiplier

• Comparing the multipliers


- Closed economy multiplier: 


- Open economy multiplier: 


- Closed economy multiplier is larger than the open economy multiplier

• Some of the money goes away to other economies as opposed to being taxed, 

reinvested as G etc.

• Extensions


- Lecture covers domestic AS and AD shocks

- Think about

• External trade shocks (See Carlin and Soskice 2006 edition; 11.4.1)

• Oil price shock (See Carlin and Soskice 2006 edition; 11.4.2)


- External AS and AD shock

• Global imbalances


- There are fluctuations in the current account

- (See Carlin and Soskice 2006 edition; 12)


• Multipliers in the open economy where  and  (both exports and imports 
are a fraction of income) 

y =
1

1 − c1(1 − t) + m
(c0 + I(r) + G + X̄ )

1
1 − c1(1 − t) + m

1
1 − c1(1 − t)

1
1 − c1(1 − t) + m

X = x y M = my
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Lecture 12 | Growth 

Why Studying Growth is Important 

- Why it is important to consider growth

• Growth is compounded so small differences in the growth rate can result in large differences 

in the variable we are tracking over time

• Rule of 72: 72/growth rate = number of years it takes to double the variable of growth (e.g. 

and economy that grows at 3% will double its GDP in 24 years while an economy that grows 
at 6% will double its GDP in 12 years)


Solow Model of Exogenous Growth 

- Solow model focuses on capital accumulation

• Empirical data suggests that countries with high capital worker will also have high GDP per 

worker

- Solow model is also known as the Solow-Swan model (since Swan came up with a very similar 

model)

• Neo-classical production function: 


- Variables

• Y = output

• K = capital

• A = level of technology

• L = labour


- Constant returns to scale: 


- Decreasing marginal returns: marginal return is positive  but is decreasing 




- We commonly specify the production function as being Cobb-Douglas although other 
production functions can be used too

• Cobb-Douglas production function: 


• Assume

- Constant savings rate 

- Full employment (savings = investment)

- Exogenous parameters

•  = growth in the stock of labour


•  = depreciation rate of capital (fraction of capital stock that is wasted in each period 
e.g. through wear and tear)


• A = productivity = Total Factor Productivity (TFP)

• Law of motion of capital: 


- Intensive form: 


• k = capital per worker = 


Y = f (K, AL)

λY = f (λK, λL)

( δY
δK

> 0)
( δ2Y

δK 2
< 0)

Y = Kα(AL)1−α

s

gL = n
δ

·K = sY − δK
·k = sy − (n + δ )k

K
L
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•  decreases as n increases (labour grows) because even if the amount of capital remains 
the same, the level of capital per worker will decline as the amount of labour increases


• 

- The increase in capital per capita is equal to the investment per capita less the 

depreciation of capital per capita and less the amount of capital per capita allocated 
to extra workers (n) in the economy


• The steady state is where capital neither grows not diminishes ( )

- Top curve is the production expressed in terms of output per worker and capital per 

worker ( )

- Lower curve represents level of saving in each period (it is the production function but 

scaled down by a factor s) ( )

- Straight line represents amount of capital lost to depreciation in each period ( )

- GDP per worker converges to 

• If we are to the left of k*, investment exceeds the level of capital so the level of capital 

stock will always be increasing; given ,  is positive

• If we are to the right of k*, investment cannot catch up with the depreciation of capital 

so the capital stock will always be decreasing;  is negative

• At the steady state, output per worker and consumption per worker are also constant





• Problems with the Solow Model

- In the long run, the economy is at the steady state at which the standard Solow model 

predicts there is no growth

• BUT we know economies still grow even in the LR


- Growth accounting 

• Start from the Cobb-Douglas production function 

• Take logs


·k

·k = sy − (n + δ )k = (sy − δk) − nk

·k = 0

y = A(k)α

sy
δk

y* = A(k*)α

(sy − δk) > n ·k

·k

Y = Kα(AL)1−α
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- 

• Differentiate with respect to time


- 


- 


- 


• Growth = change divided by original, so we can represent the above equation as 



- Equivalently, 


• To find the growth dynamics in per capita terms, subtract  from both sides of the 
equation

- 


• This gives us 


- Usually capital share of output is 


• Data

- Growth of the Asian Tigers (HK, South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan) between 

1966-1990 mostly due to large share of capital (about 50% of growth in this period is 
due to growth in the capital stock with the second most important contributor to 
growth being growth in labour)


- In contrast, the growth in the capital stock for developed economies in 1985-2008 is 
very small; most of their growth is due to TFP growth


- Augmented Solow Model

• Assume Cobb-Douglas production function: 

• Allow for growth in productivity A at an exogenous rate g


- 

- 

- Growth in A counteracts the decreasing marginal product of capital


• New intensive form (output and capital per unit of effective labour)


- 


• 


• 


• Divide through by AL


• 


• 


log(Y ) = αlog(K ) + (1 − α)log(A) + (1 − α)log(L)

d
dt

(log(Y )) =
d
dt

(αlog(K ) + (1 − α)log(A) + (1 − α)log(L))

1
Y

dY
dt

= (α
1
K

dK
dt ) + ((1 − α)

1
A

d A
dt ) + ((1 − α)

1
L

dL
dt )

·Y
Y

= α
·K

K
+ (1 − α)(

·L
L

+
·A

A )
gY = αgK + (1 − α)(gL + gA)

gY = αgK + gL − αgL + (1 − α)(gA)
gL

(gY − gL) = α(gK − gL) + (1 − α)(gA)
gy = αgk + (1 − α)(gA)

α ≈
1
3

Y = Kα(AL)1−α

·A = gA
gA = g > 0

ỹ ≡
Y

AL
= ( K

AL )
α

= k̃α

Y = Kα(AL)1−α

Y =
Kα(AL)
(AL)α

Y
AL

=
Kα

(AL)α

ỹ ≡
Y

AL
= ( K

AL )
α

= k̃α
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- 


•  = initial level of capital per effective unit labour

• Capital stock per unit effective labour is decreasing in g because if capital stock 

were to be constant but the level of tech grows then the denominator in capital per 
effective unit labour increases


• We find that  converges to a steady state

- At this steady state, if  is constant and productivity is growing ( ), then there is 

growth in output ( )

- Note that g is exogenously given (the model cannot explain changes in g)


Endogenous Growth Models 

- Aims of the endogenous growth models

• (1) To endogenise g


- Explain g within the model

- g can be changed by policy


• (2) To overcome decreasing returns

- Add at least one input with constant returns

- In most models, this amendment leads to increasing returns to scale


- AK Model (this is the simplest endogenous model)

• 


- K could be capital or some aggregate of capital and labour

- MPK = A (a constant)


• 

- 

- There is growth so long as  (so long as the blue sY line is above the  line)

- 


• Problem: these are all parameters (not variables) so there are no policy implications





·̃
k = s ỹ − (n + δ + g)k̃

k̃

ỹ
ỹ g > 0

gy = g

Y = AK

·K = sAK − δK
·K = (sA − δ )K

(sA − δ ) > 0 δK
gY = AgK = (sA − δ )
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- Knowledge externalities model

• Each firms produces with constant returns to scale (CRS): 


- The learning-by-doing externality captures the idea that the more you do something, the 
better you become at doing it, so the level of productivity increases with the level of 
capital: 


- For the whole economy, learning by doing means that 

- Substituting the learning-by-doing externality into the production function, we obtain 




• Increasing returns to scale: scaling the factors of production K and L up by  increases 
output by 


-
 


• Growth rate

- Assume a balanced growth path such that 


- 


• Output per capita increases with population growth (n) and the rate of knowledge 
spillovers ( )


• Policy implication: subsidise investment to increase capital stock

- Human capital model

• Workers spend a fraction  of their time working and a fraction  in training


- Training increases labour productivity because it builds up human capital  (stock of 
knowledge workers have that allows them to be more productive)


• Law of motion: 

- Assume no depreciation in human capital


• Production function: 

- uL = fraction of the labour stock that is working (not in training)


• Growth rate of output per worker: 


• Policy implication: subsidise training (or schooling)

- Ideas model (productive knowledge) – Romer model

• Romer and Jones emphasised that a basic property of ideas is that they are non-rival


- If I learn French it does not mean you can learn less French

- The standard replication argument (which implies constant returns to scale) no longer 

works; instead, the production function should feature increasing returns to scale (IRS)

• 


• However, while ideas are non-rival, they are excludable (via patents aka monopoly rights over 
ideas)

- Unlike in previous models, knowledge is not an externality

• People who develop tech can profit from them so an increase in tech from one firm does 

not mean an increase in tech for all other firms

- IRS are typically incompatible with perfect competition


Yi = AiKα
i L1−α

i

Ai = K η
i

A = K η

Yi = K η+α
i L1−α

i

λ
λη+1 > λ

Yi = (λKi)η+α(λLi)1−α

= (λ)η+α+1−α(Ki)η+α(Li)1−α

= (λ)η+1(Ki)η+α(Li)1−α

gY = gK

gy =
ηn

1 − α − η

η

u (1 − u)
h

·h = (1 − u)h

Y = AKα(huL)1−α

gy = 1 − u

F(λ A, λK, λL) > λY
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•  subject to  (  implies increasing 

returns to scale)

• In perfectly competitive factor markets, w and r are given

• The solution to this problem is  i.e. that the firm takes over the economy


- Output increases exponentially with K and L but cost increases only linearly with K 
and L so the firm has an incentive to grow and grow such that output offsets the 
increased cost by a lot


• BUT the solution is incompatible with perfect competition

- To overcome the incompatibility of IRS with perfect competition, Romer sets up the model 

with respect to three types of goods

• The final good (Y) is perfectly competitive (hence has CRS)

• There are intermediate goods (gadgets) with P>MC (firms that provide these gadgets 

have patent-enforced monopoly power)

• Ideas (R&D): perfectly competitive due to free entry


• Set up

- Production functions

• Production function for goods: 


- Exhibits constant returns to scale

-  denotes labour employed in production of goods


• Law of motion for ideas: 

-  denotes labour employed in production of ideas

- : “standing on the shoulders of giants”; can learn a lot from the past

- : “fishing out”; all the good ideas have already been taken away


- Allocations

• 


• 

- Growth rate


• If , 

- Policy

• Stimulate R&D e.g. by giving subsidies; PP adds: public procurement

• Enforcing patents


Scale Effects 

- Problem: Romer model implies scale effect but this is not observed in the data

• The Romer model implies that the bigger the economy (the more people in it; L) the 

faster it grows

• Jones (1999): “semi-endogenous” growth


- Scale effects arise because  assumed


- If instead , 


- So the growth rate of the economy no longer increases with the size of its labour 
force; however, interestingly, it increases with the growth rate of labour (n)


- A is a black box


ma x Π
K,L

= AKαLβ − wL − rK α + β > 1 α + β > 1

K, L → ∞

Y = Kα(ALY )1−α

LY ·A = δAϕLA

LA

ϕ ≥ 1
0 < ϕ < 1

LA = ℓL
·K = sY − δK

ϕ = 1 gy = δℓL

ϕ = 1
0 < ϕ < 1 gy =

n
1 − ϕ
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• A refers to the stock of all human knowledge that improves the productivity of all factors 
(neutral technical change)


• BUT in reality some tech improvements do not affect all factors of production equally
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Lecture 13 | Technical Change, Inequality and the 
Labour Market 

Productivity Growth and Technical Change 

- Empirical evidence suggests there is skill-biased technical change

• Rising trends in income inequality, skill premium


- We also contemporaneously observe the rise in the supply of skilled workers so we know 
that the increase in skill premium is not due to scarcity


- Demand ( ) for skilled labour seems to have overtaken the supply of skilled workers

• Possibly because tech has changed in a way that favours skilled over unskilled labour


- Data: College premium in the US has been on the rise but the supply of college educated 
labour has also risen too


- Acemoglu (2002): a simple model of the economy

• Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) production function and utility


-  where 

• This production function also captures the wealth and the utility of the economy


-  = output

-  = labour of low skilled workers

-  = labour of high skilled workers


• The only resources are unskilled labour ( ) and skilled labour ( ); no capital

-  = factor-augmenting tech change affecting low skilled workers


-  = factor-augmenting tech change affecting high skilled workers

• Tech developments affects productive capacities of different type workers differently


-  = elasticity of substitution between skilled and unskilled workers


• This is the CES parameter


•




- Where 


MPH

Yt = [(Al,tLt)ρ + (Ah,tHt)ρ]
1
ρ ρ ≤ 1

Yt

Lt

Ht

Lt Ht

Al,t

Ah,t

σ =
1

1 − ρ

σ ≡ ( δ(H /L)
δMRTSHL

×
MRTSHL

(H /L) ) =

δ( H
L )

H
L

δ( MPL
MPH )
MPL
MPH

MRTSHL =
MPL

MPH
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•

In equilibrium,  because 


• The higher the elasticity of substitution ( ), the easier it is for the firm to move between 
the factors of production (move between high skilled and low skilled labour)


• Special case: Cobb-Douglas production function has 

• Two interpretations of technology


- (1)  is a single good competitively produced using two types of labour – high skilled and 
low skilled


- (2) Consumers have utility  over two goods with production functions 

 and  respectively, each produced competitively

• Labour demand


- Perfect competition in factor markets (market for the two types of labour)


• 


• 


- Skill premium: 


- We usually talk about the change in skill premium so take natural logs


• 


• Function of relative tech and relative labour

- But the parameter  is not very meaningful so we substitute  with 


• We know  so rearranging this to put  in terms of  we get 


• Substituting this into the log form of the skill premium we get 




- Written another way: 


σ ≡

δ( H
L )

H
L

δ( wL
wH )
wL
wH

MRTSHL =
MPL

MPH
=

wL

wH

σ

σ = 1

Yt

Yt = (Yρ
l,t + Yρ

h,t)
1
ρ

Yl,t = Al,tLt Yh,t = Ah,tLt

wL =
δY
δL

= Aρ
l [Aρ

l + Aρ
h ( H

L )
ρ

]
1 − ρ

ρ

wH =
δY
δL

= Aρ
h [Aρ

l ( H
L )

−ρ

+ Aρ
h ]

1 − ρ
ρ

ω =
wH

wL
= ( Ah

Al )
ρ

( H
L )

−(1−ρ)

ln(ω) = ρln ( Ah

Al ) − (1 − ρ)ln ( H
L )

ρ ρ σ

σ =
1

1 − ρ
ρ σ ρ =

σ − 1
σ

ln(ω) =
σ − 1

σ
ln ( Ah

Al ) −
1
σ

ln ( H
L )

ln(ω) = (1 −
1
σ ) ln ( Ah

Al ) −
1
σ
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• The skill premium decreases as  increases because high skilled labour has become 

relatively more abundant so their wages gets pushed down


• If , an increase in relative technology  (high skilled labour can become 

more productive) results in an increase in ; high skilled workers substitute low 
skilled workers


• If , an increase in relative technology  (high skilled labour can become 

more productive) results in a decrease in ; high skilled and low skilled labour 
exhibit complementarity, similar to the fixed proportions case





Biased Technical Change, Inequality and Unemployment 

- Directed technical change is factor-augmenting (changes are specific to the factor)

- Depends on 


- If , it is easy to substitute between workers of the two types


• An increase in  increases the relative productivity of skilled workers

• Because it is easy for high skilled labour to substitute the other factor – low skilled 

workers (L) – a rise in  means more H will be demanded so the wage for high skilled 
labour increases


• The skill premium increases as a result

- If , the workers of the two types are not readily substitutable (e.g. may be hard to get 

high skilled people to do low skilled job)

• An increase in  increases the relative productivity of skilled workers

• But firms can not readily swap low skilled workers for them

• Despite their higher productivity, their pay does not increase

• Their wage premium  decreases


H
L

σ > 1 ln ( Ah

Al )
ln(ω)

σ < 1 ln ( Ah

Al )
ln(ω)

σ
σ > 1

Ah

Ah

σ < 1

Ah

ω
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- Market for two final goods


• Two final goods produced competitively:  with  and 


-  is the good produced using low skilled labour

-  is the good produced using high skilled labour


• Consumer optimisation requires that the ratio of prices are equal to the marginal rate of 
substitution, which is given by the ratio of the marginal utilities


- 


•  so the ratio of goods and ratio of prices is inversely related

• Consider firm producing using high skilled labour


- Producers with high skilled labour gain profit 


•  = price of good


•  = amount of the good produced

• c = cost of specialised machinery for the production of the good


- FOC for high technology: 

• Cost of unit of machinery (gadget) is equal to the marginal product of the innovation 

evaluated in money terms = price of the product ( ) multiplied by the number of 
workers the firm employs


• Consider firm producing using low skilled labour

- Producers with low skilled labour gain profit 

- FOC for high technology: 


•  because the firm can freely choose to produce which kind of machinery so 
whatever they choose would be optimal


• Hence, in equilibrium, 

- Market for innovation (gadgets)

• Gadgets are sold by monopolists who earn the full value of their innovations  and 

• Two contradictory effects


- Price effect: goods with a higher price attract more innovation

- Market effect: good with a larger market attract more innovation


• In equilibrium, 

- c is determined

- H and L are exogenously given


- Equilibrium Technology and Skill Supply


• We can rearrange  to get 


• We also know that the consumer’s optimisation problem yields 




Y = (Yρ
l + Yρ

h )
1
ρ Yl = AlL Yh = AhH

Yl = AlL
Yh = AhH

MUh

MUl
=

ph

pl
= ( Yh

Yl )
ρ−1

(ρ − 1) < 0

πh = ph(AhH ) − wH H − cAh

ph

AhH

c = phH

ph

πl = pl(AlH ) − wLL − cAl

c = plL
c = phH = plL

phH = plL

phH plL

phH = plL

phH = plL
ph

pl
=

L
H

= ( H
L )

−1

MUh

MUl
=

ph

pl
= ( Yh

Yl )
ρ−1

= ( AhH
AlL )

ρ−1
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- 


- 


-  and since  we can write it as 


• So long as the two goods are substitutes ( ), the market size effect dominates

- As H grows,  increases


• If the two goods are complements ( ), we can write  


- A growth in H means lower relative price for high skilled products; the relative technology 
of high skill products also decline


- Price effect dominates

• Skill premium


- 


- Substitute in 


- 


- If , the LR relative demand for skills is upward-sloping


• As the number of high skilled workers H increases, their wage  also increases

• Although the increase in H means more competition amongst high skill workers, which 

would cause the wage they receive to decrease, the market effect means that the 
increase in H will lead to more technology will be developed to suit high skilled workers, 
hence their productivity also increases such that their wage  also increases


• The market-effect is sufficiently strong to counteract the wage decrease due to 
competition with other workers of the same skill level


( AhH
AlL )

ρ−1

= ( Ah

Al )
ρ−1

( H
L )

ρ−1

= ( H
L )

−1
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ρ−1
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−1−(ρ−1)
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−ρ
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L )

ρ
1 − ρ

σ =
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1 − ρ ( Ah
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L )

σ−1

σ > 1
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σ < 1 ( Ah
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H )
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σ
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σ > 2
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- Key insights from the Acemoglu model

• Technology is not a black box 


- NOT “manna from heaven” like the Solow model suggests

- NOT factor-neutral


• Tech can affect wages

• Directed and biased technological change is consistent with the empirical trends on wage 

inequality in the past four decades
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Lecture 14 | Convergence 

Convergence 

- Two types of convergence

•  convergence: convergence in levels of per capita income


- This requires that countries that are initially poorer grow faster

- The term comes from an expression of the growth rate as a regression: 

- Data

• Poorer OECD countries have grown faster than richer OECD countries between 

1960-2010 and they eventually catch up

• However, OECD is a group of advanced countries today so the sample we select is 

biased (only choose countries that end up rich)

• Once data from non-OECD countries are included, the negative relationship between 

GDP per capita and growth rate of GDP per capita is much less clear; a negative trend 
still persists but this is driven by the OECD countries


• There are many countries with low GDP per capita in 1960 that grow at very different 
rates


•  convergence: variance of income per capita falls over time

- Similar to inequality

- Lack of evidence for lower dispersion of GDP per capita over time in multinational 

population-weighted study, although strong evidence for increase in GDP per capita over 
time


- The Middle Income Trap

• Many countries that were middle-income relative to the US in 1960 remained middle-income 

relative to the US in 2008


β

gy = α + βy

σ
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Conditional VS Unconditional Convergence 

- We expect convergence because many economic models that explain growth consistently with 
empirical data predict convergence


- Solow-Swan model predicts unconditional conversion to steady state of capital stock

• Red arrow = poor economy

• Blue arrow = richer economy

• Solow model predicts that they will both eventually grow to the steady state and the red 

economy will grow faster
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- Convergence and globalisation

• We expect convergence to accelerate with globalisation

• Marginal product of capital =  = returns to capital

• Poor countries with low levels of capital will have higher marginal product of capital since 

capital exhibits diminishing returns

• This also means that the return to capital will be higher in poor countries

• Hence, we would expect residents of rich countries to invest in poorer countries because 

they get a higher rate of return so the poor country will grow faster

- We do observe such North-South capital flows

- Global North tends to be richer and invest in emerging market economies, increasing since 

the 2008 financial crisis


Why convergence did not take place 

- Lucas (1990): there must be some difference apart from capital per worker that explains global 
financial flows

• Investigated how large return differences have to be to explain observed levels of income per 

capita

• Thought experiment: US and India


- In the early 1990s, the US GDP per capita was approximately 15 times that of India’s

- 

- Let 


- 


• For US residents to choose to invest all they have in India, the rate of return in India must be 
58 times larger


• This also justifies why India is so much poorer than the US

• BUT we observe some capital flows so this cannot be the whole picture


- Reconciling the Solow model: conditional convergence


MPK = αkα−1 = r

MPK = αkα−1 = r = α y
α − 1

α

α = 0.4

rINDIA

rUS
= ( yINDIA

yUS )
α − 1

α

= 151.5 = 58
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• The Solow model has parameters such as savings rate, and productivity that differ across 
countries


• It should be interpreted as predicting the same steady state for countries with similar 
parameters rather than as every economy converging to the same steady state


• E.g. country with higher savings rate will have a higher steady state

• Empirical data supports the idea that countries that are initially further away from their steady 

state tend to grow faster than countries that start off closer to their individual steady state


• 


• Countries will converge conditional on them having similar characteristics

- Human capital

• Differences in human capital can lead to different growth rates

• 


- H is human capital

- HL = level of labour force in efficiency terms (augmented by level of human capital)


•  = output per worker in efficiency units


• 

• While the US has 15 times more output than India, it only has 3 times output per efficiency 

units


• Repeating the earlier exercise, we get 


- US has only 5 times more human capital

- Externalities of human capital

• As workers become more educated and productive, there are spillover effects so everybody 

benefits from the extra knowledge

•  


- h = human capital per worker

- Assume  = 0.4 = capital share = 


• 


• Once human capital and its externalities have been taken into account, 


• The rate of return for the US and India are not that different compared with other models

- There is a lot of h in the US so  gets pushed up compared to other models

- There is not a lot of h in India so  gets pushed down compared to other models


• Problem: rate of return to human capital  = 0.4 is too high; in reality, private returns to 
human capital is much lower than 40%


- Other reasons why growth in different countries may be different

• Different A due to:


- Differences in the quality of institutions (social infrastructure)

• Acemoglu and Robinson (2013): contract enforcement, domestic policies, political risk, 

corruption etc.

• IP protection

• These factors affect investment, hence output


- Technological differences


y * = A ( s
n + δ + g )

α
1 − α

Y = Kα(HL)1−α

̂y ≡
Y

HL
= ̂kα

r = α ̂y
α − 1

α

rINDIA

rUS
= 31.5 = 5

̂y ≡ ̂kαhβ

β α
r = α ̂y

α − 1
α h

β
α

rINDIA

rUS
= 1.04

rUS

rINDIA

β
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• Although best practices are becoming more accessible through licensing, there are still 
some cross country differences in the level of technology


• Furthermore, not all technologies are cost-effective everywhere (e.g. may require highly 
trained workers)


• So firms in different countries may operate different technologies in different countries

• Technology gaps


- Grossman and Helpman (2015): growth rate of productivity in each country ( ) 
depends on the “technology gap” – the distance from the technological frontier 
(country that is most technologically advanced e.g. US)

• The further a country is from the most technologically advanced country, the larger 

the technological gap and the higher the country’s growth rate of productivity ( )


• Technological gap: 


-  = absorptive capacity to use US technology

• Depends on education (human capital), trade, FDI, IP protection, relative cost 

and supply of inputs (tech usually not applicable to all factors of production so 
will have to assess abundance of those factors)


• Implication: growth is faster the larger the gap

- E.g. Japan, South Korea, Europe in post-war years


- PP adds: technological gap also influences/explains differences in relationship 
between competition and innovation


- Problem: Technology gap does not imply convergence in income levels although it 
implies convergence in level of growth (no  convergence)


• Suppose country i caught up in productivity growth with the US: 


- 


- Let , namely the steady state of technology


- Substitute  and  


- 


- Rearrange to get 


• Compare  and 


- If , then  and vice versa


gAi

gAi

gAi
= ϕi ( AUS − Ai

Ai )
ϕi

β
gAi

= gAUS

gAi
= ϕi ( AUS − Ai

Ai )
Ai = A*

gAi
= gAUS

Ai = A*

gAUS
= ϕi ( AUS − A *

A * )
A*
AUS

=
ϕi

gAUS − ϕi

gAi
= ϕi ( AUS − Ai

Ai ) gAUS
= ϕi ( AUS − A *

A * )
Ai < A* gAi

> gUS
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Lecture 15 | Intertemporal Economics: Consumption 

Two Period Consumption Model 

- Households’ optimisation problem 


•  


• Subject to 


- FOC: 


- Expressed as MRS=MRT, 


• MRS = 


• MRT = , the rate at which consumption can be transformed one period to another 
through being saved (saving X this period allows me to consume (1+r)X in the next period)


- Key conclusion: agents are consumption smoothing

- Problem: there are usually more than two periods in reality so we would want to take into 

account those uncertainties





Standard Intertemporal Model of Consumption 

- Consumption is modelled as the decision of an optimising rational agent, who maximised utility  
subject to some constraints


ma x
c1,c2

u(c1) + βu(c2)

c1 +
c2

1 + r
= y1 +

y2

1 + r
u′ (c1) = β(1 + r)u′ (c2)

u′ (c1)
βu′ (c2)

= (1 + r)

u′ (c1)
βu′ (c2)
1 + r
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- Objective function: 


•  = consumption at period t

• Households are willing to substitute consumption in different periods; we know this from


- (1) The curvature in the instantaneous utility function u(.)

• This curvature is measured by the Elasticity of Intertemporal Substitution (EIS)


• 


- 

- For explanation, see: http://hassler-j.iies.su.se/courses/macro/notes98/ELAST.HTM


• This is the inverse of the CRRA (constant of relative risk aversion)


• The EIS measures the elasticity of the ratio of consumption  with respect to a 

change in the ratio of marginal utilities (i.e. how convex the indifference curves are; the 
more convex, the higher the desire for consumption smoothing)


• So the EIS is a key determinant of the sensitivity of consumption growth with respect to 
the interest rate


• When the interest rate change, the optimal levels of consumption changes by virtue of 
the tangency condition 


• Note: the diagram shows large changes from A to B but we typically consider marginal 
changes




- (2) The discount factor 


•  captures the idea that households value future consumption less than 
present consumption


U = E [
+∞

∑
t=0

βtu(ct)]
ct

EIS = −
u′ (c)

cu′ ′ (c)

(
ct+1

ct )

0 < β < 1
0 < β < 1
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- In ,  is put to the power of t, so for ,  as 



- This exponential discounting implies inter-temporally consistent choices (a planned 

course of action is optimal unless new information arrives)

- Other forms of discounting exist in the literature (e.g. hyperbolic discounting: 

valuations fall relatively rapidly for earlier delay periods e.g. from now to one week, 
but then fall more slowly for longer delay periods, for instance, more than a few days)


• This discounting is motivated by psychological factors such as impatience, and by the 
fact that consumption in periods very far away from the present will not be enjoyed due 
to the death of the decision-maker


• Infinite horizon

- We sum discount-weighted consumption in each period up to infinity

- While people do not live forever, this can be justified:

• (1) Infinity can be taken as an approximate of a finite but very long horizon

• (2) Barro (1974): Intergenerational altruism


- While individuals will not live forever, they care for their offsprings and know that their 
offsprings will cate about their offsprings etc. so they want to leave some inheritance 
for them


• Instantaneous utility is assumed to be independent of consumption in other periods

- This is called intertemporal additivity, or intertemporal separability

- BUT we could have assumed, more generally, that 

• Utility at one point depends on consumption at many points in time

• E.g. having been on a holiday not only positively affects utility whilst on the holiday but 

also has the effect of recharging, making the individual have higher utility in subsequent 
periods


• If so, we could have  

- MRS between consumption in periods 1 and 2 depends on consumption at time 0 to 

3 


- 


- The additivity assumption means 

• E[.] stands for mathematical expectation


- We assume rational expectations: agents use all available information (including 
knowledge of the workings of the economy) to make forecasts in an efficient manner


- A weaker assumption is that agents form expectations in a way that ensures no systematic 
(predictable) errors; any mistake is random


• Assumptions:

- Discount factor 

- Infinite horizon

- Intertemporal additivity of instantaneous utility

- Rational expectations


- Constraints: 

•  = the household’s financial position


- If  is positive, the household has more assets than it has debts


U = E [
+∞

∑
t=0

βtu(ct)] β 0 < β < 1 βt → 0

t → ∞

u(…, ct−1, ct, ct+1, …)

U = c01/2 + (c1 − γc0)1/2 + (c2 − γc1)1/2 + . . .

MRS =
(c1 − γc0)−1/2 − γ (c2 − γc1)−1/2

(c2 − γc1)−1/2 − γ (c3 − γc2)−1/2

γ = 0

0 < β < 1

At

At
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• Assets are such as stocks, bonds, houses etc.

- We denote the return on the assets and interest on debt as a constant r

• Assets generate a yield in the form of dividends, interest payments, rents etc.

• Households will have to pay interest rate on debt

• Identical interest rate for borrowers and savers reflective of perfect capital markets


- E.g. if we start out in period 0 with , in time 1 we would have (or owe) 


•  = further income households receive e.g. through work or from other sources

• Anything that is not consumed will be put towards accumulating assets (or reducing debt)


- In a period, the household may consume more than it earns ( ), in which case it is 
increasing debt or reducing its assets


• Budget constraint for each period: 

- Source of income: 

- Use of income: 

- Source of income = use of income


• To find the present value (PV) budget constraint, we can run the constraint for infinite periods, 
divide each by  and sum them up




• 


- The terms will cancel out

- Separating the y-c terms, rearranging and then taking expectations, we get the 

intertemporal budget constraint


• PV budget constraint: 


- The household is assumed to maximise utility subject to the present value (PV) constraint

• FOC implies that for any t, the Euler equation holds


- Euler Equation: 

- [Proof at the end of the slides]

- Marginal utility of consumption at t should be equal to  times the expected 

marginal utility of consumption in the next period

- Euler equation intuition

• If we reduce consumption in period t by a marginal amount, this corresponds to a utility 

loss  and a utility gain in the next period

• Also, whatever we reduced consumption by in the current period gets invested with 

return r so we can consume (1+r) units in period t+1, thus the overall utility change in t+1 
is 


• Since consumption in the future is uncertain at time t (e.g. a pay cut may mean they 
would have to cut their consumption), they will make forecasts with all the information 
available:  since (1+r) is a constant


• However, the future gain is valued less so we weight it with the discount factor 


A0 A0(1 + r)
yt

ct > yt

At+1 = (1 + r)At + yt − ct

rAt + yt

(A1 − A0) + c0

(1 + r)t

A1 +
A2

(1 + r)
+

A3

(1 + r)2
+ … = [(1 + r)A0 + y0 − c0] + [A1 +

y1 − c1

(1 + r) ] + [ A2

(1 + r)
+

y2 − c2

(1 + r)2 ] + …

A1 +
A2

(1 + r)
+

A3

(1 + r)2
+ … = [(1 + r)A0 + y0 − c0] + [A1 +

y1 − c1

(1 + r) ] + [ A2

(1 + r)
+

y2 − c2

(1 + r)2 ] + …

E [
+∞

∑
t=0

ct

(1 + r)t ] = E [
+∞

∑
t=0

yt

(1 + r)t ] + (1 + r)A0

u′ (ct) = β(1 + r)E[u′ (ct+1)]

β(1 + r)

u′ (ct)

(1 + r)u′ (ct+1)

E[(1 + r)u′ (ct+1)] = (1 + r)E[u′ (ct+1)]
β
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- So, in deciding the optimal level fo consumption in period t, the agents compare the utility 
gain from consuming each extra unit ( ) with the utility they could have gained had 
they saved this amount and consumed it in the next period instead ( )


• If, in comparing the two, , it would be better to reduce  
today because loss of utility from saving in this period is less than the expected utility 
gain in the next period


• But if , it would be better to consume more today because 
gain of utility in this period is more than the expected utility loss in the next period


• Neither of these cases can be optimal

• At the optimal level of consumption , the two must be equal such that the Euler 

equation holds: 

- Interest rate and consumption growth

• Rearrange the Euler equation


- 


-  = MRS


• MU of consumption is expected to decrease over time if  increases, 

corresponding to an increase in consumption today; this occurs if 


• On the other hand, MU of consumption is expected to increase over time if  

decreases, corresponding to an decrease in consumption today; this occurs if 




• A larger r means consumption today is increasing as a result of the wealth effect

- An increase in the interest rate has a wealth effect and a substitution effect

- Wealth effect: Given a positive initial level of savings, a rise in the real interest rate (r) 

increases the amount of future consumption that can be obtained from the existing 
savings level. As a result, the level of wealth associated with the current level of 
measured income increases, thereby causing people to increase current consumption 
and reduce savings.


- Substitution effect: the rise in the interest rate makes consuming in the future more 
attractive than consuming today so people will consume less and spend more


- The substitution effect tends to dominate at lower levels of the real interest rate while 
the wealth effect tends to dominate at higher interest rate levels


• When , households have a flat path for consumption (no growth an no 

decline; consumption is the same over time)

- The sensitivity of consumption growth to changes in the interest rate depends on the 

associated changes of the ratio  associated with a given change in the MRS i.e. it 

depends on the EIS


u′ (ct)
β(1 + r)E[u′ (ct+1)]

u′ (ct) < β(1 + r)E[u′ (ct+1)] ct

u′ (ct) > β(1 + r)E[u′ (ct+1)]

ct

u′ (ct) = β(1 + r)E[u′ (ct+1)]

u′ (ct) = β(1 + r)E[u′ (ct+1)]
u′ (ct)

E[u′ (ct+1)]
= β(1 + r)

u′ (ct)
E[u′ (ct+1)]

(1 + r) >
1
β

u′ (ct)
E[u′ (ct+1)]

(1 + r) <
1
β

(1 + r) =
1
β

ct+1

ct
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• The change in the ratio  can be due to changes in  or  or both


• Hence, the Euler equation only tells us about changes in consumption growth but not 
the level of consumption itself


- From the Euler equation to the IS curve


• Assume a specific utility function:  with 


• Take derivatives and substitute into the Euler equation to get 

- Note that the real interest rate is allowed to change over time


• Ignoring the uncertianty, take logs and rearrange, appreciating the property that  
for when x is small

- 


- 


• Reintroduce the expectations to account for uncertainty (this method is mathematically 
incorrect but high level maths beyond the scope of the course can be used to show that the 
statement nonetheless holds)


- 


• Assuming closed economy with no investment or government spending, Y=C

- Y = C + G + I + (X - M) with (G + I + (X - M)) = 0


- Hence, we can write 


• Compare with the IS in the NKPC model: 

- Similarities

• Output is a negative function of the interest rates


- Differences

• Extra forward-looking  term

• Real interest rate is backward-looking in IS VS forward-looking in intertemporal 

consumption

-  can be thought of as the stabilising real interest rate (natural real interest rate) 

compatible with ; Let 


• 


• We can make similar substitutions for  (as we would do in deriving the NKPC) and 

end up with 


- Current output depends on future interest rates (hence forward guidance can be used 
to alter the output gap in the current period)


Hall Random Walk Model 

- The Euler equation has lots of important results but is nonetheless not a consumption function


ct+1

ct
ct+1 ct

u(ct) =
c1−σ

t

1 − σ
EIS =

1
σ

c−σ
t = E[β(1 − rt+1)c−σ

t+1]

log(x) ≈ x

−σln(ct) = ln(β ) + rt+1 − σln(ct+1)

ln(ct) = −
1
σ

ln(β ) −
1
σ

rt+1 + ln(ct+1)

ln(ct) = −
1
σ

ln(β ) −
1
σ

E[rt+1] + lnE[ct+1]

ln(Yt) = −
1
σ

ln(β ) −
1
σ

E[rt+1] + lnE[Yt+1]

Yt = A − art+1

lnE[Yt+1]

ln(β )
Yt = E[Yt+1] ln(β ) = r̄

ln(Yt) = −
1
σ

E[rt+1 − r̄ ] + lnE[Yt+1]

Yt+1

ln(Yt) = −
1
σ

T

∑
i=1

E[rt+1 − r̄ ] + lnE[Yt+T]
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• It merely allow us to link consumption growth  to r but does 

not pin down the level of consumption 

- To get a consumption function, assume , which should hold around the steady 

state

• Compatible with a constant consumption function

• True at the steady state and approximately true near the steady state

• 

• Hence we expect MU to be constant


- In general,  unless MU is linear (i.e. unless utility is quadratic)


• Assume 


• The Euler equation becomes  which simplifies to 

- Or,  where 

- Consumption follows a random walk

- Households plan for constant consumption but there may be discrepancies between 

consumption in each period due to random shocks 

- Deriving an equation for consumption

• With the Hall random walk result, we can write 




- Consumption is the same in every period

• The intertemporal PV budget constraint is given by




• Substituting the result into the intertemporal BC we get 




• Rearrange to make  the subject


- 


• Factorising r out, we can write it more compactly as 

- Consumption function: 


•  is financial wealth


•  is human wealth; the stream of income that one gets 

from working


ln(ct+1) − ln(ct) = ln (
ct+1

ct )
ct

β(1 + r) = 1

u′ (ct) = E[u′ (ct+1)]

E[u′ (ct+1)] ≠ u′ (E(ct+1))

u(c) = ac −
b
2

c2

a − bct = a − bE[ct+1] ct = E[ct+1]
ct+1 = ct + ϵt E[ϵt] = 0

ϵt

E [
+∞

∑
t=0

ct

(1 + r)t ] = c0

+∞

∑
t=0

1
(1 + r)t

=
1 + r

r
c0

E [
+∞

∑
t=0

ct

(1 + r)t ] = E [
+∞

∑
t=0

yt

(1 + r)t ] + (1 + r)A0

1 + r
r

c0 = E [
+∞

∑
t=0

yt

(1 + r)t ] + (1 + r)A0

c0

c0 = rA0 + r
1

1 + r
E [

+∞

∑
t=0

yt

(1 + r)t ]
c0 = r[A0 + H0] ≡ yp

A0

H0 ≡
1

1 + r
E [

+∞

∑
t=0

yt

(1 + r)t ]
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•  is the annuity value of total wealth i.e. sum of financial and human wealth (aka 
permanent income)


- Consumption function properties

• The marginal propensity to consume (MPC) out of total wealth is equal to the real 

interest rate r

• Only the PV of consumption matters – the profile of income over time does not


- Earning a lot now and none in retirement does not affect consumption

• Certainty equivalence: the volatility of income does not matter


- In choosing the level of consumption, households behave as if incomes were certain


- We have assumed quadratic utility ( ) and quadratic utility is 

concave; consumer would buy actuarially fair insurance if on offer (if they can get rid 
of uncertainty without being penalised, they will do it)


- This is NOT the same as risk neutrality

• Agents consume a flow of resources that leaves total wealth unchanged


- E.g. like winning a lottery and living off only but all the interest payments

• Gives empirically testable results


Hall Random Walk Model (from Lecture 16) 

- If consumption follows a random walk, changes in consumption must be unpredictable

• Thus, we can estimate  where  are variables that might predict income 

changes but are already in the agents’ information set

• If the random walk model is correct,  and any changes in the level of consumption 

depends entirely on a random error 

- Is there evidence for the random walk model?

• Hall finds that most variables yield consumption following a random walk; only equity returns 

are significant; this is pretty much ok evidence for the model since the assumptions we have 
made along the way are plausible


• Flavin (1981): consumption respond to past income changes; there is excess sensitivity of 
consumption to past information

- Problem: correlation found with aggregate data may be spurious since if all agents keep 

consumption constant, there will be an intergenerational aggregation of wealth; even if 
each generation keeps their level of consumption constant, the younger generation will 
have a higher level of consumption; given so, aggregate consumption will be perfectly 
correlated with aggregate income


• Zeldes (1989): through analysing household wealth data, it was found that there is excess 
sensitivity for households for which credit constraints were likely to bind but not for others 

yp

u(c) = ac −
b
2

c2

Δct+1 = γXt + ut xt

γ = 0
ut
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Lecture 16 | Consumption (Part 2) 

Income News and Permanent Income 

- Suppose income can be modelled (simply) using the following statistical model

• Note that this is only intended to predict income, not explain it

•  with 


• Parameters  and  can be estimated from the data


•  = persistence of income changes (the extent to which income today depends on income in 
the previous period, which then depends on income in the period before that etc.)


- We model income as such to find out what the agent would predict their income to be, since 
under RE, agents are as good as making such predictions as econometricians for they are 
assumed to have knowledge of the model


- The change in income triggered by a shock at time 0 is 


• The expected income in period t is 


• Which is  since 


• At time t=0, we predict income in period 1 to be 

• At time t=0, we predict income in period 2 to be 




• However, once we observe a shock at period 0 such that , we would 
revise our expectations according to it

- Rewrite the shock as 

- 


• Replace  with  which is the actual level of  we observe in t=0 
(expected value plus random shock)


- Our expectation of income in period 2 in period 0 becomes, 



• Note that  and so forth because we do not yet observe shocks in those 
future periods


• In general, 

- If , income change is not persistent and the current shock does not change future 

forecasts at all

- At the other extreme, if , income changes are very persistent and we expect all 

future incomes to change just as the current did

• If income in period 0 increased above expectations by £1 such that  then we 

expect income in all future periods to increase above our expectations by £1: 



- For , we expect all future incomes to be affected, but the further we are in the 
future from time 0, the less our expectation of income is affected; the shock dies out 
gradually 


• Effect of shock on income on consumption: 


yt = α + ρyt−1 + μt Et[μt] = 0
α ρ

ρ

E0[yt |μ0] − E0[yt] = ρt μ0

Et[yt] = Et[α] + Et[ρyt−1] + Et[μt]
Et[yt] = α + ρEt[yt−1] Et[μt] = 0

E0[y1] = α + ρE0[y0]

E0[y2] = α + ρE0[y1] = α + ρE0[α + ρE0[y0]] = α(1 + ρ) + ρ2E0[y0]
μ0 = y0 − E0[y0] ≠ 0

E0[y0] + μ0 = y0

E0[y1 |μ0] = α + ρ(E0[y0] + μ0)
E0[y0] E0[y0] + μ0 = y0 y0

E0[y2 |μ0] = α + ρ(α + ρ(E0[y0] + μ0)) = α(1 + ρ) + ρ2E0[y0] + ρ2μ0

E1[μ1] = 0

E0[yt |μ0] − E0[yt] = ρt μ0

ρ = 0

ρ = 1

μ0 = 1

E0[yt |μ0] − E0[yt] = 1
0 < ρ < 1

Δc0 =
r

1 + r − ρ
μ0
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- An income shock changes our income forecast, so it will change our human wealth, which 
is a part of our permanent income


- Substitute  into the formula for permanent income 



• Note that 


• The change to the expected value of  depends on the change the shock has on  so 
we can just focus on that part


• The formula for infinite sum of geometric series yields 


• Multiplying this by  to find  we get 


• So we have 


- The more persistent income shocks are, the larger the effect it has on consumption


• A high  parameter means the denominator on  gets smaller so  

increases so the effect of the shock  on  is multiplied by a larges number

- Campbell and Deaton (1989): income shocks are highly persistent; data suggests  i.e. 

that 


•  and at , 


• This implies that consumption should have a one-to-one change with income such that they 
are equally volatile


• BUT data suggests that consumption is significantly more volatile than income, so there 
seems to be “excess smoothness”

- Excess sensitivity: consumption reacts excessively to predictable changes in income

- Excess smoothness: consumption does not react as much as the model predicts to 

unpredictable income changes

- Excess sensitivity and excess smoothness suggests that the certainty equivalence model may 

have neglected some important factors such as:

• Credit constraints

• Precautionary savings


- Violation of certainty equivalence; not quadratic utility

• Habits

• Departures from rational expectations

• Demographics


- People at different stages in the life-cycle may behave differently

• Aggregation problem


- We assumed a single representative agent

- Even if every agent behaves consistently with the Euler equation, it does not hold that the 

aggregate of their behaviour will follow the relationship suggested by the Euler equation


E0[yt |μ0] − E0[yt] = ρt μ0

c0 = r[A0 + H0] = rA0 + rH0 ≡ yp

H0 ≡
1

1 + r
E [

+∞

∑
t=0

yt

(1 + r)t ]
c0 H0

+∞

∑
t=0

μ0ρt

(1 + r)t
=

1 + r
1 + r − ρ

μ0

r
1 + r

rH0
r

1 + r

+∞

∑
t=0

μ0ρt

(1 + r)t
=

r
1 + r − ρ

μ0

Δc0 =
r

1 + r − ρ
μ0

ρ
r

1 + r − ρ
r

1 + r − ρ
μ0 Δc0

ρ = 1
yt = yt−1 + μt

Δc0 =
r

1 + r − ρ
μ0 ρ = 1 Δc0 = μ0
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Precautionary Saving 

- If the instantaneous utility function would not be quadratic, thus violating our prior assumption, 
some precautionary saving is optimal


- It is very difficult to obtain a simple expression for the consumption function as the rational 
expectation permanent income hypothesis


- However, we can show using a two-period example that the certainty equivalence result (that 
the volatility of income does not matter) will no longer hold if there is precautionary saving (i.e. 
non-quadratic instantaneous utility function)


- Assume 

• 


•  for sure


•  may either be  or  with equal probability and 


- Without uncertainty,  such that income in both periods is  for sure, it would be 
optimal to set 


- If utility is quadratic, MU is linear and the optimal point of consumption is  which is the level 
associated with having income 


• Euler equation satisfied when agents spend all income in period 1 and spend  in every 
period





- However, if utility is non-quadratic, some saving is optimal

• With no saving,  (as depicted graphically) so it would be better for agents 

to save some amount now since the expected utility of consuming it in the future is higher 


β(1 + r) = 1
y1 = ȳ

y2 yH yL
yh + yL

2
= ȳ

yH = yL ȳ
c1 = y1 = ȳ

c1

ȳ
ȳ

u′ (c1) < E[u′ (c2)]
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Lecture 17 | Ricardian Equivalence 

Fiscal Policy 

- Keynesians hold that fiscal policy affects aggregate demand and can be used as a stabilisation 
tool

• A tax cut affects current disposable income and so it will affect consumption


- However, in the standard model of intertemporal consumption, 


• What matters for consumption is financial and human wealth (i.e. the PV of wealth after tax 
on income)


• The time profiles of the tax is irrelevant; only the PV of the tax matters

• Governments fund tax cut by being in debt, so in the future there will be a tax rise in order to 

pay for that debt; debt-financed tax cuts do not affect consumption (since it merely moves 
consumption from one point to another and the PV of wealth is unchanged) so the AD does 
not move


• This result is known as the Ricardian Equivalence

• However, this does not mean that any change to fiscal policy is irrelevant; changes in 

government spending might affect AD


Ricardian Equivalence Mechanics 

- Household's constraint

• With taxation, the PV budget constraint becomes 




• PV of consumption = PV of income stream + initial financial position and the interest we earn 
on that


• The agent’s financial wealth  may now include government bonds

- Government's constraint

• 

• Where B indicates government bonds, G indicates government spendings and T indicates 

lump-sum taxes

- For any period, the stock of debt to be issued must cover for the initial stock of debt plus 

any interest that has incurred, plus any government expenditure not covered by taxation

• Proceeding in the way we did for the household analogue, we can write the government 

intertemporal budget constraint: 


- PV of stream of tax revenue needs to be equal to the PV of stream of government 
spending plus the initial stock of debt and the interest that has incurred


- Subtract the government BC from the households BC


c0 = r[A0 + H0] ≡ yp

E [
+∞

∑
t=0

ct

(1 + r)t ] = E [
+∞

∑
t=0

yt − Tt

(1 + r)t ] + (1 + r)A0

At

Bt+1 = (1 + r)Bt + Gt − Tt

E [
+∞

∑
t=0

Tt

(1 + r)t ] = E [
+∞

∑
t=0

Gt

(1 + r)t ] + (1 + r)B0
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•



• The taxation terms cancel out 


•



• 


• 


- So we have 


• PV of consumption is constrained by PV of income minus PV of government expenditure plus 
(1+r) times the stock of assets net of the public debt


• So it is households that end up financing government spending, but A may also include 
bonds so it can cancel out


• Only PV of government spending and the initial stock of debt matters; the timing of taxes 
does not matter


Assumptions for Ricardian Equivalence 

- Lump-sum non-distortionary taxes

• Ugwunta and Ugwuanyi (2015): “Non-distortionary is a lump-sum tax which is a fixed 

amount, no matter the change in circumstance of the taxed entity”

• In contrast, distortionary taxes are such as proportional taxes

• This assumption is essential because if taxes are distortionary, they might affect the 

allocation of resources (e.g. labour supply decisions; if high income tax then people will be 
less willing to work)


• DWL generally non-linear in the tax rate

- E.g. a big tax cut now then smaller subsequent tax cuts so the PV of the tax is unchanged 

(due to discounting)

- Nonetheless, the PV of the DWL may fall so consumption may increase


• So both AS and AD will be affected if tax is not lump-sum

- Consumers have a long planning horizon (at least as long as the government’s)

• If the consumer's planning horizon is shorter than the government’s (e.g. because consumers 

are myopic), a tax cut in a period considered by the consumer matched with a tax increase in 
a period beyond the consumer’s horizon has a positive wealth effect on the consumer


E [
+∞

∑
t=0

ct

(1 + r)t ] − E [
+∞

∑
t=0

Tt

(1 + r)t ]
= E [

+∞

∑
t=0

yt

(1 + r)t ] − E [
+∞

∑
t=0

Tt

(1 + r)t ] + (1 + r)A0 − E [
+∞

∑
t=0

Gt

(1 + r)t ] − (1 + r)B0

E [
+∞

∑
t=0

ct

(1 + r)t ] − E [
+∞

∑
t=0

Tt

(1 + r)t ]
= E [

+∞

∑
t=0

yt

(1 + r)t ] − E [
+∞

∑
t=0

Tt

(1 + r)t ] + (1 + r)A0 − E [
+∞

∑
t=0

Gt

(1 + r)t ] − (1 + r)B0

E [
+∞

∑
t=0

ct

(1 + r)t ] = E [
+∞

∑
t=0

yt

(1 + r)t ] + (1 + r)A0 − E [
+∞

∑
t=0

Gt

(1 + r)t ] − (1 + r)B0

E [
+∞

∑
t=0

ct

(1 + r)t ] = E [
+∞

∑
t=0

yt

(1 + r)t ] − E [
+∞

∑
t=0

Gt

(1 + r)t ] + (1 + r)(A0 − B0)

E [
+∞

∑
t=0

ct

(1 + r)t ] = E [
+∞

∑
t=0

yt − Gt

(1 + r)t ] + (1 + r)(A0 − B0)
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• E.g. suppose the consumer has a 2-period planning horizon whereas the government’s 
planning horizon is 3 periods


- Consumer constraint: 


- Government constraint: 


- A tax cut in  increases consumer consumption (expansionary effect) since the 
subsequent increase to match it  is beyond their planning horizon


• This analysis applies unless consumers are altruistic towards subsequent generations 

- Consumers and governments face the same real interest rate r

• No credit frictions or constraints (perfect credit markets)

• Generally does not hold since government seen to be safer borrowers so they enjoy a lower 

risk premium, hence typically  (interest rate at which government borrows  is below 
that of households’)


- Household's constraint: 


- Government's constraint: 


- Subtracting the government constraint from the household constraint (as we did earlier), 
we find that the tax terms do not cancel out


- Instead, we end up with 




- Situating this analysis in a simplified two-period model


• Household's constraint: 


• Government's constraint: 


- Rearrange to make  the subject: 


• Substitute  into the household's constraint: 




• Ceteris paribus, a tax cut at time 0 positively affects consumption

- Debt-financed tax cuts may be expansionary


• Borrowing constraints (imperfect credit markets)

- Borrowing constraints will introduce some non-linearity in the household’s budget 

constraint (BC)

- The interest rate the borrower has to pay is higher than the interest rate the saver (or the 

government) has to pay so the gradient of the BC is steeper for units they would have to 

c0 +
c1

1 + r
= y0 − T0 +

y1 − T1

1 + r
+ (1 + r)A0

T0 +
T1

1 + r
+

T2

(1 + r)2
= G0 +

G1

1 + r
+

G2

(1 + r)2
+ (1 + r)B0

T0

T2

rb < r rb

E [
+∞

∑
t=0

ct

(1 + r)t ] = E [
+∞

∑
t=0

yt − Tt

(1 + r)t ] + (1 + r)A0

E [
+∞

∑
t=0

Tt

(1 + rb)t ] = E [
+∞

∑
t=0

Gt

(1 + rb)t ] + (1 + rb)B0

E [
+∞

∑
t=0

ct

(1 + r)t ] = E [
+∞

∑
t=0

yt − Tt

(1 + r)t ] + (1 + r)A0 − E [
+∞

∑
t=0

Gt − Tt

(1 + rb)t ] − (1 + rb)B0

c0 +
c1

1 + r
= y0 − T0 +

y1 − T1

1 + r

T0 +
T1

1 + rb
= G0 +

G1

1 + rb

T1 T1 = (1 + rb)G0 + G1 − (1 − rb)T0

T1

c0 +
c1

1 + r
= y0 − T0 +

y1 − ((1 + rb)G0 + G1 − (1 − rb)T0)
1 + r

= y0 −
1 + rb

1 + r
G0 +

y1 − G1

1 + r
− ( r − rb

1 + r ) T0
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borrow to spend than the units they can afford with their savings in a particular period of 
time


- The government cutting taxes is as if the government is borrowing on the consumer’s 
behalf, at a lower rate of interest, so it may be a Pareto improvement

• Point C becomes feasible

• Cannot infer AD changes from this

• Ricardian equivalence does not hold (but does not automatically imply Keynesian result)


- BUT although the BC is shifting right, it may become steeper since taxation will increase in 
the next period compared to this period so in the next period consumers will have lower 
income net of tax so they may be seen as less safe borrowers; their credit constraints may 
be tightened such that the effect of such a tax cut may in fact be contractionary

• Solution: Another way the borrowing constraint can be understood is that the 

consumers now can switch to borrow from the government instead of private lenders

- The government can give them a lower interest rate because they pool both high and 

low risk consumers together

- This means that credit constraints will not tighten

- So Ricardian equivalence not necessarily invalidated

- Assumption: the asymmetric information market equilibrium (private lending) did not 

have a similar pooling




- No uncertainty about burden of future taxation

• In reality, there will be uncertainty about future taxes

• Higher uncertainty about lump-sum taxes is higher uncertainty about future disposable 

income, which may induce precautionary saving

- For a tax cut today, I do not know if I will have to pay more or less taxes in the future

- Then fiscal policy has an effect but the effect is contractionary (non-Keynesian effect)


• However, if taxes are proportional, the extra income today will mean I have to pay a larger 
share of taxes tomorrow so this means I have less disposable income in the future (less 
uncertainty because the trajectory can be predicted)

- So I spend more today

- In such cases, government deficits (tax cut) have the standard Keynesian effects


• Again, violations of the Ricardian equivalence does not mean automatic support for the 
Keynesian view


- Rational expectations
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- Homogenous households


Changes in Government Spending 

- The Ricardian equivalence is a proposition about lump-sum taxes; it does not imply that any 
change in fiscal policy will have no effects


- Consider a debt-financed one unit increase in spending at t=0 (spending is back at the usual 
rate in other periods)

• In future periods, the government will increase taxes to pay only the interest on this extra 

debt (but not the initial debt)

• i.e. increase taxes by  every period

• The change in the PV of taxation is 




- Use the sum to infinity formula

- Government BC is satisfied because they increase spending by 1 unit this period and is 

expected to get 1 unit back (in PV terms) through higher future tax rates

• The effect of this change in fiscal policy


- Assume households can be modelled using the Hall random walk model


-




• MPC of human wealth is r


- 


-



• Change in consumption depends on change in taxation

- An increase in taxation by 1 decreases human wealth so consumption in all periods 

decreases by r

• Effect on AD


- In t=0


(1 × r) = r
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• Government spending increases by 1 and consumer spending decreases by r, and as 
long as the interest rate is less than 100% (r<1), AD will increase


- In future periods

• Government spending is unchanged but consumers spend less by r due to the increase 

in taxation

• So AD will be lower


- Consider a permanent increase in government spending by 1 unit

• If the increase in spending is permanent, the increase in taxes must respond to a one unit 

increase in each period

- PV of tax increase: 




- Substitute PV of taxes into consumption


-




- So we see that consumption will decrease by 1

• The one unit increase in government spending is completely offset by the reduction in 

consumption by one unit in each period; hence, there is no change to AD


Empirical Evidence on the Ricardian Equivalence 

- Difficulties with assessing whether the Ricardian equivalence holds empirically

• A difficulty in examining whether the Ricardian equivalence holds in real life is that we want to 

assess the effect of discretionary changes in policy (changes to tax rate) but all key 
macroeconomic indicators are endogenously determined in equilibrium


• Furthermore, the Ricardian equivalence holds that 

 but expectations are difficult to 

measure empirically

- Shapiro and Slemrod (2009)

• Used survey data on the 2008 Bush tax rebate (tax refund) in the US (fiscal stimulus aimed at 

tackling the financial crisis)

• Only around 20% of respondents claimed tax rebates led to them increasing their spendings

• Most respondents use the rebate to help them save or repay their debt

• Marginal propensity to spend the rebate was around one third

• Despite only a third of the rebate being spent, the aggregate amount of the rebate was large 

enough to increase GDP and consumption in the second and third quarter of 2008

- Kan, Peng and Wan (2017)
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• Studied shopping voucher programme in Taiwan

• Voucher had an expiry date and so would be spent

• It was found that Taiwanese consumers did engage in intertemporal substitution by using 

their shopping vouchers to purchase previously planned consumption items

- i.e. they behaved consistently with the permanent income hypothesis


• However, a quarter of the vouchers were spent on unplanned consumption; so the voucher 
did induce at least a small portion to spend more


• Estimations suggest that the unplanned consumption using the voucher was a result of 
vendors’ promotions


- Overall, it seems like even if fiscal policies may have expansionary effects, it may not really be 
“worth it” financially


Tax Smoothing 

- Ricardian Equivalence: The timing of lump-sum taxes does not matter

- However, with distortionary taxes (e.g. proportional taxes), the Ricardian equivalence fails to 

hold

- Barro’s tax smoothing model

• Assumes distortionary taxes 


- Distortionary taxes will lead to deadweight losses

• Assume the government loss function is the square of tax revenues (now denoted ) and the 

government has discount factor (1+r)


- The optimal level of taxation solves  subject to a given initial 

stock of government debt 

- Government spending is exogenous and stochastic (subject to random shocks) and 



• A small (infinitesimal) tax cut at time t followed by an increase in taxes at time t+1 has the 

following effect on loss


-



• The budget constraint implies 


• So we have 


• Optimisation implies 

- This gives 

-  where 

- 

• Optimal taxes follow a random walk


• To determine the optimal level of taxation


τt

L = minE [
+∞

∑
t=0

1
2

τ2
t

(1 + r)t ]
B0

Bt+1 = (1 + r)Bt + Gt − τt

dL =
δL
δτt

δτt +
δL

δτt+1
δτt+1

= E [ τtdτt

(1 + r)t
+

τt+1dτt+1

(1 + r)t+1 ]
dτt+1 = (1 + r)dτt

dL =
1

(1 + r)t
E[τt − τt+1]

dL = 0
E[τt − τt+1] = 0

E[τt+1] = E[τt] + E[ϵt] E[ϵt] = 0
E[τt+1] = τt + ϵt
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- The expected PV of taxes is 


• Since in all periods the tax level 

- Substituting this into the government budget constraint, we get 




• Very similar result to the Hall random walk model 

E [
+∞

∑
t=0

τt

(1 + r)t ] = τ0

+∞

∑
t=0

1
(1 + r)t

= τ0
1 + r

r

τt = τ0

E [
+∞

∑
t=0

τt

(1 + r)t ] = E [
+∞

∑
t=0

Gt

(1 + r)t ] + (1 + r)B0

τ0
1 + r

r
= E [

+∞

∑
t=0

Gt

(1 + r)t ] + (1 + r)B0

τ0 =
r

1 + r
E [

+∞

∑
t=0

Gt

(1 + r)t ] + (1 + r)B0

τ0 = r
1

1 + r
E [

+∞

∑
t=0

Gt

(1 + r)t ] + B0
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Lecture 18 | Real Business Cycles 

Business Cycles 

- Business cycles refer to temporary and recurrent deviations of output and employment from the 
trend


- Any economy variable can be decomposed into a smoother trend component ( ) and a more 
volatile cyclical component ( )


• 

- Definitions

• A variable is pro-cyclical if its cyclical component is positively correlated to that of output

• A variable is said to be counter-cyclical if its cyclical component is negatively correlated to 

that of output

• If a variable is not pro-cyclical or counter-cyclical, it is a-cyclical


- King and Rebelo (1999)

• Investment is the macroeconomic variable with the highest variability (standard deviation = 

5.30)

• Consumption, investment and employment are strongly pro-cyclical (high correlation with 

output, all having a correlation coefficient exceeding 0.8)

• Real wages and interest rates seem fairly a-cyclical


Standard Real Business Cycles Model 

- Introduction

• Combines neo-classical growth theory (Solow) and intertemporal models of consumption and 

investment

• Assumptions


- Consumers maximise utility, firms maximise profits

- Agents make rational decisions and process information rationally

- Prices are flexible and there are no market imperfections

- Supply shocks (what mostly drives the model) are due to randomness in exogenous 

technological progress

- Set up

• Firms produce output  using capital  and labour  according to a standard neo-classical 

production function  where the Total Factor Productivity (TFP)  is subject 
to random shocks


• Firms rent capital and hire labour from households in perfect capital markets


- Rent capital at price 


- Hire labour at price 


• We assume the production function has constant returns to scale such that 



• In particular, we can assume a Cobb-Douglas production function:  with 



st

vt

xt = st + vt

Yt Kt Lt

Yt = At f (Kt, Lt) At

rt = At
δf (Kt, Lt)

δKt
≡ MPKt

wt = At
δf (Kt, Lt)

δLt
≡ MPLt

wtLt + rtKt = At f (Kt, Lt) = Yt

Yt = AtKα
t L1−α

t

0 < α < 1
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-

Then, we would have  and 


• Both the rent (interest rate) and the wage depend positively on the TFP

•  decreases with the capital to labour ratio (K/L), since  is less than 1 so the power 

term  


•  increases with the capital to labour ratio

- Household’s optimisation problem

• Households decide how to allocate their income between consumption ( ) and capital 

accumulation (investment); they also decide on how to allocate time between work ( ) and 
leisure 


-  = labour; more work leads to less utility so 


• They maximise the intertemporal utility function (now with L added)


-   subject to a series of capital accumulation equations 




• From this we can derive the consumption Euler equation: 




- Starting from an optimal plan of consumption and labour, if I were to decrease my 
consumption in this period marginally, the LHS of the equation gives the cost of such as 
decrease in terms of current utility i.e. current MU of consumption


- The RHS shows the MU in the next period; The extra unit saved becomes an extra unit of 
capital in the next period plus the extra interest we get the savings  and less the 

depreciation of capital  so overall consumption in t+1 will increase from consumption at 
time t by 


- Future utilities are uncertain so we have the expectation sign

- Future utility gets discounted so we have a discount parameter 

- The Euler equation can be thought of as MB=MC


- Firms’ problem

• Th FOC of labour gives us an intratemporal labour supply equation: 




rt = At
δf (Kt, Lt)

δKt

= AtαKα−1
t L1−α

t

= Atα ( Kt

Lt )
α−1

≡ MPKt

wt = At
δf (Kt, Lt)

δLt

= At(1 − α)Kα
t L−α

t

= At(1 − α)( Kt

Lt )
α

≡ MPLt

rt α
(α − 1) < 0

wt

Ct

Lt

(1 − Lt)

Lt
∂u(Ct, Lt)

∂Lt
< 0

ma x E [
+∞

∑
t=0

βtu(Ct, Lt)]
Kt+1 = rtKt + wtLt − Ct + (1 − δ )Kt

= Yt − Ct + (1 − δ )Kt

∂u(Ct, Lt)
∂Lt

= β E [
∂u(Ct+1, Lt+1)

∂Lt+1
(1 − δ + rt+1)]

rt+1

δ
(1 − δ + rt+1)

β

wt
∂u(Ct, Lt)

∂Ct
= −

∂u(Ct, Lt)
∂Lt
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- LHS is the benefit in terms of increased utility enabled by earning wage 

- RHS is the loss in utility caused by working marginally harder


• We can combine the two FOCs to get the labour supply Euler equation: 




- 


- If I want to consume more now, then I must work harder in the next period, but how much 

harder depends on the relationship 


- If wages are relatively high today compared with what we expect in the future, I should 
work harder now and enjoy more leisure in the future


- Total Factor Productivity (TFP)

• The TFP ( ) is subject to random shocks


• We assume  where  and 

-  = technology shock

-  = measure of persistence of tech shocks;  means shocks are not persistent at all


• Without shocks (i.e. that ), z would converge to 0 and A will converge to 1

- Solow residual

• We can decompose the Cobb-Douglas production function  such that 

growth in output is given by the sum of growth in A plus the growth in capital (weighted by 
alpha) plus growth in labour (weighted by )


- 


- This expression is arrived at by taking logs of the production function, differentiating both 
sides with respect to  and then multiplying both sides by 


- We can rearrange the expression to focus on TFP growth; this rearranged expression is 

known as the Solow Residual: 


• Growth in output that cannot be explained by growth in factors K and L (maybe not 
tech)


- Steady State

• At the steady state, quantities do not change


• From the Euler equation  we know 

that this occurs when 


- In other words, when the interest rate is 


wt

−
∂u(Ct, Lt)

∂Lt
= − β E [

∂u(Ct+1, Lt+1)
∂Lt+1

wt

wt+1
(1 − δ + rt+1)]

∂u(Ct, Lt)
∂Lt

= βE [
∂u(Ct+1, Lt+1)

∂Lt+1

wt

wt+1
(1 − δ + rt+1)]

wt

wt+1

At

At = ezt zt = ρzt−1 + ut 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1
ut

ρ ρ = 0
ut = 0

Yt = AtKα
t L1−α

t

(1 − α)
dYt

Yt
=

d At

At
+ α

dKt

Kt
+ (1 − α)

dLt

Lt

Yt dYt

dAt

At
=

dYt

Yt
− α

dKt

Kt
− (1 − α)

dLt

Lt

∂u(Ct, Lt)
∂Lt

= βE [
∂u(Ct+1, Lt+1)

∂Lt+1

wt

wt+1
(1 − δ + rt+1)]

β(1 − δ + r) = 1

r =
1
β

− 1 + δ
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- The capital to labour ratio  is also constant since r is the MPK; from this we can also find 

the wage level

- The level of the other variables C, L, K, Y can be found using the intratemporal labour 

supply condition

• After shocks, the economy returns to the steady state


- Response to a positive productivity shock when  (shocks are not persistent at all)

• Assume we start from the steady state

• Assume positive productivity shock such that  which implies  and  (TFP 

is temporarily higher than the steady state value of 1)

- 

- 


•  so a rise in A leads to higher MPL and so higher wage levels


- The representative household faces a higher opportunity cost of leisure in this period

• There are offsetting effects


- Income effect: people work less hard and consume more as their income increases

- Substitution effect: higher wages incentivise people to work harder, as observed in the 

intratemporal labour supply equation , noting that the MU of 

labour is negative

• Preferences are chosen such that a permanent increase in the real wage (such as one 

associated with the trend in technological progress) generates exactly offsetting income and 
substitution effects (to match the empirical fact that labour supply has remained constant 
despite improvements in productivity)

- Technological progress has a trend but labour supply does not (on average the number of 

hours we work is pretty constant)

• A temporary shock has only a small income effect so the substitution effect dominates; This 

implies that labour supply has to rise in response to higher A

- The positive labour response amplifies the effect of a productivity shock


• From  we know that an increase in A will lead to a rise in output

- Households could theoretically consume all the extra output in the period where the shock 

arises but this would be sub-optimal given their preferences for consumption smoothing 

- The optimal action is to consume only parts of it today and invest parts of it (to accumulate 

capital) for consumption in the future

- So investment changes as a result of our desire to smooth consumption in response to 

shocks

• In line with the empirical result

• Keynesians ascribe investment volatility to “animal spirits”


• Since , productivity shocks are not persistent, A returns to the steady state in the next 
period

- However, the economy has accumulated more capital due to saving decisions made in the 

previous period

- The optimal plan is to gradually reduce this excess capital by consuming more and having 

more leisure (compared to the steady state)


K
L

ρ = 0

u0 > 0 z0 > 0 A0 > 1

zt = ρzt−1 + ut

At = ezt

wt = At
δf (Kt, Lt)

δLt
≡ MPLt

wt
∂u(Ct, Lt)

∂Ct
= −

∂u(Ct, Lt)
∂Lt

Yt = AtKα
t L1−α

t

ρ = 0
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- Lower interest rate in future periods reflect households’ desire for a downward sloping 
path for consumption

• Consequently, there will be no tendency for a period of high output and work effort to be 

followed by another period with similarly high output

- Capital accumulation alone does not produce substantial internal propagation of 

temporary productivity shocks

• However there are some weak propagations

• Impulse responses


- Plotting percentage deviations from steady state (not actual value)  
- Short-lived productivity shock has short-lived effects on wage and labour supply

- Increase in investment increases capital stock but as the economy returns to the 

steady state capital converges back to the steady state, just as the Solow model 
predicts


- Interest rate in t+1 starts at a lower rate because capital is higher than the steady 
state level but then increases

• Consumption follows a smooth downward sloping path back to the steady state





- Response to a positive productivity shock when  (productivity shocks are somewhat 
persistent)

• Calibrate the model to fit empirical values by setting  (following King and Rebelo)


• Impulse responses show that adjustment is more protracted compared to the  case

- Slower convergence of productivity back to the trend

- Because productivity is above steady state levels for more periods, wage is also above the 

steady state for more periods, so does labour supply

- Output is therefore magnified for more periods

- Some of the excess output is consumed and some is invested so there is a rise in capital 

but eventually capital converges  to the steady state


ρ > 0

ρ = 0.979
ρ = 0
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- Interest rate rises above steady state because despite the higher capital stock implying 
lower rates, productivity also increases initially so MPK is higher but as productivity 
declines, the higher capital stock effect dominates and interest rates decline


- When the interest rate is above the steady state, consumption follows an upward trajectory 
because in that part the stimulative effects of the productivity shock and labour input 
dominate


• The persistence means the impact of a productivity shock on output is of a smaller 
magnitude since the variables are closer to the case where the shock is permanent


• We also have a protracted period of adjustment which matches the length of the business 
cycle in empirical data better


- Summary: response to a technology shock

• A positive productivity shock raises MPL and therefore wages, inducing an increase in the 

labour supply, which magnifies the initial effect of the shock

• The desire to smooth consumption induces more saving (since output increases but we don’t 

want to spend all of it) so more capital is accumulated (but this mechanism is fairly weak so 
we need to assume more persistent shocks for it to have a meaningful effect)


• Factor prices guide resource allocation

• Stabilisation policies have no role here because what we observe is already optimal (First 

Theorem of Welfare Economics applies – any competitive equilibrium is Pareto optimal)

- Evaluation

• Not a perfect match but fairly close in some aspects to empirical data


- King and Rebelo (1999)

- Investment volatility observed but still too smooth compared to data

- Strong pro-cyclicality of C, I and L but maybe too highly correlated with output compared 

to the empirical case

- Factor prices w and r are essentially a-cyclical in the data but the model predicts very pro-

cyclical patterns of w and r

• Especially problematic because the logic of the model is very reliant on these prices


• Only useful in analysing supply-side shocks

- Suppose there was a positive AD shock from increased tax-financed government spending

• There is a negative wealth effect which causes consumption to fall while labour and 

output rise

• So if government spending was the only shock in the data, consumption would be 

counter-cyclical, contrast to the data

- Changes to capital and income taxes have similar effect to shocks but these tax changes 

are infrequent and so are poor candidates for an explanatory variable for business cycle 
fluctuations


- Labour supply elasticity assumption

• We see a discrepancy between the RBC model and the data when it comes to real wages (w)

• While data suggests that real wages are only mildly pro-cyclical, the RBC model suggests 

they are highly pro-cyclical

• This is because the labour supply elasticity in the RBC model is much higher than labour 

supply elasticity estimated at the micro level

• This micro-macro paradox has been the basis of criticisms of the RBC model

• However, if the household labour supply decision is based on the dilemma between work and 

no work for its members rather than the hours worked by each, individual labour supply will 
look very inelastic (no change most of the time) but in the aggregate (household) level, there 
is some variability as some members enter and exit employment
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• BUT looking at the problem this way seems to imply that unemployment is voluntary as 
households choose to withdraw some members from the labour force, which underplays the 
cost of macroeconomic fluctuations like recessions


• Another way to looks at the difference in labour supply elasticity is to take into account the 
existence of contracts in reality (hence wage smoothing) which mean labour supply is less 
elastic than the suggestion of the model
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